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ABSTRACT 

 

REVIEWING THE PERIODICAL YAPI (1941-1943): 
A STUDY ON ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE AND IDEOLOGY 

 IN TURKEY DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR 
 

 

ŞENER, Mehmet 

M.A., Department of History of Architecture 

Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Elvan Altan Ergut 

 

September 2006, 239 pages  

 

 This thesis aims to analyse the architectural production in Turkey during the 

Second World War period with reference to its socio-political contexts, by 

examining  and scrutinizing an architectural periodical published in this period: Yapı. 

The conceptual framework of this study about the practical and ideological aspects of  

the discipline are drawn by considering the developments and dynamics of the early 

Republican Period.     
   

 In the first chapter of the study after the introduction, the functions of 

periodical publications for the cultural atmosphere and the architectural periodicals 

for the discipline of architecture in particular, are examined in the direction of 

clarifying the reason of choosing a periodical for an architectural analysis of a 

specific period. In the following part of this chapter, the early Republican 

architectural periodicals are introduced together with their reasons of establishment 

and the architectural conditions of the period. Lastly, the focus of this study, Yapı, is 

introduced with its identity as a periodical by examining its founders, content and 

publication quality. 
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 In the second chapter, firstly architecture of the country throughout the early 

Republican period is examined by focusing on the significance and effects of the 

Second World War on Turkey so as to reveal the existing medium that compelled the 

architects and intellectuals to reconsider their points of view. The second part  of this 

chapter attempts to make a comparative architectural analysis of the period based on 

the approaches and articles of Yapı by determining the characteristics and objectives 

of the periodical and demonstrating the main arguments of the editors and authors on 

contemporary architectural practice and ideology.    
 

  In the conclusion part, the outcomes of the analysis of Yapı and its arguments 

on the architecture and contextual developments of the Second World War period are 

evaluated in correlation with the meaning and place of these struggles in the 

contemporary medium of architecture.               

 

 

Keywords: The Periodical Yapı, Second World War, Architectural Practice, 

Architectural Ideology. 
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ÖZ 

 

YAPI DERGİSİ (1941-1943): 2. DÜNYA SAVAŞI  
TÜRKİYE’SİNDE MİMARLIK PRATİĞİ VE İDEOLOJİSİ 

 ÜZERİNE BİR ÇALIŞMA 
 

 
ŞENER, Mehmet 

Yüksek Lisans, Mimarlık Tarihi Bölümü 

Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Elvan Altan Ergut 

 

Eylül 2006, 239 sayfa  

 

Bu tez, 2. Dünya Savaşı döneminde basılan Yapı adlı mimarlık dergisini ele 

alıp inceleyerek Türkiye’de o dönemdeki mimarlık üretimini, sosyo-politik 

bağlamları çerçevesinde analiz etmeyi amaçlamaktadır. Mimarlık disiplinin pratik ve 

ideolojik boyutları üzerine olan bu çalışmanın kuramsal çerçevesi Erken Cumhuriyet 

Dönemi’nde varolan gelişmeler ve dinamikler göz önüne alınarak çizilmiştir. 
 

Çalışmanın giriş kısmından sonraki ilk bölümünde dergilerin kültürel 

ortamdaki  ve mimarlık dergilerinin de mimarlık disiplinindeki fonksiyonları, belirli 

bir dönemin mimarlık analizini yapmak için bir dergi seçilmiş olmasının nedenini 

daha açık hale getirme doğrultusunda incelenmiştir. Takip eden bölümde erken 

Cumhuriyet dönemi mimarlık dergileri, kuruluş nedenleri ve dönemin mimarlık 

koşullarıyla birlikte tanıtılacaktır. Son olarak, kurucuları, içeriği ve basım kalitesinin 

aktarılmasıyla, bu çalışmanın ana kaynağı olan Yapı, dergi kimliğiyle tanıtılacaktır.  
 

 İkinci bölümde, öncelikle erken Cumhuriyet dönemi boyunca ülke mimarisi 

ve koşullarının gelişim süreci, İkinci Dünya Savaşı’nın Türkiye üzerindeki etkisi ve 

önemine de vurgu yaparak, mimarların ve entellektüellerin bakış açılarını yeniden 

gözden geçirmeye zorlayan ortamı da görmek amacıyla incelenmiştir. Bu bölümün 
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ikinci kısmı, derginin karakteristikleri ve amaçlarını açıklayıp dergi editör ve 

yazarlarının çağdaş mimarlık pratiği ve ideolojisi hakkındaki fikirlerini göstererek 

derginin yaklaşım ve makalelerine dayalı karşılaştırmalı bir mimari dönem analizi 

yapmaya çalışır. 
 

 Sonuç kısmında, Yapı’nın analiz sonuçları ve İkinci Dünya Savaşı Mimarlığı 

ve bağlamsal gelişmeleri üzerine fikirleri, bu çabaların mimarlık ortamındaki yeri ve 

anlamıyla bağlantılı bir şekilde değerlendirilecektir. 

 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Yapı Dergisi, İkinci Dünya Savaşı, Mimarlık Pratiği, Mimarlık 

İdeolojisi. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

      INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Any historical study proper to the methodological rules of the related 

discipline, including architecture, should bear in mind the dynamics of the era that is 

investigated while attempting to analyze its characteristics. For the understanding of 

current issues of architecture, for example, the multilateral requirements in the 

process of architectural production become more visible when all the social and 

disciplinary factors are examined. Architectural products are shaped in styles, as well 

as ideas, with the awareness and effects of the existing conditions. Inevitably, the 

‘ideological’ content of architecture is formed with the accumulation of several 

paradigms effective on the formation of theoretical approaches rather than the sole 

orientation of political and socio-cultural ideals.1 To say it more clearly, the 

‘ideology’ in architecture can be interpreted as the combination of the dual faces of 

the discipline: theory and conditions. 2  

        

Still, the degree of the physical and theoretical dependence of architectural 

production of any period on its ideological and social contexts is a matter of debate 

in the architectural medium. Considering several researches made accordingly, this 

connection becomes evident but the approaches about the amount and quality of this 

relation are generally shaped by the way we perceive architecture. Nonetheless, there 

are such periods when, no matter what your perspective is, the effect of 

contemporary dynamics is observed in every detail of architectural developments. 

The era of the Second World War in Turkey, as the focus of analysis in this study, is 

one of the clearest examples of this argument. 

                                                
1 For further information about the ‘characteristics’ of the relation of ‘architecture’ and ‘politics’, see 
Sargın, Güven Arif. Nisan 2002. “Mimarlik ve Temsiliyetin Politik Imgelemi: Söylencesel ve 
İdeolojik Bilgi”, Arredamento Mimarlık, Tasarım Kültürü Dergisi, p.81-87.    
2 For different interpretations on ‘ideology’ and ‘architecture’, see Argan, G.C. 1981. “Architecture 
and Ideology”,  Architectural Design, no:1-2,  p.21. 
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As a period when even the simplest architectural product became hard to 

realize due to the immense effects of the war in Turkey, the era of the Second World 

War created very important effects and radical changes in the subsequent economic 

and social life in the country.3 Architecture of the country, due to its parameters that 

were highly dependent, also witnessed important transformations. While considering 

the cases about architecture and related fields, this study will examine the period 

both with its own reality and as a part of the ongoing historical process in the early 

Republican period. 
 

In the early years of the Republic, the state perpetually searched for ways for 

conceptualizing the ideology of the ‘nation-state’. The unification of contemporary 

western life norms with the ‘idealized’ national and cultural consciousness was 

aimed to be established in the society with a top-to-bottom organization by the state. 

The proper internalization of this process by the society was attempted to be 

provided by the realization of modernist revolutions, and the assimilation of a new 

‘national identity’, the basis of which was reproduced from the searches in the fields 

of history, language and culture. The creation of this unique national character 

equipped with contemporary values was intended to be accepted in every stratum of 

the society. As a result, “the aim of the newly founded Turkish Republic was to 

create a ‘new world’ for the ‘nation’ by producing a ‘nationalist message’ in terms of 

the existence of a ‘national’ and ‘modern’ cultural identity.”4  
 

At the same time, the architectural medium of the period was witnessing 

similar discourses about its ‘aesthetical’ and ‘ideological’ canons. The dominant 

approach of the architects was the formulation of a national architecture that had 

modern and international aspects, which could also be the peculiar representation of 

the ideology and identity of the nation-state.5 In any case, the Republican state, as the 

                                                
3 Zürcher, Erik J. 1991. Modernleşen Türkiye’nin Tarihi,  İstanbul: İletişim yayınları. 
4 Ergut, T. Elvan. 1999. Making a National architecture: Architecture and the Nation-State in Early 
Republican Turkey, unpublished PhD dissertation, Binghamton University, State University of New 
York, p.227. 
5 Nalbantoğlu expresses the approach of the architects of the period as follows: “The aesthetic 
vocabulary of architecture, on the other hand, manifested the conflicts between westernist and 
nationalist ideologies after the late nineteenth century. Turkish architects engaged in an endless search 
to establish a nationalist vocabulary based on contemporary western forms and aesthetic principles. ... 
They searched for a reconciliation between imported architectural theories and their own nationalist 
strategies to establish a legitimate identity.” Nalbantoğlu, Baydar Gülsüm. 1989. The 
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most powerful determinant of the process of architecture in early republican Turkey, 

was also demanding such a progress of architecture as it conceived the ‘products’ of 

architecture as an effective tool for the expression of the new ideology and the 

system it aimed to establish. Due to the socio-economic system in the world, on 

which Turkey was fundamentally dependent, and its own socio-political 

transformations in the near past, the country was experiencing a kind of a ‘peripheral 

modernization’ whose dynamics and progress were shaped and arranged with the 

international capitalist politics of Western countries. Accordingly, rather than being 

able to create and coordinate its own contexts on the collaboration of ‘modernist’ and 

‘nationalist’ ideologies, Turkey became the arena of several experiments for attaining 

these goals with reference to the simultaneous changes in the world. In such a 

context, the searches for the ‘modern’ and the ‘national’ in architecture coexisted and 

continued side by side in the first half of the twentieth century.6        
    

Despite the positive steps taken for the development of architecture after the 

establishment of the Republic, architecture had very serious problems in the cases of 

organization, professionalization and commissioning. These cases constituted the 

active struggle fields of the architects in the period between the late 1920s until the 

1950s. In this process, the state – the most important ‘patron’ that financed and 

organized construction works in the country - was the authority asked to regulate the 

practice of the field of architecture. On the other hand, this was also a very 

contradictory suggestion of architects due to their simultaneous struggles for the 

professional, aesthetical and legal concerns of the discipline.7  

 

                                                                                                                                     
Professionalization of the Ottoman Turkish Architect, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, 
Berkeley, p.8.  
6 Yıldırım and Yeşilkaya analyze the first half of the twentieth century in Turkey with different 
definitions of ‘modern’ and ‘national’ made by related authorities and within the framework of the 
‘spontenaus ideology of architect’. In the last part, they state that, “In the field of this research and the 
spontaneous ideology of an architect, MODERN AND NATIONAL always survived their existences 
side by side. The existence of one does not mean the absence of the other. When MODERN existed, 
the national stood in memories, when national existed, modern always survived its existence. In other 
words, although the sequence of the precedence/subsequency changes, one always sheltered the clues 
belonging to the other.” Yıldırım, Sercan and Yeşilkaya, Neşe. 1996. “İdeoloji ve Mekan”, İdeoloji, 
Erk ve Mimarlık Sempozyumu, G.Ü.M.M.F. Mimarlık Bölümü, 11-13 Nisan 1996, Dokuz Eylül 
Üniversitesi Mimarlık Fak. Mimarlık Bölümü, D.E.Ü. Sabancı Kültür Sarayı, Konak-İzmir, Egemen 
Basımevi, p.306-307.  
7 See for further discussion; Nalbantoğlu, Baydar Gülsüm. 1989. The Professionalization of the 
Ottoman Turkish Architect, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Berkeley.  
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At the time, there were a limited number of architects; and the new generation 

that had been in practice from the beginning of the 1930s, was obliged to face the 

existing difficulties of the discipline both in theoretical and practical aspects. 

Besides, the discipline was not clearly introduced to the society, and accordingly, in 

the continuing construction process of the country, instead of the commissioning of 

qualified Turkish architects, foreign architects and unlicensed master builders were 

getting commissions for works of building. As the existing organization of architects 

did not have any authority even on the evaluation of its own autonomous fields, and 

the legal arrangements about architecture were not enough for considering the rights 

of architects against these negative conditions, the architects had to express the 

situation to a wider mass of people and insist on taking precautions and finding 

solutions.   
 

In the face of such problems that needed attention, architects searched for 

common media where they could make their voices heard by the society and 

authorities, defend their rights, introduce the discipline and share their problems and 

contemporary developments of the discipline.8 In addition, architects were aiming to 

create the ‘national architecture’ of the new ‘nation’ and the ‘state’ while trying to 

better the condition of the discipline and that of the architects. In this context, they 

had to contact with each other and make the responsibilities of everybody known 

towards the stated aims. 
 

In order to create the medium of the required solidarity and cooperation, the 

architects themselves published architectural periodicals to continue their struggles 

for the rights of architects and the discipline. The early Republican periodicals were 

established for such purposes and struggled for the cases mentioned above 

throughout their publication periods. The founders and editors of these periodicals 

were concerned with the practical and theoretical sides of the discipline, actively 

questioned and opposed to the approach towards architecture during the period, and 

as intellectuals of the community, they proposed solutions in accordance with the 

common positivist perspective of the period.9 When these were combined with their 

                                                
8 Kumral, Bülent (Interview). 1994. “Anılarda Mimarlık-Zeki Sayar”, Yapı, No:152, YEM Yayınları, 
p. 100-114.   
9 Alsaç, Üstün. 1979.  “Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yayımlanan Mimarlık Dergileri”, Çevre, Mimarlık ve 
Görsel Sanatlar Dergisi,  İstanbul, No:1,  p.86-90. 
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documentary qualities, and when any periodical is considered as an element exposed 

to the dynamics of its period, early republican architectural periodicals became one 

of the most important tools to draw the general framework of the era. 
 

 In this thesis study, I will analyse the architectural practice and ideology of 

the Second World Period in relation to the socio-economic contexts by examining 

and reviewing an architectural periodical published in this period, i.e. Yapı that had a 

critical and interrogative point of view towards both architecture and social life in 

Turkey. Here, the Second World War is accepted as a part of the early Republican 

period and Yapı is analyzed with reference to this context. In order to understand the 

framework of architecture and the conditions of the early Republic during the Second 

World War, I examined Yapı that was published in this period so as to benefit from 

its documentary quality. Yapı was very sensitive and oppositional towards the 

contemporary agenda of architecture and included lots of articles about different 

branches of art and culture while it was mentioning about the important issues of the 

day. My intention in analyzing the periodical is to provide more detailed data about 

the determinants and interrelations between the discipline of architecture and the 

contemporary conditions in Turkey through the analysis of this periodical.  
 

 In this study, I not only investigated all the issues of Yapı and the other 

publications of the period about art and architecture, but also used  various sources 

from other disciplines such as politics, history and literature as well as architecture. I 

found interesting documents written in this period about the special topics of the 

periodical. At the initial stage of the study, I made use of the literature about the 

architecture and the general context of the period so as to provide the necessary 

framework of analysis.10  

                                                
10 Some of the main sources on early Republican architecture are Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. Modernism 
and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural Culture in the Early Republic, University of Washington 
Press, Seattle and London; Batur, Afife. 2005. A Coincise History: Architecture In Turkey During the 
20th Century, Mimarlar Odası Yayınları, Ankara, Temmuz.; Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Cumhuriyet 
Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 
1927’ye,  Mimarlar Derneği 1927; Holod, Renata, Suha Özkan and Ahmet Evin. (eds.). 2005. Modern 
Turkish Architecture,  Chamber of Architects of Turkey,  Ankara; Yeşilkaya, Neşe. 1999. Halkevleri: 
İdeoloji ve Mimarlık, İletişim Yayınları; Alsaç, Üstün. 1976. Türkiye’deki Mimarlık Düşüncesinin 
Cumhuriyet Dönemindeki Evrimi, Yayınlanmamış Doktora Tezi,  K.T.Ü. İnşaat ve Mimarlık 
Fakültesi; Nalbantoğlu, Baydar Gülsüm. 1989. The Professionalization of the Ottoman Turkish 
Architect, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Berkeley; Özer, Bülent. 1970.  Rejyonalizm, 
Üniversalizm ve Çağdaş Mimarimiz Üzerine Deneme,  İstanbul: İTÜ Yayınları; and Sözen, Metin and 
Tapan, Mete. 1973.  50 Yılın Türk Mimarisi,  İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları.  
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 The study is mainly composed of two chapters. The second chapter after the 

introduction begins with the investigation of the general ‘meanings’ and ‘functions’ 

of periodicals. The differences and pecularities of architectural periodicals among the 

other published media, their significances for the discipline, and how much and in 

what sense they could be effective on the development of the discipline, are initially 

evaluated. Besides, the reason why an architectural periodical is chosen for observing 

the architectural and socio-political characteristics of a specific period, is also 

explained in this part. The next part of the chapter includes the introduction of early 

Republican periodicals. By making comparative analyses in between them, the 

similarities and differences in the objectives and styles of these periodicals are 

explained.  
 

 The chapter concludes with the introduction to Yapı as an early Republican 

architectural periodical, with the analysis of the reasons of its establishment, 

founders and contents as well as the information about the quality, organization and 

distribution of the subject matters so as to clarify the conceptual and publicational 

quality of periodical. The focus of the part is on the institutional and autonomous 

identity of the periodical rather than the detailed definition of its objectives.  
 

  The main concern of the third chapter is the critical analysis of the arguments 

of Yapı about the important subjects, problems and stylistic searches of the early 

Republican period. The periodical had a sensitivity and interest on the conditions of 

the discipline and saw them not only as the results of local and simultaneous 

developments, but also conceived them as the last phase of the understandings and 

applications evolved in the historical process. Namely, the investigated subjects were 

conceived as the extensions or the continuations of the ongoing processes started 

with the foundation of the Republic. So, despite the insistent focus on small-scaled 

issues, most cases were perceived as the actual problems of architecture in the 

periodical. Contextually, for examining the cases, being aware of the conditions of 

                                                                                                                                     
For the general context of the period, see Ahmad, Feroz. 2002. Modern Türkiye’nin Oluşumu, Kasım, 
3. basım, Kaynak Yayınları; Koçak, Cemil. 1996. Türkiye’de Milli Şef Dönemi(1938-45), 2 Cilt, 
İletişim Yayınları, 1. Baskı, İstanbul; Timur, Taner. 1994. “Savaş Yılları 1939-1945” Türk Devrimi ve 
Sonrası, İmge Kitabevi.; and Zürcher, Erik J. 1991. Modernleşen Türkiye’nin Tarihi,  İstanbul: 
İletişim yayınları. 
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the era and knowing different approaches about the period, the issues and objectives 

of the periodical are examined with a more embracing and multi-disciplinary 

perspective.          
 

 Turkey and its architecture from the establishment of the Republic and 

especially their detailed analyses during the Second World War period, constitute the 

first two parts of the third chapter. The dynamics and contexts effective on the 

formation of the arguments of Yapı are tried to be presented here. Naturally, the 

cases which are more frequently discussed than others, are selected according to the 

frequency of their place in Yapı. In the last part of the chapter, an analysis of Yapı is 

undertaken with reference to its position in relation to the architectural issues of the 

period. This part informs us about the characteristics, perspectives and suggestions of 

the periodical about the existing theoretical and practical condition of architecture 

and architects.  
 

 The periodical was published for reaching several ideals and correcting the 

problems of both architecture and art, as it accepted both as indispensably together 

with reference to the sources and solutions of their problems. In that sense, the 

editors attributed themselves some missions for the sake of the architects, artists and 

the society. Consequently, the last part of this chapter is composed of an analysis of 

the main arguments of the periodical on the general aspects of architecture. As for 

the method followed in the analysis of the main discourses of the periodical, I 

divided its articles into groups according to their contents, and than I brought 

together the ones intersecting in similar points on the important cases of the period. 

These provided the framework of the general subtitles that form the different 

dimensions and cases of the early Republican period that were covered extensively in 

Yapı, mainly the issues of education, commissioning, urbanisation, architectural 

history, conservation, architectural history, the creation of a “modern-national” and 

“Republican-Turkish” architecture. 
 

 These arguments were explained in the periodical with the discussion of 

important cases of the agenda that were related with the subjects of the titles. In other 

words, the concrete cases of the agenda that were discussed in the periodical, are 

connected with more general issues under these titles. These cases were discussed 

with examples effective at the time, such as the role of the Academy of Fine Arts in 
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contemporary education, the method of competition, and the competition for Anıt 

Kabir in relation to the commissioning process, the experience of İstanbul in 

urbanization issues or the significance of Sinan for the history of the “nation”. 

Finally, an important social and architectural discourse of the early Republican 

period, i.e. the tension between the ‘modern and the ‘national’ and the search for 

their unification, is analyzed as the dominating argument for both this part and the 

whole of the thesis.  
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                                                          CHAPTER 2 

 

                                               YAPI: THE PERIODICAL 

 

The periodical acts as the “flow of time” and a “process” for multi-

disciplinary and historical analysis, which makes the observation of the ‘precedency’ 

and ‘subsequency’ of the ‘dialect’ of information possible by presenting different 

frameworks of contemplations.11 Besides, apart from the quality of information 

transferred with visual and literary ways in the periodicals, the one-sided dependency 

of a periodical to the system its inside and the paradigmatic connections that compel 

it to reorganize and reidentify its thoughts and struggles, are useful tools to watch 

over a specific period and the progression of dynamics. The actual concern of this 

study is the analysis of an architectural periodical published in a specific period, that 

of the Second World War. Methodologically, this part is contemplated to be 

advanced from the general evaluation of the characteristics of periodicals in general 

to a detailed investigation of Yapı, the architectural periodical as the focus of this 

study.  
 

  In this chapter, firstly, periodical publications are examined with respect to 

their common functions and importance in the socio-cultural life of communities and 

intellectual world. Then the architectural periodicals, together with their special 

position in the published media and the deliberate meanings they expressed for the 

practical and theoretical aspects of the discipline, will be discerned. It follows with 

an analysis of architectural periodicals published in the early Republican period in 

Turkey. The tangible reasons of their establishment, conditions, objectives and 

functions are collectively interpreted with the simultaneous condition of architecture 

in the country and the effectiveness and struggles of these periodicals on the 

discipline. This part ends with the introduction of one of the periodicals published in 

                                                
11 A. Green, William. 1992. “Periodization and World History”,  Journal of World History, Spring 
1992: 15-53. 
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this period, Yapı, as the main focus of the study. Rather than being engaged on its 

objectives, the periodical is examined here with reference to the ‘facts’ of its 

publication.  

 

2.1. Periodical Publications and Architecture 

 

As a tool to transfer various kinds of information and news, periodical 

publications play a decisive role in shaping the thoughts and ideas of public opinion 

and individuals. Although decreased or weakened with the advance of technology in 

media and existence of television, computers and other communication sources 

where knowledge is transferred faster than ever, periodical publications still have the 

power to orient decisions and propagate different tendencies and ideas. At the same 

time, whether focused on a specific field or different subjects of different fields are 

included, they constitute several kinds of documents where simultaneous discussions, 

events and cases are recorded.  
 

Besides, a periodical publication can not only be evaluated with its articles, 

ideas or images. It is also a complex organism that has contextual relationships with 

the continuing social and economic life. Certainly, every published periodical, in 

varying degrees, tries to be directive and effective on the perceptions of people about 

professional, social and cultural subjects, with its content and the arguments it puts 

forward. But, together with their different publication conditions, editorial staff or 

founders, and the missions they have taken on, in other words, together with their 

different ‘life stories’, they act as elements which are subjected to the effects of the 

social system as a whole. In this sense, within their inner and outer dynamics, 

periodicals reflect the contradictions and complexities of the period. They shelter the 

clues of the evolution that ideas and cases have passed and reflect the atmosphere of 

the period in which they exist. And after a time passes after their publication, they 

become “historical documents” that show all the regressions, developments and 

changes of the cases or ideas that they discussed. 
 

Although they focus on a specific profession and a field of research, the 

arguments mentioned above are also valid for periodical publications of architecture. 

In fact, these periodicals, depending on the method of interaction they propose and 
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the quality of written and visual information they present, have some peculiarities 

among the huge medium of journals and publications they are a part of.12 Their 

contents are mainly organized with texts and writings that visualize the three 

dimensionality of architecture and make the ‘real’ and continuous ‘existence’ of its 

concrete and theoretical production comprehensible to readers. In this respect, the 

observation of architectural texts requires specific canons and their characteristics 

must be conceived accordingly. In his book on journals of architecture in different 

fields, Crysler also supports this thesis: 

 

 … I argue that journals and their discourses matter: texts have a determinate 
effect on how we understand, imagine, and act in relation to the world around 
us. Texts and  writing play an instrumental role in shaping the critical and 
imaginative space in which members of a built environment profession –
architecture, planning, urban  design – operate. By intervening in the politics 
of writing we intervene in the politics of built form. Each journal is therefore 
studied as a space of knowledge, governed by shared methods and practices. 
It is to the underlying assumptions that inform these textual, institutional, and 
socio-political “worlds” that my analysis and criticism is directed.13  
 
 
Although published for different purposes and with different points of views 

and dynamics, architectural periodicals, totally, have some common meanings for the 

discipline itself and the social structure. First of all, they include the past, the most 

recent and the future architectural discussions, products and theories. Inevitably, this 

situation causes some results and functions on architecture as a discipline to acquire 

shape and helps people to have an opinion about the discipline. As stated in one of 

the recent studies on architectural periodicals in Turkey: 

 
With an outlook that studies architectural media from past to present, it is 
possible to realize that periodical publications offer more realistic and 
traceable data in terms of determining the architectural agenda and keeping 
record of current discussions. Acting as an interface between the architect and 
the user, periodical publications communicate the most recent architectural 
theory and practice to many people in a documentary and permanent way. It 
is possible to say that architectural publications realize probably the most 

                                                
12 Casson, H. 1968. “On the Architectural Journalism”, Concerning Architecture, (edited by) j. 
Summerson, Penguin Pres, London, 1968. 
13 Crysler, C. Greig. 2003. “Chaper 1: Introduction”, Writing Spaces- Discourse of Architecture, 
Urbanism and the Built Environment,, 1960-2000,  Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, New York 
and London,  p.4. 
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basic mission of media by consciously getting the reader involved in the 
discussions taking place..14           

 

Accordingly, Alsaç says that:  

 
In our age, architectural periodicals are one of the most important 
communication tools that create and spread the thoughts about the profession 
of architecture… By investigating this communication tool that is peculiar to 
our age, it is possible to understand our day and the conditions that prepared 
it.15  

 

Naturally, the reflections of the thoughts and articles inside these periodicals are 

widely seen in architectural theory and concrete world, because: 

 

Architectural periodicals are not only the mediums that reflect the 
architectural production of their period, but are independent means of 
production themselves. As an alternative medium of production for 
architecture, the periodicals have the power to direct and determine the 
architectural present.16 

  

 
 
 

Probably, the most essential property of these architectural periodicals, which also 

constitutes the basis of this study, is their documentary quality. This situation makes 

them function as archives where every kind of information about architecture and 

related fields are recorded. In this way, they inform us about the theoretical and 

concrete development of processes of architecture throughout history. In an article 

about the architectural publications, Ertekin suggests that: 

 
By introducing ideas and products, apart from being the propagandation tools 
of revolutionist ideas in a dense manner, they created a suitable area for 
information, discussion and communication, contributed architects and artists 
to enlarge their horizon and proved an obvious interest and currency on 
public about artistic and architectural subjects. Furthermore, in these original 

                                                
14 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology,  p.1.   
15 Alsaç, Üstün. 1979.  “Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yayımlanan Mimarlık Dergileri”, Çevre, Mimarlık 
ve Görsel Sanatlar Dergisi,  İstanbul, No:1,  p.86. All the Turkish quotations are translated into 
English by myself.       
16 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.2.   
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fields, they became innovators for the creation of a specific language and 
accumulation of information as an archive..17   

 
 

Apart from being documents that inform us about the historical evolution of 

the discipline, architectural periodicals, with their dependency on social and 

economic system of the era they were published and with other criterias that effect 

their publication and writing conditions, also reflect and inform us about the overall 

character of their period of publication. In his thesis, Özdel also mentions about this 

case:   

 
With their dynamic nature that is observable especially throughout the 
historical process of the 20th century, architectural periodicals have reflected 
the properties of their age of publication, while also contributing the 
intellectual production.18 

 

 

In this respect, architectural periodicals are very useful tools to understand 

several specific periods in architectural, socio-economic and political contexts. The 

study in this thesis will also focus on an architectural periodical published in Turkey 

in the period of the Second World War so as to analyze the period itself from within 

different perspectives. But before that, it is necessary to analyze the establishment of 

architectural periodicals in Turkey, their aims and developments until the end of the 

Second World War in order to have a general idea about the determinants that shape 

their politics and struggle.   

 

2.2. Architectural Periodicals in Early Republican Turkey 

 

The establishment of the Turkish Republic and the consequent revolutions 

realized by the state within the framework of the modernization project caused 

essential changes rapidly in every aspect of Turkish cultural and social life. 

Accordingly, comprehensions and practices related to any kind of professional, 

intellectual and social activity, and the precedences that shaped the flow of life 

transformed fundamentally. As a discipline, it is possible to say that architecture was 
                                                
17  Ertekin, Haldun.  1984. “Sunuş: Mimarlık Tartışmaları ve Mimari Yayıncılık Üzerine”,  Mimarlık, 
No:2, p. 14    
18 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.2.    
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also affected positively from these developments. The importance given to the 

discipline increased and, at least, with the support of the government that perceived 

architecture as one of the basic tools for the demonstration of the republican thought 

and the proposed contemporary life, some improvements were experienced when 

compared with the situation of the discipline in the final years of Ottoman Empire. 

For example, the only school of architecture, the Royal School of Fine Arts (Sanayii 

Nefise Mektebi Alisi) moved to a new building in 1926, to the ‘Double Palaces’ in 

Fındıklı, and changed its name as the Academy of Fine Arts (Güzel Sanatlar 

Akademisi).19 In the following years, the education system was revised according to a 

modernist perspective. Also, in relation to the republican ideals and new life 

perception, architects attempted to have their independent organizations and, the 

Society of Turkish Architects (Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti) was established in February 

18, 1927 in Ankara, and the Architectural Office of the Association of Fine Arts 

(Güzel Sanatlar Birliği Mimari Şubesi) was established in March 9, 1927 in 

İstanbul.20             
    

Despite these affirmative struggles, the discipline of architecture still had very 

important problems that needed urgent solutions. As a profession, with its meaning 

and its function, architecture was not well known even by the elites of the country. 

Accordingly, architects searched for an environment where they could follow the 

developments of the discipline and share their works and problems with each other 

and with the society. Their basic aim was to introduce the discipline and themselves 

to the most important employers of the period; the government and related officials, 

so as to find suitable working areas.21 In fact, they did not only want to be noticed, 

but also clarify their positions as a profession by being protected by laws and by 

                                                
19 Akozan, Feridun. 1974. “Cumhuriyetimizin 50 Yılı ve Devlet Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi”,  
İ.D.G.S.A. Başkanı, Akademi,  No:7-8,  p.4. 
20 They were  established with 20 days interval but both were unaware of each other. For further 
information, see Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının 
Kuruluşu ve Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye,  
Mimarlar Derneği 1927,  Nisan,  p.24. 
21 For the struggles of architects in the ends of 1920s and 1930s in general, Tekeli suggests that “Their 
efforts were focused in two directions: first, to organize themselves and expand their professional 
market through legislation,  and secondly, to prove that Turkish architects could achieve as much 
modern architecture as the foreigners.” Ural, Somer. 1974. “Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve 
Mimarlık”,  Mimarlık, No:1-2, Ocak-Şubat, p. 25.  Quoted in Tekeli, İlhan. 2005. “The Social Context 
of the Development of Architecture in Turkey”, Modern Turkish Architecture, Edited by: Renata 
Holod, Suha Özkan & Ahmet Evin, Chamber of Architects of Turkey,  Ankara , p.22. 
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establishing the Chamber of Architects to complete professional organization. 22  For 

these reasons, they needed a platform where they could discuss these common 

problems and cases of the discipline to create the feeling of solidarity and 

collaboration among colleagues.23 And to provide such an environment of discussion 

and introduction, architects decided to establish architectural periodicals in the early 

1930s. Indeed, despite their varying titles of subjects including different branches of 

arts, technology and aesthetics in architecture, engineering, etc., especially the ones 

published in the 1930s and 1940s; all took on missions to correct the problems of the 

discipline and of the architects, and frequently focused on such topics; shortly, they 

struggled for making reforms in the field of architecture in Turkey.   
 

The first architectural periodical of the Turkish Republic, Mimar, was 

published with such concerns in 1931 by Zeki Sayar, Abidin Mortaş, Abdullah Ziya 

Kozanoğlu, Samih Akkaynak and Sedad Hakkı Eldem. The name of the magazine 

was changed as Arkitekt in 1935. (Figs: 1-4) In the early Republican period, the 

periodical was subtitled as “The Monthly Magazine of the Art of Construction, City 

Planning and Decorative Arts”.24       
 

Arkitekt became the most long-lived architectural periodical in Turkey: It was 

published for 50 years, between 1931 and 1980. The chief directors and owners were 

Zeki Sayar and Abidin Mortaş; and after 1942, it was Zeki Sayar who solely directed 

and owned the periodical.25 The periodical was prepared by a group of young 

architects who were graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in 1928. These young 

architects were A. Mortaş, A. Ziya Kozanoğlu, S. Akkaynak, S. Hakkı Eldem, F. 

Çeçen, Cemil, Ş. Balmumcu and Z. Sayar.  They came together in 1930 and decided 
                                                
22 See for further information about the professionalization struggles of architects in early Republican 
Period; Nalbantoğlu, Baydar Gülsüm. 1989. The Professionalization of the Ottoman Turkish 
Architect, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, p.8.   
23 In his thesis about architectural periodicals, Özdel explains the actual positions of these periodicals 
as follows: “The primary objective of the architectural journals published during the first phase 
between 1923 and 1980 was to legitimize the profession of architecture in public and provide a 
medium of professional organization, unification, solidarity  and education.”  Özdel, İlker. 1999.  
Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on Turkish Architectural 
Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir Institute of Technology, 
p.124.     
24 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.37-38.     
25 Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye,  Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927,  Nisan,  p.185. 
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to establish a periodical under the difficult conditions of the early Republican 

period.26  Arkitekt had remained as the only architectural periodical until the 1940s 

when other architectural periodicals were also established. The basic reason for the 

existence of Mimar-Arkitekt is explained as follows: 

 

During the early 1930s, the young generation of architects was commissioned 
in various cities as a part of the policy that aimed to spread architecture and 
construction services all around the country. This physical separation 
necessitated the existence of a medium of solidarity and communication. One 
of the reasons beyond the publication of Mimar was to create this medium.27 
 

The other reasons lying behind the establishment of the periodical, whose 

clues are hidden in the subjects mentioned in its pages, should also be reminded: 

“For the architects of the early Republican period, Mimar was not only an agent of 

communication but also a medium of professional unification to discuss and react 

against common problems.”28 
 

   The two important problems, which have important places in this study and 

which were mentioned in various issues of Arkitekt, were ‘the struggle against 

foreign architects’ and ‘the struggle for the legal organization of the profession’.29 

                                                
26 Zeki Sayar relates the establishment of the periodical to an enthusiasm of few architects and tells 
about these days and the establishment story of the periodical as such: “We started to publish a 
periodical in our student days. When we were at the Academy, Abidin (Mortaş) was drawing very 
beautifully. And we published a periodical in the Academy.  Abidin was taking care of that. After we 
graduated, we saw that the works were hard, we were living difficulties to introduce us. We decided to 
establish a publication. In 1928, one day, we came together in the office of Abidin and decided. 
Abdullah Ziya (Kozanoğlu) was a very interesting friend who was both a writer and an architect. He 
was related with the printing works. He was going to and coming from Cağaloğlu. We took him 
among us and went to Cumhuriyet printing house. We talked with Nadir Nadi. He welcomed us and 
supported our enterprise.” Ergut tells the following process as such: “At first, it was Mortaş and 
Kozanoğlu who were responsible for obtaining document and printing; the first editor of the 
periodical was Mortaş. Sayar was taking care of financial works. But one year later after 
establishment, Kozanoğlu went to Adana and Mortaş, to Ankara in 1941, Sayar continues the work of 
periodical alone” Sayar, Zeki. 1980. “Arkitekt ile 50 Yıl”, Arkitekt,, No:4, p.122. and Sayar, Zeki. 
1955. “25’inci Yılı Bitirirken”, Arkitekt,, No:4, p.147. Quoted in Ergut, Elvan Altan. 2001. “Zeki 
Sayar, Türkiye’de Mimarlığın Profesyonelleşme Sürecinde Bir Mimar”,  Mimarlık, No:300, p.19-20.    
27 Alsaç, Üstün. 1979. “Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yayımlanan Mimarlık Dergileri” Çevre, Mimarlık ve 
Görsel Sanatlar Dergisi, İstanbul, No:1, p.86.  Quoted in Özdel, İlker. 1999. Architectural Periodicals 
as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on Turkish Architectural Media During the 
Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir Institute of Technology, p.39.        
28 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.39.        
29 “Arkitekt, as the first professional periodical, took on the leadership of lots of thoughts. One of 
them was its advance for the fight carried on against foreign architects who came to Turkey after 
1930s. As known, between 1930-1940, some foreign architects came to Turkey, they worked in 
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The topics covered in the periodical included competition projects and jury reports, 

new developments in Turkey and world, architectural theories, city planning and 

history of architecture. In addition, other branches of arts such as drawing, 

photography, etc.. also rarely took place in the periodical. For all these topics, 

Arkitekt had a moderate approach to the cases and ideas of the period; namely, it did 

not choose to be critical or opponent.30 But it was openly critical about foreign 

architects and the current situation of professional organization, which constituted 

the basic politics of the editorial staff. The periodical saw these cases as the missions 

it had to focus on, as confirmed by the editor Sayar: 

 

In 1930s, there was a wide architectural activity in the capital of the young 
Turkish Republic - Ankara and all around the country, but unfortunately, our 
architects could limitedly join this activity. On the other hand, important 
government buildings were commissioned to the invited foreign architects of 
the West. As Turkish architects were introduced properly neither to the 
society, nor to the official positions, the result was natural. In those years, 
there was no professional establishment that would protect the rights of our 
architects and introduce them; also there was no publication organ where they 
could announce their voices. Actually, our architects didn’t own any staff 
who could cope with these works. Here, we can say that Arkitekt was born in 
such a medium from the enthusiasm of few people who were graduated from 
the Academy of Fine Arts in 1928.31 

 

 

The absence of an established architectural culture and medium forced 

architects to search for a theoretical and logical framework of architecture that they 

could apply in their professional careers, and state it as the most valid and useful 

                                                                                                                                     
application areas besides the educational and consultancy missions they had been given. Arkitekt 
argued that the missions given to these architects can also be managed by the Turkish architects, and 
Turksih architects are enough both qualitatevly and quantitatevly for these works. Again, one of the 
thoughts that the periodical took on its leadership was the thought of legal organisation of architects 
and the thought of determining the rights and missions of architecture and the checking of the 
applications be performed by architects themselves. Even the ‘Chamber of Architects ‘term was first 
used in an article written in the periodical in 1935.” Alsaç, Üstün. 1979. “Cumhuriyet Döneminde 
Yayımlanan Mimarlık Dergileri” Çevre, Mimarlık ve Görsel Sanatlar Dergisi, İstanbul, No:1, p.87.   
30 Sayar tells the reasons of not being critical to the related subjects as such: “..Because our architects 
were very young. Accordingly, it was true for us not to criticise the works of new age for a while. But, 
however, when you analyse the Arkitekts, we partly criticised foreign architects. Also, we criticised 
the ignorancy and lack of interest of the government about architectural subjects.” Sayar, Z., Yücel, 
A., Balcıoğlu, E.M., Batur, A.,Özer, B. 1985. “Söyleşi: Türkiye’de Mimarlık Eleştirisi”, Mimarlık, 
No:1, p.26. Quoted in Özdel, İlker and Çaylan, Didem. 2000. “Cumhuriyet Türkiye’sinde Mimarlık 
Süreli Yayınları” Arrademento Mimarlık, Tasarım Kültürü Dergisi, No:12, p.103. 
31 Sayar, Zeki. 1981. “Arkitekt ile 50 Yıl”, Arkitekt, Cilt 49, No:380, p.122-123. Quoted in Ertekin, 
Haldun. 1984. “Sunuş: Mimarlık Tartışmaları ve Mimari Yayıncılık Üzerine”, Mimarlık, No:2, p.15.  
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approach for the country in the 1930s. In accordance with the current developments 

in Western architecture, the editorial staff of Arkitekt supported a modernist approach 

in architecture and published modernist projects, translations of texts by modern 

architects and gave news about modernist architecture both from inside and outside.32 

Özdel states that this approach was mainly focused on the formal qualities of 

modernism: 

 

Another objective of Arkitekt was to provide the communication of the works 
of modern Turkish and Western Architects to a wider audience. Arkitekt 
aimed to follow modernist developments of the west that had previously been 
neglected and present these developments in the professional circle. It is 
possible to say that the projects and translations published in the magazine 
were considered as a medium to realize the national mission of contributing 
to the modernization project. Arkitekt also served as a medium of education 
for young generation of Turkish architects, a majority of whom had been 
educated in the Ottoman tradition. The diffusion of modern architecture 
among Turkish architects had been realized by Arkitekt. However, it should 
be remarked that this diffusion was primarily based on the formal qualities of 
modern architecture, where the social programs offered by the avant-garde in 
Europe and Russia were considered secondary.33  
 
 
In the 1940s, important changes occurred in the politics of the periodical that 

can easily be observed in the differing subjects of articles, the architectural theory 

proposed and the style used. Turkey, with the effects of the Second World War and 

other socio-political developments, was increasingly dominated by nationalist 

ideology, which affected every part of the society. The editors of Arkitekt were also 

affected from that situation and the general politics of the periodical started to be 

arranged accordingly. First of all, the terms that were widely used, i.e. ‘modern’, 

‘modernism’, ‘West’ and ‘modernist architecture’ that the periodical propogated 

earlier, were increasingly replaced with the terms ‘national’, ‘local’, ‘traditional’ and 

‘national architecture’. An article that was seen as one of the most diagnostic source 

                                                
32 For the choice of modernism in the founders of Arkitekt, Özdel and Çaylan states that: “..Due to the 
founders of Arkitekt that are the first graduates of the Academy of  Fine Arts after the modernist 
reforms that were applied by Ernst Egli, this caused a publication understanding close to the 
functionalist and modernist projects.” Nalbantoğlu, G. 1992. “Mesleki Söylem için Bir Ortam: Mimari 
Dergiler”, Çev: S.A.Tokol, Mimarlık, No:250, p.19-21. Quoted in Özdel, İlker and Çaylan, Didem. 
2000. “Cumhuriyet Türkiye’sinde Mimarlık Süreli Yayınları”, Arrademento Mimarlık,  No:12, p.103. 
33 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.41.        
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of the rebirth of a nationalist thought in architecture, ‘Towards Local Architecture’  

by Sedat Hakkı Eldem, was also published at that time.34  
 

The problem of foreign architects, professional organization and introduction 

of architects were still the most important topics covered in the periodical, but the 

style they used while considering these cases became more critical. Their moderate 

approach, with the power of nationalist feelings, were replaced with an opponent 

style directed towards the government and related positions.35 The tradition of 

publishing the projects of Turkish architects and not publishing the works of foreign 

architects who worked in Turkey by criticizing their existence, continued with an 

increasing speed in this period for the introduction and protection of the rights of 

Turkish architects. 36   

 

There were 3 architectural periodicals published simultaneously with Arkitekt 

in the 1940s: Mimarlık (1944-1953), Yapı (1941-1943) and Eser (1947). Before 

getting into a deeper analysis of Yapı, it will be necessary to give information about 

the other periodicals of the period so as to have a general perspective of the medium 

of architectural publications at that time. The establishment of periodicals that were 

published in this period coincided with the period of the Association of Turkish 

Architects (Türk Yüksek Mimarlar Birliği), which was founded in 1939.37 The 

                                                
34 Eldem, S. Hakkı. 1940.  “Yerli Mimariye Doğru”, Arkitekt,  p.69-74.  
35 In his thesis about the articles in Arkitekt, for the style of articles and architects, Bükülmez says 
that“..The architects of the period didn’t only see themselves as professionals who will design beatiful 
buildings, but also saw as avant-gardes who will modernize the Turkish Society that the traditional 
culture was dominant, with western style, teach them and gave them modern living habits. As the 
biggest part of the articles in the periodical show extremely fervent and poetic character, at the same 
time, instead of finding solutions to the technical problems of architectural field with aesthetical and 
scientific meanings, indicates that ideologic anxiety left all the other anxieties behind..” Bükülmez, 
Cüneyt. 2000. 1930larda Arkitekt Dergisinde Mimari Metinler, Master ‘s Thesis, Technical 
University of İstanbul,  p.101-102.   
36 Ergut, T. Elvan and Enginsoy Ekinci, Sevil. 2005. Belge Okumak: Erken Cumhuriyet Dönemi 
Mimarlığının Tarih Yazımında Mimar Arkitekt Dergisi, Türkiye’de Sanat ve Mimarlık Tarihi 
Yazımının Sorunları, Bildiriler, Erciyes Üniversitesi, Kayseri,  p.6. 
37 Ünalın summarizes the organizations of architects after republic in his book: “The Society of 
Turkish Architects was established in 18th February 1927 in Ankara and The Architectural Office of 
Association of Fine Arts was established in 9th March 1927 in İstanbul; namely, they were  established 
with 20 days interval where both were unaware of each other. In 1936, the members of The 
Architectural Office of Association of Fine Arts established the İstanbul Office of Society of Turkish 
Architects, in 1939 with their officially accepted regulations, they changed their names with 
Association of Turkish Architects. According to this regulations, Ankara became center, İstanbul 
became the Office. In 1954, after the establishment of TMMOB and the Chamber of Architects related 
to that, The İstanbul Office was closed in 1965 and the Society of Turkish Architects was 
established.” Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri, Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının 
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founders of these periodicals also had important positions in that organization while 

they were publishing the periodicals or there were short time intervals between two 

actions. It means that in the 1940s, the periodicals and the existing architectural 

organization acted or reacted together against the already existing situation of the 

discipline. The founders of Arkitekt had also worked in the Society of Turkish 

Architects and the Architectural Office of the Association of Fine Arts in the 1930s. 

But the connection between the organization, its works and the periodicals became 

more clear and powerful in the 1940s with the official missions of the founders in the 

Association of Turkish Architects. After that time, the periodicals acted as the 

spokesmen of the organization by publishing its news, congresses and 

announcements. This relationship is clearly shown in Ünalın’s study:   

  

Mimarlık that was published between 1944 and 1953 was the publication of 
the Association of Turkish Architects itself. The people who published 
Arkitekt, Yapı and Eser also constituted the core staff of this institution. Zeki 
Sayar, who published Arkitekt for 50 years, was also the general secretary of 
the İstanbul Office of the Association of Turkish Architects and the 
Architectural Office of the Association of Fine Arts between 1933-1937, the 
member of the directory committee in 1940 and the president between 1945-
1948. In 1944, the president was his partner, Abdullah Ziya Kozanoğlu. In 
between 1941-1943, there were Necmi Ateş, İsmet Barutçu, Behçet Ünsal 
and Sedat Çetintaş in the directory committee who published the periodical 
Yapı. Selçuk Milar who published Eser in 1947 took several missions in the 
Association including presidency, membership in the directory committee 
and general secretary after 1949. For this reason, even not officially, Arkitekt 
and Yapı were periodicals who had actual organic relations with the 
association.38  
 

 
As the organization of the discipline was the basic objective of these 

periodicals, the reasons of the existence of architectural periodicals coincided and 

processed relatively with the establishment of architectural institutions such as the 

Association of Turkish Architects. They had concrete relationships and common 

ideals in these years according to the missions of the founders of periodicals in these 

organizations. Actually, except for few architects, the problems and discussions of 

                                                                                                                                     
Kuruluşu ve Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye  
Mimarlar Derneği 1927,  p.24. 
38 Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri, Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye,  Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927, p.180. 
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the discipline were common for everyone in these periodicals and existing 

organizations.  
 

Yapı will be analyzed in the further pages of this study. The architectural 

periodicals that were published simultaneously with Yapı during the 1940s were 

Eser, the already existing periodical Arkitekt, and Mimarlık. In this period, Arkitekt 

continued to be published with the conditions and ideals as explained in the 

preceding pages under the directory of Zeki Sayar.  
 

One year after the end of the publication of Yapı, in 1944, a new periodical, 

Mimarlık was published by the Association of Turkish Architects, with the subtitle 

“the magazine of the art of construction, city planning and fine arts”.39 (Fig: 5-7) Its 

chief directors were Nizamettin Doğu (1944-45), Orhan Alsaç (1946-47) and Talat 

Özışık (1948-53).40 It was decided to be published bi-monthly. There was the portrait 

of İsmet İnönü in the first page of Mimarlık titled as “the National Chief”, as in most 

of the publications of the period no matter what their contents and ideologies were. 

We can follow the ideals of Mimarlık from the editorial article - “Mimarlık 

Çıkarken” - of the first issue. (Fig: 8) Together with the dominant effect of the 

nationalist discourse of period that can easily be seen, “creating and enlarging the 

way of national art and architecture that is peculiar to us”, was declared as the main 

aim of the periodical.41 Similarly, Özdel states the aims of its establishment as 

follows: 

 

Remembering the call of Arkitekt for professional unity and communication, 
the periodical published by the association can be seen as an attempt to 
constitute an efficient source of communication among the colleagues. The 
most important aim of Mimarlık was announced as the development of the 
“National Turkish Art”. The editorial article referred to the grandeur and 
splendour of the Turkish architectural heritage. Parallel to the nationalist 

                                                
39 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.52.        
40 Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri, Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye, Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927, p.182. 
41 Anon. 1944a.  “Mimarlık Çıkarken”,  Mimarlık, No:1, p.1. 
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discourse of the 1940s, Mimarlık drew attention to the necessity of defining 
national art and founding a culture of construction for Turkey. 42 
 
 

In addition, by reaching a public as wide as possible, they planned to 

introduce the Turkish builders, art and architecture to Turkey and to the world. But it 

is seen from the editorial article that they defined the reader profile as architects, civil 

engineers, artists and specialists related to design and construction industry; 

accordingly, the readership aimed was limited to these fields automatically.  
 

Another aim of its establishment, which is very helpful for us to have an 

opinion about the degree of nationalism they intended, was stated as follows: “The 

parts of the building activity in foreign countries that are technically instructive for 

us will be included in the program of periodical.”43 Both for Mimarlık and other 

architectural periodicals of the 1930s and 1940s, it is possible to say that their search 

for a national architecture did not oppose to the useful and technically and 

aesthetically logical parts of foreign architecture, in other words, at least for the 

founders and general vision of these periodicals, it did not become a kind of racist 

approach. What they tried to reach was a national architecture that belonged to 

Turkey, but also modern in terms of aesthetic and technical matters.  
 

Together with Mimarlık and Arkitekt, it was in 1947 when another 

architectural periodical, Eser, started its publication. (Fig: 9) The director and the 

owner of the periodical was Selçuk Milar. The periodical was composed of articles 

about architecture, drawing, sculpture, decoration, music, theatre and cinema. After 

only two publications, the magazine had to stop publishing due to economic reasons. 

In his study, Özdel tells the position of the periodical as follows: 

 

In the introductory article of the first issue, the aim of the magazine was 
announced as the creation of a medium of communication for young artists 
that would give them the opportunity to present themselves nationally and 
internationally. Drawing attention to the evolution of a new generation of 
artists, Eser focused on the necessity of the release from the pressure of the 
old for the development of the new. In the “News and Notes” section of the 
first issue, Selçuk Milar expressed that, as an independent publication, Eser 

                                                
42 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis, İzmir 
Institute of Technology,  p.52.   
43 Anon. 1944a.  “Mimarlık Çıkarken”,  Mimarlık, No:1, p.1. 
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was not supported by any official organization and its existence was 
dependent on the interest shown by the reader.44     

 
 

Considering the distribution of subjects, although there is a precedence given 

to architecture, the other branches of arts were also included so as to have a wider 

readership that have different interests and cultural levels. Özdel points at the 

relationship of the periodical with foreign countries so as to transfer the current 

international developments, and gives an important detail about the periodical: 

 

Eser reached its readers in an original envelope and cardboard cover. 
Different from the preceding architectural periodicals; Eser was designed as 
an individual object with its cover page, the photographs and the high print 
quality. As Akol emphasizes, the publication of such a high quality magazine 
in Turkey during the 1940s is worth mentioning. Eser can be seen as an early 
symbol of the process of transformation that Turkey went through during the 
following decade.45         
 
 

  These architectural periodicals, Arkitekt, Mimarlık, Eser and Yapı share some 

similar properties with their objectives, conditions and effects. They were published 

in a period between the foundation of the Republic and the establishment of the 

Chamber of Architects in 1954. This date is a turning point for both the periodicals 

and the discipline itself because the most important struggle of these periodicals and 

the problem of discipline, namely, the organization of profession, its protection by 

laws and the recognition of the field of the discipline and rights of architects were, at 

least, then ordered with regulations. This does not mean that these issues were solved 

altogether, but they still constituted the basic problems of the discipline. 

Nevertheless, for the periodicals, some slight changes occurred in the method and 

theory they comprehended and presented “architecture” with all its sides. This 

transformation in periodicals is also a result of the change in the socio-economic 

system that occurred with the passage to the multi-party system and liberalism in 

Turkey. (Appendix A)     

                                                
44 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis, İzmir 
Institute of Technology,  p.55.   
45 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis, İzmir 
Institute of Technology,  p.55.   
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           Actually, for the early Republican architectural periodicals published in the 

1930s and the 1940s, the dependency on the social system is ever-present: 

Contemporary developments and realities of the social system of Republican Turkey 

constituted the basic contexts of architecture and the politics of periodicals on 

account of decreasing the effects of the struggles on behalf of the discipline. 

Nevertheless, these periodicals also succeded important things, as Özdel mentions:  

  

It has been possible to observe that the Turkish architectural periodicals 
published during the first phase have often become means to transform the 
architectural, social and political behaviours and dynamics in the country by 
influencing their readers. During the 1930s and the 1940s that were 
significant with the increasing reactions towards the practice of foreign 
architects, the architectural journals that reflected the public reactions also 
encouraged these oppositions by publishing reactionary articles, establishing 
a two-way relationship with the architectural agenda.46 
 
 
Although the number of architects was limited during the period, they were 

still not able to find jobs in a country where there is an immense construction 

activity.47 In a country that had been damaged in wars, architects wanted to be 

dominant and organize this field of activity. They needed to be organized under an 

institution, and make people accept architecture as a self-standing field of profession. 

Architects consequently struggled to define their responsibilities and positions in the 

society.48 Also, the existence of foreign architects, the monopoly in construction 

activities because of academicians and the foreign architects, the lack of organization 

of the discipline and its order by laws, the system of competition for constructing 

important buildings, etc. all were the other problems of architects that needed 

definitions and solutions.  

 

                                                
46 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis, İzmir 
Institute of Technology,  p. 124-125.      
47 “Zeki Sayar tells that in the investigation including the overall country they made for the 
Association of Turkish Architects, they were able to determine 150 architects, where 60-70 of them 
were in İstanbul, 30-40 of them in Ankara, 3 of them in İzmir, 1 of them in Adana and the rest of them 
were distributed to the other cities.” Kumral, Bülent (Interview). 1994. “Anılarda Mimarlık- Zeki 
Sayar”, Yapı, No:152, YEM Yayınları, p. 108.   
48 Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri, Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye, Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927, p.182.   
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It was the struggles to defend professional rights that forced architects to have 

organizations, and similarly, publications. They were established for similar purposes 

and took on similar missions for the discipline of architecture to have the place that it 

was believed to deserve in early Republican period. The founders worked so self-

sacrificially that the periodicals existed with the capital of the founders themselves or 

the limited incomes of the organization they were published for. Throughout their 

publication periods, all survived with economical difficulties and had to end their life 

because of economical problems. Their contributions to the discipline and cultural 

life were not only limited with their struggles about the mentioned subjects:  

 

These periodicals, despite their differences in methodology of presentations 
and subjects chosen, generally presented and gave information about foreign 
and traditional architectural projects, competition conditions and jury reports, 
the properties of new building materials and their prices, daily news from 
inside and outside of Turkey, newly published books, laws and directory 
rules. They hence provided the basic historical documents of architecture of 
the Republican period from the 1930s onwards. The subjects in these 
periodicals were not only limited with architecture, but also included other 
related issues such as painting, sculpture, poetry and subjects about art. This 
clearly shows us that they saw architecture in collaboration with other arts. 
As such, they helped increase to the cultural level of society.49 
  
 

The architectural periodicals and other publications of early Republican 

Turkey were the first mediums where the ideals and revolutionary thoughts of the 

Republican government were included, realized and revised. They created a kind of 

platform where intellectual productions or discussions took place freely in the form 

of art, architecture, literature, music, engineering and other fields, reflecting the 

concrete realities or discussions of their period. In time, they have constituted a very 

significant archive where first-hand information about the early Republican 

architecture in Turkey was recorded. Alsaç’s statement for the architectural 

periodicals is similar: 

 

 

 

                                                
49 Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri, Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye, Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927, p.182. 
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What kind of a function did these architectural periodicals have? The answer 
can be, in historical process, the contribution to the unity of language 
between architects and the existence of a common architectural thought. … 
they could contribute to the accumulation of knowledge, prove the 
constitution of a unity of language, be a tool for the introduction, discussion 
and sharing of common problems. … As observed, apart from having a 
quality of documenting and reflecting their ages, the architectural periodicals 
also have the property and quality of preparing, creating and developing their 
ages.50        
 
 

2.3. An Introduction to Yapı 

  

 Yapı, the focus of analysis in this study, is one of the architectural periodicals 

of the early Republican period in Turkey, published between 1941-1943, Before the 

subjects included in Yapı, and the arguments of the periodical accordingly, it is 

necessary to examine the details of its establishment, with its founders and the 

professional conditions that determined its publication policy and its subject matters.  

 

2.3.1. Establishment 

 

  Yapı, as the second architectural periodical after Arkitekt, was published with 

the economic possibilities of a group of architects under the conditions of the Second 

World War. In its first issue, dated November 15, 1941, it was introduced with the 

motto “Towards the Good, the True and the Beautiful”, and with the subtitle “The 

Bi-Weekly Magazine of Architecture, Fine Arts, Ideas and Culture” (Fig: 10-14). It 

finished its publication life in November 15, 1943 with its last issue.51 The chief 

directors of Yapı were Tahir Tuğ in 1941 and Necmi Ateş in 1942-43. Its life 

continued for two years without a break. In a conversation about the architectural 

publications in Turkey, the first publication director of the periodical, Tahir Tuğ talks 

about Yapı as such: 

 

 
                                                
50 Alsaç, Üstün. 1979. “Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yayımlanan Mimarlık Dergileri” Çevre, Mimarlık ve 
Görsel Sanatlar Dergisi, İstanbul, No:1, p.90.   
51 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis, İzmir 
Institute of Technology,  p. 45.   
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Towards the end of 1941, together with the friends that were chosen for the 
directory committee of the Association of Architects and the Architectural 
Office of Association of Fine Arts (Sedat Çetintaş, İsmet Barutçu, Necmi 
Ateş, Fazıl Aysu, Behçet Ünsal and Tahir Tuğ) we decided to establish a 
periodical that can struggle for preventing the monopoly in the profession and 
include architectural informations, current articles that could be read by both 
the colleagues and other people. By obtaining the required financial sources 
among us, we started the publication of Yapı. The already existing periodical, 
Arkitekt, had a moderate approach to the realities of the period and rejected to 
make critical comments. Accordingly, we started this struggle together with 
the friends I mentioned above in the periodical, Yapı. ... Its circulation was 
2000 units. Apart from 700-800 of them that were sold by dealers, the 
remaining ones were sold to the Ministry of Education, People’s Houses, the 
Ministry of Public Works and other public institutions with a subscription. 
Considering the reading conditions of the period, the periodical we published 
succeeded to draw the attention of people together with the interest of official 
establishments,52      
 
 

The organization that Tuğ mentions as the Association of Architects was the 

Association of Turkish Architects, which was one of the two professional 

organizations in the country, besides the Architectural Office of the Association of 

Fine Arts, thoroughout the publication life of the periodical.53 The years that the 

periodical continued its publication and the years of the missions of the founders of 

Yapı in the directory committee of the İstanbul Office of the Association of Turkish 

Architects were simultaneous. In the three news published in the periodical, the 

situation becomes more evident, considering the names of the people selected in the 

congresses: 

 

The İstanbul congress of the year 1941 of the Association of Turkish 
Architects: It was held in 1/4/1941 in the Palace of Alay. The new directory 
committee election was done; as a result, Kemal Ahmet, Neşet Akatay, 
Behçet Ünsal, Necmi Ateş and İsmet Barutçu were selected.54 

 

                                                
52 “Söyleşi: Türkiye’de Mimari Yayıncılık”, 1984. Mimarlık, No:2, p. 37. 
53 There is not enough information about the destiny of the Architectural Office of Association of 
Fine Arts. But Ünalın states that, after the congresses held in 1936, “in Arkitekt, only news about the 
works of the Society of Turkish Architects were observed. It is understood that the Architectural 
Office of the Association of Fine Arts became ineffective.We do not have definite knowledge about 
its end, but from the news below, it is understood that in 1943, the Architectural Office of Association 
of Fine Arts became an establishment that survived its existence under the protection of the 
Association of Turkish Architects.” Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye  Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927,  p.35.     
54 Anon. 1941c. “Haberler”, Arkitekt, No:4,  p.190.  
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The Turkish Architects made their yearly congress in Eminönü People’s 
House last week in İstanbul and selected their directory committee. İsmet 
Barutçu, Behçet Ünsal, Fazıl Aysu, Fahri Engin and Necmi Ateş were 
selected. (January-1942)55  
For the directory commitee of the year 1943 of the İstanbul Office of the 
Association of Turkish Architects, from the last directory committee, İsmet 
Barutçu, Behçet Ünsal, Necmi Ateş, Sarrafyan and again Arif Hikmet Holtay, 
Faruk Çeçen and Sedat Çetintaş were selected.56  

 

Consequently, throughout its publication period, the periodical acted as the 

publication organ of the organization. This relation was not official or dependent on 

economic or institutional parameters, but existed in the form of including news, 

reports, announcements and congresses about the association, and reflecting its 

thoughts in the articles written by the editorial staff of periodical that also took place 

in the directory committee of the association. (Fig: 15-17) The position of Yapı was 

also discussed in the year 1942 report of the directory committee of the İstanbul 

Office of the Association of Turkish Architects. After some praising words that 

focused on the importance and utilities of the periodical, it is said that: 

 

This periodical awakened an interest and effect on people who have 
important positions about architect and architecture. ... In times when the 
periodical Yapı was thought to be published by the association and even one 
answer was not sent against the investigation made for our friends 
accordingly, after the publication of Yapı by Tahir Tuğ, even bearing the 
difficulty of announcing the ideas and comments of our few friends on the 
publication that will be the organ of association shows the motion, effect and 
fusion that Yapı created between friends and convince them the necessity and 
importance of such periodicals.57 
 
 

In this report, for both the part above and other comments about the 

periodical, we see a kind of propaganda by the speaker and the members in the 

directory committee that prepared this report for persuading other members of the 

association to make the periodical as the official publication organ. It shows that a 

struggle was given by the people who were both the founders of the periodical and 

the members of the directory committee of the association to make the periodical 

officially connected with the association. But, although some news were given for 

                                                
55 Anon. 1942ee. Yapı, No:6, p.2. 
56 Anon. 1943b. “Haberler”, Yapı, No:29, p.19. 
57 Anon. 1942dd.  “ T.Y.M.B. İstanbul Şubesi 1942 İdare Heyeti Raporu”, Yapı, No:29, p.16. 
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the struggles of the association about the organization of the profession and the law 

on the Chamber of Architects, when all the issues were analyzed, it is seen that the 

editors did not write much about these cases to make them part of an important 

discourse of the periodical. The contents of Yapı did not include several articles that 

demanded an establishment that could legally be defined by laws and protect the 

rights of the colleagues; the relation of the periodical with the association remained 

only in some articles and the News given about the struggles of the Association of 

Turkish Architects for organization.58 It is obviously seen in the news about the law 

on the Chamber of Architects and the visit of the director of the association, Necmi 

Ateş, to the Prime Minister and the Minister of Education in Ankara for an interview 

about the important issues of the profession:  

 

All the architects are waiting for the positive results that will come out of this 
visit and enterprises. Especially, the successes that will be gained for 
guaranteeing a working place for every architect in this huge construction 
program of the Ministry of Education, and for the law on the Chamber of 
Architects, will gladfully and thankfully be met by architects.59  
 
Two years before, to protect the rights of Turkish architects, to determine and 
direct the connections between the employers, owners and architects, and to 
prove the self-respect and honor of the profession, the Association of Turkish 
Architects prepared a project for the law on the Chamber of Architects and 
presented it to the Ministry of Construction.60 

 

 The editors preferred to continue the struggle of organization in the structure 

of the association and focused on different cases in the periodical. Actually, apart 

from their missions in the periodical and the association, the editors were composed 

of architects working in the practical field under official positions or as free 

architects. They designed important buildings, joined in competitions and concretely 

faced with the existing problems or situations of the profession in the country. They 

represented a generation graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts, who was obliged 

                                                
58 In a footnote written for the article of Enis Kömürcüoğlu, it is said that “People are having their 
projects made by master builders and these are approved by lower architects so as to provide the 
approval of these projects by the municipality. To prevent this, the Association of Turkish Architects 
… applied to the government [for legal organization of the process]. When this law is organized, any 
kind of activity that does not suit to the [rules of the] profession will immediately be punished by the 
association. By this way, the usage of the art of architecture for illegal purposes will be prevented.” 
Anon. 1942gg. Yapı, No:17, p.7.    
59 Anon. 1942bb. “Haberler”, Yapı, No:26, p.19. 
60 Anon. 1942cc. “Haberler”, Yapı, No:27, p.19. 
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to create the architecture of developing Republican Turkey and solve its problems 

accordingly.61  
 

 Due to their dynamic relation with the practical field while publishing the 

periodical, they were able to see the realities of architectural production around them, 

and related to that, they were mainly interested in the unemployment of colleagues, 

the prevention of their working fields by foreign architects and popular 

academicians, the authority of people from other disciplines in the field, and the 

unconsciousness and the lack of interest of people and the government in the field.    
   

 So, the main articles and architectural essays of the periodical, written by 

these people or other authors, were generally composed of related subjects. What 

they additionally did was the frequent inclusion of other fine arts and cultural matters 

in the periodical, seeing their existence and solutions of problems in parallel with 

architectural issues. Besides lots of people from other disciplines who wrote in the 

periodical, we also see names among the founders and the editorial staff of Yapı who 

are not architects. One of them was Turgut Tokad, a painter who was also shown 

among the founders of Yapı.62 The collaboration of architecture with other fine arts 

and the aim of creating a common perspective of different fields can also be justified 

with the existence of such people. A kind of equilibrium was provided in the 

distribution of subject fields in this way and the periodical was saved from being 

seen only as the spokesmen of the association and only as an architectural periodical. 

The architect founders and editors of Yapı were Behçet Ünsal, Sedat Çetintaş, Tahir 

Tuğ, İsmet Barutçu and Necmi Ateş. (Fig: 18)   
 

 Behçet Ünsal was graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in 1933 and 

went to Ankara. Until 1939, he had worked as the architect of the construction office 

                                                
61 In his interview with Behçet Ünsal, Tanyeli remarks that “This generation was educated in the 
Academy of Fine Arts in the line of beaux-arts and perhaps being not prepared, they were thrown into 
a world where modernism started to dominate. The members of that generation, without having any 
kind of thought and accumulation of experience for [modern] design, were obliged to solve the 
architectural problems of the newly established republic. Although there existed a past of Ottomans of 
hundreds of years with innumerable [architectural] products, they were not enough for the solution of 
the problems of the modern world that rarely comes to an agreement ideologically and functionally 
with the accumulation of history.” Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredamento 
Dekorasyon, No:12, p.126.      
62 In Alsaç’s essay and some other sources, Turgut Tokad was mentioned as one of the founders of 
periodical: “The founders of the periodical are Behçet Ünsal, İsmet Barutçu, Tahir Tuğ, Necmi Ateş 
and Turgut Tokad.” Alsaç, Üstün. 1979. “Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yayımlanan Mimarlık Dergileri” 
Çevre, Mimarlık ve Görsel Sanatlar Dergisi, İstanbul, No:1, p.86.    
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at the Ministry of Construction. In 1939, he was appointed as the head architect of 

the construction office at İstanbul Municipality.63 He continued working here 

together with Henri Prost while he was publishing Yapı with his friends.64 During the 

1930s, he wrote several articles in Arkitekt as one of the first introducers of 

modernist architecture to the public opinion of architecture.65 This attitude was going 

to be replaced with nationalism in architecture during the publication of Yapı. Ünsal 

also participated in several competitions, had succesful degrees and constructed 

important buildings. (Fig: 19-24)  
 

  Another name among the founders, Sedat Çetintaş was graduated from the 

Royal School of Fine Arts (Academy of Fine Arts) in 1918. Because of his interest in 

old monuments, he closed his office and began to work at the cultural directory of 

the Ministry of Education. He prepared the statistical surveys of the Mosque of 

Şehzade in İstanbul in 1932, and in 1934, his statistical surveys about the early 

Ottoman buildings in Bursa were exhibited. With the order of Atatürk, he took the 

mission in the establishment of the Commitee of Conservation of Old Monuments 

and Work of Arts (Abideleri Koruma Heyet-i Azası-Rölöve Bürosu Şefi).66 He was a 

member of this committee and the chief of the office of the statistical survey while 

Yapı was being published.67  
 

  Tahir Tuğ was graduated from the department of architecture at the Academy 

in 1934. In 1935, he was appointed to the Scientific Committee of the Monopoly 

Directory of İstanbul (İstanbul İnhisarlar İdaresi Fen Heyeti),68 and in 1941, as the 

architect of the Construction Office of the Ministry of Education (Maarif Vekilliği 

İnşaat Bürosu).69 He continued to work here during the publication of Yapı.  

 

                                                
63 Anon. 1939. “Haberler”, Arkitekt,,  No:11-12,  p.290.  
64 Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredamento Dekorasyon,  No:12,  p.131.           
65 Tanyeli, by considering the first articles of Ünsal in Arkitekt, says: “I remember your articles in this 
periodical. Perhaps you are the first person who wrote about the contemporary architectural thought. 
... Even it can be said that you introduced the modern thought to the public opinion of architecture, 
because I didn’t see any other person in that period.” Ünsal answered: “As I said, although we gave up 
the styles of Ottoman, etc. by looking at the European periodicals, we became terrible modernists. 
That’s why my first articles were as such.” Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, 
Arredamento Dekorasyon,  No:12,  p.130.                     
66 Kuratör: Derya Nüket Özer, Internet. 
67 Çetintaş, Sedat. 1942.  “Minarelerimiz”, Güzel Sanatlar, Haziran, No:4, p.57.    
68 Anon. 1935a. Arkitekt, no:3, p.95. 
69 Anon. 1941b. “Haberler”, Arkitekt,  p.144. 
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  Fazıl Aysu was graduated from the Academy in 1936 and became the 

assistant of Prof. Bruno Taut. He worked in several school projects and the project of 

the Faculty of Language, History and Geography in Ankara. Later, he was assigned 

as the chief of the Monopoly Construction Office (Tekel İnşaat Bürosu). After 1939, 

he worked in the projects of the İnönü Stadium with Vietti Violi, the Palace of Sports 

and Exhibition (Lütfi Kırdar) and the Ali Sami Yen Stadium together with Şinasi 

Şahingiray.70  
 

  Necmi Ateş was appointed to the architecture office of the Third General 

Inspectory (3. Genel İnspektörlük) in 1935.71 He designed and constructed several 

buildings and participated in competitions. (Fig.25-28) Necmi Ateş was the chief of 

the İstanbul Office of the Association of Turkish Architects in 1942, and Sedat 

Çetintaş took the mission in 1943. After these people left their missions in the 

directory committee of the Association of Turkish Architects, the periodical ended its 

publication life, which also indicates the relation between the organization and the 

periodical. 
 

  In its two-year publication period, the periodical survived with economic 

problems and troubles about the requirements of a periodical publication. In any 

case, it was closed basically because of the insufficiency of financial possibilities, 

and the failure in the organizational and other aspects of a periodical publication that 

might have needed a different professional attitude. In his review of the book by 

Behçet Ünsal, İsmet Barutçu states as follows: 

 

Do you know the reason that discouraged us and closed the periodical? The 
fact that two people could not fully have reached their concrete and spiritual 
power. Although we succeeded all the other works of the periodical, the 
failure about financial aspects such as correspondence, accounting, notice, the 
distribution of the periodical and the subscription that needed other types of 
organization, caused this result.72 
 
 
 
 

                                                
70 www. Mimarlikmüzesi.net 
71 Anon. 1935b. Arkitekt, no:11-12, p.358. 
72 Barutçu, İsmet. 1950. “Yapı Dergisi’nden Mimari Tarihi’ne”, Türk Yüksek Mimarlar Birliği 
Bülteni, Mimarlık, No:3, p.24. 
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  Yapı started to be published with the financial capital of the founders and 

continued until the last issue as such by the editors, namely the founders themselves. 

Although, as a periodical, it had an institutional identity, its expenses were paid by 

these people. In several issues, the editors reflected the economic difficulty they 

experienced, and made some requests from the readers and distributors of the 

periodical in the form of warnings or news (Fig: 29): 

 

TO THE ATTENTION OF OUR DISTRIBUTORS: The returning copies are 
coming very late and buffeted. A returning copy of an issue can lastly be 
accepted at the time of the third issue after it, and can be buffeted at most 5 
%. We request from you not to delay the payments. Together with this issue, 
our first year is over and we wish our distributors who have not sent their 
accounts to be quick.73 
    

 
  In addition, every step of the publication and distribution of Yapı was 

concerned by the same people and they were not well-equipped and professional 

enough for the requirements of publishing, but they worked so self-sacrificially in 

order to cope with this situation.74 Actually, together with the problem of circulation 

and being read, these problems constituted the priorities of architectural publications 

in Turkey; especially for these early Republican periodicals. Nevertheless, they 

managed to continue their existences by the sensitivity, enthusiasm and struggle of a 

group of architects who intended to change and give a new shape to the field of 

architectural production in Turkey without considering any benefit.  

 

2.3.2. Contents  

 

 Both in architectural and other kinds of periodicals, we can see two different 

styles in the way they choose to present themselves. In the first type of periodicals, 

whether they focus on one field of research or are interdisciplinary, they create a 

common style and language in presenting their texts as formed by the ideas and 

                                                
73 Anon. 1942ii. Yapı, No:24, p.20. 
74 Tahir Tuğ tells the basic problems of architectural publication as such: “The biggest problem of 
architectural publication is circulation. As all publicators have been amateurs, the publication contents 
are prepared amateurishly and the field is only left to colleagues who are just enthusiastic, [the result] 
can’t be anything more than the current architectural publications. A professional staff – albeit in 
small numbers – is required.”  “Söyleşi: Türkiye’de Mimari Yayıncılık”, 1984. Mimarlık, No:2, p. 37. 
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purposes of authors and editors. In different texts by different authors, we can 

observe the same aim and style as if they are written by the same person who intends 

to convey an important message with an already determined style. In the second type 

of periodicals, a more freely arranged subject distribution and methodology is seen. 

They deal with different disciplines and subjects, which are presented with different 

perspectives of minds that sometimes take the form of critical discussions and 

contradictions in the periodical itself. These types of periodicals just become an 

independent medium where several thoughts and aims are shared with readers not by 

intending to propagate one specific ideal with a specific style. Similarly, in a study 

about journals, the author states: 

 

When I began this study with all but the most cursory familiarity with the 
journals I have selected, I was initially overwhelmed by the variation in how 
they represent their ideas. As I suggest in the case studies, some of the 
journals expend more energy on producing a common style, and the journal 
reads as the work of a collective author, while others have encouraged 
contradictions in writing styles and research methods, and there is much 
greater breadth in how ideas are represented.75           
 
 
The periodical that is analyzed in this study, Yapı, can definitely be 

considered in the first group of periodicals with the style it used and the argument it 

proposed by its authors. A general outlook of the “Table of Contents” part in the 

introduction pages of the issues of Yapı, where we see the names of the articles and 

the authors of the current issue, reveals the fact that a varying range of texts from 

scientific and engineering fields to the artistic, architectural and cultural cases take 

place in the periodical.76 (Appendix B) The authors were composed of important 

authorities and specialists of related fields and ordinary people whose articles or 

amateurish texts were also published. But throughout its publication process from its 

                                                
75 Crysler, C. Greig. 2003. “Chaper 1: Introduction”, Writing Spaces- Discourse of Architecture, 
Urbanism and the Built Environment,, 1960-2000,  Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, New York 
and London,  p.5. 
76 In a study about the analysis of journals of architecture, Crysler tells about their format and 
organization. For the table of contents part, he says: “The table of contents organizes ideas into 
groups, separating certain themes from others, and orchestrating how we encounter arguments and 
their (non-)relationship to other arguments. Indeed, the subheadings that define the table of contents 
can be thought of as metaphorical thresholds between different spaces of knowledge.”  Crysler, C. 
Greig. 2003. “Chaper 1: Introduction”, Writing Spaces- Discourse of Architecture, Urbanism and the 
Built Environment,, 1960-2000,  Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, New York and London,  p.12. 
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first issue to the last 48-49th issue, a kind of loyalty and devotion can be observed in 

all texts in the periodical that suits the approaches, arguments and aims of the editors 

that were shaped by nationalist, critical and emotional perspectives. In this respect, 

whether rationally organized or not, the periodical constituted a medium of 

accumulation of common ideals, thoughts and aims under different subtitles and 

fields. 
 

In every issue, there is a main article in the editorial page of the periodical 

that mentions about architecture, city planning, construction and their related fields, 

whose authors were the publishers of Yapı itself. Although these authors were 

architects working in the practical field, each of them also wrote in other parts of the 

periodical about several subjects such as the presentation of their projects, 

translations, history of art and architecture, philosophy, painting, literature, etc. That 

is definitely related with the position in which they saw themselves in the society; 

namely, the avant-gardes and intellectuals that would inform and direct the society in 

both artistic, architectural, social and political terms.  
 

From the main article, it is possible to follow the consequent politics of Yapı 

and the subjects that the editors focused on. Although different subjects were 

sometimes considered together in one article, a quantitative classification for the 

frequency of the discussion of specific subjects can be made for the total of main 

articles. 46 issues of Yapı were published in two years and the important cases 

discussed in the main articles of these issues were: The chief of the Academy of Fine 

Arts in 20 issues, the Academy of Fine Arts and its education in 9 issues, 

‘Republican Turkish’ and ‘modern national architecture’ in 10 issues, the system of 

competition in 9 issues, the unemployment of architects and the problem of foreign 

architects in 6 issues, the ignorance of directors to architecture, the protection of state 

and the law of ‘construction’ in 10 issues, old monuments and their conservation in 4 

issues. (Fig: 30) 
 

Originally, these specific cases were the representations of the general 

struggle fields of periodical about architecture: Commisioning, Education, Municipal 

Works, Urbanisation, History of Architecture, Conservation, the ‘modern-national’ 

architecture and Republican Turkish architecture. These subtitles also constituted the 

subtitles of this study while making the analysis of the architecture of the period 
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from the perspective of Yapı. When the distribution of these titles in the main articles 

are evaluated so as to follow their actual struggles, it is seen that the ‘commisioning’, 

‘education’ and their relationships were the most frequently discussed topics in the 

periodical. Indeed, ‘commissioning of architects’ case was discussed in 23 main 

articles of periodical. The cases about ‘education’ of architecture were discussed in 9 

main articles. Related to that, the necessity of seperating the practical and 

educational sides of architecture, was discussed in 25 main articles. The other widely 

discussed topics in the main article were: The ‘modern-national’ and ‘republican 

Turkish’ architecture in 10 issues, the ‘history of architecture’ and ‘conservation’ in 

4 issues and the ‘urbanization’ and ‘municipal works’ in 2 issues.     
 

The excess of the number of subject matters in comparison to the number of 

articles is because of the method that the editors chose to present their ideas: 

Different issues were explained in connection to each other so as to reach a specific 

argument by the editors. When the distribution of subjects is analysed, some of them 

seem to have more dominantly discussed. These subjects are the ones that the 

authors, as the editors of the periodical and the directors of the association, were 

dynamically and concretely interested in because of their positions. As a whole, these 

topics in the main articles help us follow the contemporary architectural agenda.  
    

In the main article, the authors shared their ideals with the readers in a more 

‘didactic’ and ‘transformative’ way. They gave the basic definitions of terms such as 

the artist, architecture, planning, etc., focused on specific artistic and architectural 

cases of the era, expressed the problems and gave information about the situations of 

these subjects, and suggested solutions and proposals according to their critical-

nationalist approaches. Due to the lack of interest and information of the citizens and 

responsible people in these fields, they took on missions to enlighten the people. That 

is why the periodical was in struggle to be transformative and informative in several 

disciplines related to the arts.  
  

 In Yapı, big-scaled and important projects and competition projects were not 

published. Such projects were generally presented in Arkitekt, together with its 

drawings. (Fig: 31-33) In this respect, the only example of published architectural 

projects in the periodical that give us clues about the architectural perspective that 

the editors might have, was the series of articles named ‘Houses for People’ designed 
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by Turkish architects, which will be discussed in the following parts of this study. 

(Appendix C) The reason for publishing the designs of the editors and some other 

Turkish architects, by providing every detail of these projects including their costs, 

was not only ideological in order to define the proper type of building in the country, 

but also because of the search for working fields for the architects, and for a kind of 

free service to the readers. This attitude can clearly be observed in a notice given by 

Yapı (Fig: 34):   

 

CONSULT YAPI, YOU MAKE A PROFIT: The ones who’ll make a building 
project, the ones who want to have an idea about construction, the ones who 
have problems with the owner and the architect, the ones who want to consult 
about any type of construction work, the ones who want to have little 
sculptures, any kind of paintings, and busts and the ones who have any kind 
of trouble with construction and commitment: ASK AND WE ANSWER 
YOU IN OUR COLUMNS.77 
  

 
As a general politics, Yapı always had an interactive relationship with its 

readers, tried to have a concrete connection with them and reflected this attitude in 

the periodical. It tried to answer the problems and needs that were determined by 

themselves or by their readers, and inform them about the related fields; shortly, 

what they aimed to do was to make the periodical the common medium of readers, 

artists and intellectuals. The structure of the periodical was arranged so as to include 

the writings of readers and ordinary people who aimed to introduce themselves and 

publish their writings about artistic matters. In order to achieve this, they invented a 

new part in the periodical: You Ask-We Answer is a part where we can follow the 

questions asked by the readers, their interests, writings, comments, expectations and 

the evaluations and advises of the editors accordingly in an informative way. (Fig: 

35)  After the 13th issue, a new part named The Corner of Talents started in Yapı that 

included the poems and articles written by the readers. (Fig: 36) The periodical was 

also open to the readers, ordinary people and different authorities of different fields 

apart from the parts mentioned above. This can also be considered as an aim to 

increase the number and variety of readers.78 (Fig: 37-38) 

                                                
77 Anon. 1941f. Yapı, No:1, p.18. 
78 Even a series of articles about fashion and plastic surgical written by a doctor was included in the 
periodical. See, Çetintaş, Türkan. 1941. “Moda ve Kadın”, Yapı, No:2, p. 10.  and  Kankat, Cafer 
Tayyar. 1943. “Güzel Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı”, Yapı, No:36,  p. 12-
13. 
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Technical Building Questions, Technics of Construction and the Works of 

Garden, Vineyard and Coop are the parts initiated for similar purposes. Especially 

with the part about gardens, Yapı was demanding to do the concrete design and 

planning works of the readers. Again, mainly depending on the aim of answering the 

requirements and problems of the readers about architecture and engineering, a 

proposal was made by the periodical for making the works of the readers and for 

solving their problems. We can follow their objectives from the periodical:  

 
The readers of Yapı who have relations with building works might have some 
troubles that need to be solved. For this reason near the column titled Ask and 
Answer, we are adding a column named TECHNICAL BUILDING 
QUESTIONS. By thinking our readers who face with such problems, in any 
chance, we intend to take in our periodical the problems we face, the ones we 
see in foreign publications and the technical problems we are asked about.79  

 
THE PAGE OF BUILDING TECHNIQUE AND INFORMATION: It will be 
directed by an architect who teaches construction. This page will not only 
include subjects that inform technical persons by using a hard and 
professional language, but together with a clear language and drawings, it 
will give practical informations about the problems that people face in houses 
and buildings. 
 
THE PAGE OF GARDEN, VINEYARD AND COOP: This page will be 
directed by a friend who is a specialist on the subject of agriculture and by an 
architect. Its aim is again to build an aesthetic and agricultural culture that is 
necessary for ordinay people to make their gardens and vineyards by 
themselves.80  
 
 

In the part about gardens, apart from answering the questions by the readers, 

Yapı also proposed to draw the garden types of people by a professional if demanded 

by the readers. Although it was stated that this service would be given only in return 

to the expense of paper and paint, in the following part where the information about 

the requirements of the plan was given, it was stated that “Garden plans are drawn 

with a price in between 5-8 liras.”81 (Fig: 39) So, this was a kind of introduction of 

work that would be done with an amount paid and the periodical was creating a 

medium for this. In an advertisement of Yapı, the thought of designing houses for the 

readers becomes clearer: “YAPI is the only periodical of fine arts in Turkey. Soon: 

                                                
79 Anon. 1942f.  “Teknik yapı soruları”,  Yapı,  No:7, p.19. 
80 Anon. 1942j. “Yapı Tekniği ve Bahçe Servisi Sayfalarımız”, Yapı,  No:11, p.2. 
81 Anon. 1942m.  “Yapı’da Bağ, Bahçe, Kümes İşleri”, Yapı, No:11, p.16. 
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Competitions, awards and surprises, we are building cheap and on the installment 

plan houses for the people. Definitely read YAPI!”82 
 

 Actually, the aim of establishing a building company in the directory of Yapı 

was also mentioned in several issues, but it did not seem to become a reality as any 

concrete reflection of this attitude was not seen in the periodical. That is to say, they 

thought to organize a building company within the structure of the periodical which 

would have commercial and financial aims. (Fig: 40) This part can be seen as an 

extension of the aim of coming closer to the readers and creating concrete 

connections, introducing architects and architecture, make the people aware of them 

and creating job opportunities for artists and architects, including themselves. 

Moreover, different from the other early Republican periodicals, the effect of Yapı on 

readers and its reflections, and its quality as a periodical in cultural life could partly 

be followed from its parts.   
 

 The part Polemic-Chronic that includes the articles of different publications 

about art and architecture written by people from different disciplines together with 

the arguments by Yapı as a reaction or an approval accordingly; reflects the clearest 

examples of the opponent and emotional style that the editors used while expressing 

themselves. In this part, they gave place to the comments of different contemporary 

authorities such as Falih Rıfkı Atay and Refik Halid Karay on art and architecture as 

a quotation, so that the readers could have an idea about the general situation of 

related fields from different perspectives. (Fig: 41) With the answers given by the 

editors of Yapı to these texts and the arguments put forward against the articles of 

other publications, a medium for discussion and criticism of artistic and architectural 

issues were created.83 So, for the first time, different subjects and positions about 

architecture, planning, etc. were considered in the sense of a critical discussion by 

such a medium. 
 

                                                
82 Anon. 1942h. Yapı, No:8, p.19,  
83 “The authors used an emotional and sensitive language that expressed  their nationalist tendencies. 
The special page entitled “Polemic and Chronic” that was present in each issue is significant with its 
contribution to the discussion and criticism of various issues in architecture..” Özdel, İlker. 1999.  
Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on Turkish Architectural 
Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir Institute of Technology, p. 
49-50.  
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In the periodical, the articles about any kind of field written by foreign 

authors could frequently be seen. This was in the form of translated articles and the 

articles by foreigners who wrote in the periodical for a while. The periodical was 

following the developments inside and ouside the country with a rational nationalism 

that had a progressive perspective, and trying to transfer the actual scientific and 

artistic changes of the modern world, it published the projects to introduce foreign 

authors and artists. It was possible to see a translation of an article with the title “Le 

Corbusier says that”, that mentioned about the properties of the inside of a modern 

house.84 The articles of foreign architects, artists, city planners and academicians who 

worked in Turkey at that time or previously were also rarely included in the 

periodical. (Fig: 42) What they mainly criticized was the role of foreign architects 

and artists in Turkey and their effects on Turkish architects and architecture, but the 

ones they saw beneficial for the country were supported and included in the 

periodical. The most frequently included foreign-sourced articles were the 

introduction of life stories of foreign artists, the branches of fine arts and art trends 

that were not generally known by the society. They were in the form of translations, 

presentations and introduction of subjects by Turkish authors such as comics, theatre, 

stories, etc. (Fig: 43) 
 

Apart from the editorial group and people who constantly wrote in the 

periodical, the positions of the authors were variable and different people could write 

in the periodical without a specific order. The analysis of Table of Contents of all the 

issues reveals us the fact that the pages were open to a scala of authors from the 

directors of Hagia Sophia and Topkapı Palace Museums, to authorities in 

engineering, architecture, art and literature and to amateur people curious on related 

fields and social matters. Science, engineering and technology were also mentioned 

in the articles with the titles of earthquake, acoustics, etc., building materials such as 

Cement of Trass, and Iron were introduced and informations were given about 

scientific developments in other fields. (Fig: 44-45) Such an approach was basically 

related with the idea that it was necessary to see architecture with its constructional 

aspects as dependent on and being a part of the changing modern world in 

technology. 
 

                                                
84 Ünsal, Behçet. 1941.  “L. Corbusier diyor ki”, Yapı, No:1, p.12. 
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The advertisements of different architectural offices, firms and some other 

types of offices were also included for the periodical to survive financially. This was 

also in the sense of the introduction of architects and a call from the association to 

people for hiring architects to design the projects for their houses. (Fig: 46-47) After 

the 20th issue, the News part was initiated in the periodical to inform the readers 

about the appointments, graduations and news from the academy, the association, 

exhibitions, laws, congresses, competitions, state and ministries, job announcements 

and the critics and discussions of Yapı. This part can be conceived as an agenda of 

contemporary developments of the era, and Yapı insisted to make critics and 

comments on each of them. By this part, more subjects than in the main articles and 

other parts were discussed as it included the arguments of the editors against every 

issue and case. Different from the news of Arkitekt, more special news about the 

editors and authors themselves and their actions were included here.     
 

When we examine the visual and material qualities of the periodical in 

addition to its verbal qualities, the design of its front page and the general graphical 

designs seem to be underdeveloped and inefficient when compared to the similar 

contemporary periodicals in Turkey and foreign contries.85 Depending on the 

amateurish struggles of the editors, the publication of the periodical, which needs 

professionalization in this field and economic supports, could succesfully be survived 

without a break, but the publication qualities of Yapı could be organized primitively. 

Such excuses were observed in the periodical: “TO OUR ESTEEMED READERS: 

Due to the large number of our articles, the technical compulsion of dividing and 

interrupting them is existing. We beg our pardon to our readers.”86     

 
 

                                                
85 Together with the already published Arkitekt and Yapı, La Turquie Kemaliste, the periodical of Fine 
Arts (Güzel Sanatlar Dergisi) and the periodical of Charitable Foundations (Vakıflar Dergisi) were 
the three other periodicals of the period related with art and partly architecture. Fine Arts was 
published by Ministry of Education without subscription. The periodical of Charitable Foundations  
was published by the Directory of Charitable foundations in Ankara. The periods of Ottomans and 
Seljukids were much more included in this periodical. These two periodicals –Vakıflar and Güzel 
Sanatlar- were more qualified than Yapı in printing, page and arrangement quality due to the financial 
supports of the institutions behind them. The authors of Yapı such as Sedat Çetintaş and Tahsin Öz 
also wrote some articles in these periodicals. See Çetintaş, Sedat. 1942. “Minarelerimiz”, Güzel 
sanatlar, Haziran, No:4, p.57-75. and Öz, Tahsin. 1942. “Sultan Ahmet Cami’inin Tezyini 
Hususiyetleri II, Vakıflar Dergisi, Vakıflar Umum Müdürlüğü Neşriyatı, No:2, p.209-213.    
86 Anon. 1943j. Yapı,  No:38, p.19. 
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 The weight of the usage of verbal and visual materials was almost balanced in 

the periodical. The information it gave is very important as a document of history, 

but the quality of its visual materials, drawings, photographs, etc. was designed with 

average standarts because of its conditions. Although Tahir Tuğ states that the 

periodical succeded to catch the interest of the people; in an article in the last issue 

about the cultural atmosphere of Turkey, it also mentioned about the problem of 

cultural publications not being sold by distributors and read by readers. In many 

articles it was stated that, due to the invasion of foreign publications with beautiful 

papers and photos, and the popularity of magazines and colorful newspapers about 

cinema, comics, etc., the distributors did not want to sell “serious” cultural 

publications and this caused problems in their distribution and sale. Here, the quoted 

articles and Yapı itself in general called the responsible people to their duty for 

taking some precautions against this situation and increasing the cultural level of the 

society. In the preview of the article, Yapı says that, 

 

The amount of our money that was accumulated in distributors was too much. 
The ones who did not send any money for two years, and although they did 
not return the copies to us, the ones who claimed to do so were too many. Our 
continuing letters are not answered or we receieved bunk answers. You will 
understand by reading these three articles how these distributors damage the 
distribution of cultural publications by selling the periodicals that are the 
collections of immodestly dressed photos. We hope that the related people 
will find a solution for that. Otherwise, it will be too late.87  

 

So, the source of economic problems that created the deficiencies in the 

overall quality of the periodical, was also related with the intellectual level of the 

society, the monopoly in the distribution of media and other social determinants.       
 

The scholarly writing method was not widely used in the periodical as it was 

not developed much in those years. The language and contents of articles were more 

like essays and free writings that did not obey the certain rules of academical and 

scientific writing. In this respect, the footnotes that constitute one of the basic 

indicators of scholarly method in writing were generally observed in the articles 

about history of art and architecture.88   

                                                
87 Gökberk, M. Ali. 1943. “Birimizin Derdi: Hepimizin Derdi”, Yapı, p.4-6, No:48-49. 
88 For the place of footnotes in scholarly writing, Crysler states: “Another treshold constituted by all 
the journals considered here is situated between what is constituted as “scholarly” writing and other 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

    

YAPI: THE CRITIQUE IN CHARGE 

 
 

The politics and struggles sustained in the period between the establishment 

of the Republic and the second half of the 1940s show consistency and continuity in 

themselves considering the ‘ideological framework’ of the applications and 

revolutions in the country. It was basically because of the Republican state as being 

the only supreme authority in the organization and direction of the capital and other 

dynamics in Turkey. The authority to hold the control of these determinant elements 

changed hands after the developments of the Second World War period; but until the 

end of the war, the ideology of the nation-state was followed in all fields of life 

including architecture.89 Although different stylistic applications are observed during 

the early Republican period and the historians of architecture classify them in 

different groups, they were all searches for an architectural medium inspired by the 

ideals of the Republican state. 
 

In this sense, the struggles for architecture made in this period were similar 

extensions of one specific aim in architecture. Accordingly, this chapter is organized 

to initially analyze the architectural arguments and objectives of Yapı towards the 

practical and ideological situation of the discipline in the country, by examining the 

case in relation to the context of the Republic. In the beginning of the chapter, within 

the perspective mentioned above, the contexts and conditions of Turkey and its 

architecture are examined so as to have a more detailed information about the 

                                                                                                                                     
types of writing. Footnotes are the primary distinguishing feature of scholarly writing: they not only 
define a social division of labor that all the journals have implicitly accepted: they also provide 
valuable insight into what are considered to be the “foundations” of interpretive activity. Footnotes 
describe who the contributors cite to support or verify their statements, whose voice they “speak” 
through in order to strengthen their own.” Crysler, C. Greig. 2003. “Chaper 1: Introduction”, Writing 
Spaces-Discourse of Architecture, Urbanism and the Built Environment,, 1960-2000,  Routledge 
Taylor & Francis Group, New York and London,  p.13. 
89 Ahmad, Feroz. 2002. Modern Türkiye’nin Oluşumu, Kasım, 3. basım, Kaynak Yayınları.  
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contents of the cases that Yapı mentioned. The subjects and general issues of art and 

architecture included in Yapı, were also effective on the selection and formation of 

the sub-titles of this study, and on the way they were discussed in this part. In order 

to see the approach of Yapı towards the  condition of the country and its architecture 

in the early republican period, the following part is about the analysis of the 

arguments of Yapı for varying issues of the discipline, where most of them are the 

represantations and parts of the important discourses and issues of both the 

publication period of the periodical and the early Republican period in general. 

Firstly, the characterisics and objectives of the periodical in the establishment and 

publication process is summarized; later, as the last part of the thesis before 

conclusion, the main arguments and proposals of Yapı about the contemporary 

ideology and practice of architecture in Turkey, are explained and discussed by 

focusing on the general titles for the explanation of small-scaled and specific cases of 

the era.          

 

3.1. Turkey during the Second World War  

 

Until the 1940s, the modernization process and the changing face of Turkey 

occured with the direction of the state that established the Republic. The government 

was continuously struggling to internalize the formation of the ‘nation-state’ and its 

necessities after the foundation of the Republic. Accordingly, by making important 

reforms and radical revisions that generally originated from the west, the institutions 

of the state intended to achieve the combination of the modern Turkish society with a 

distinctive national identity under the structure of the nation-state. The target was to 

reach the meaningful collaboration of the society and the state as the conditions 

sufficied, and at least, it consistently tried to be applied in the 1920s and the 1930s.90  

                                                
90 The consistent politics of the state during the early Republican period was the most essential 
dynamics of the developments in the country. Apart from few details caused by the conditions, as the 
owner of force and capital, the aim to reach the logical framework of the nation-state had always been 
the basic issue for the government. In her thesis, Ergut’s analysis is crucial to determine this point:  
“The specific context effective in the production of early republican architecture in Turkey was both 
marked and demarcated by the characteristics of a newly founded nation state. In its attempt to 
consolidate a new regime in a country worn out by the various wars that had led to its independence, 
the new Turkish Republic experienced many hardships during the period. The world economic crisis 
during the early 1930s, and the Second World War during the 1940s, exacerbated this process. 
Moreover, as a result of nationalist movements in other countries during the period, the decisive 
ideology of uniting people and the state to the end of independence and freedom developed a powerful 
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But although Turkey did not get into the Second World War, in the beginning 

of the 1940s, these struggles for becoming contemporaneus slowed down because of 

the war’s effects on the country. In response to that, the effectiveness of the state on 

economic and social politics increased in serious ranges. A relationship of 

consumption and production oriented in the axis of the state damaged an important 

principle of the nation-state; namely, the union of the state and the society. Actually, 

the increasing politics was statism that had taken its roots from the change existed in 

the early 1930s due to the economic crisis in the world and in Turkey. Statism was 

taking the state as the center of the organization of capitalist and trade activities. The 

choice of the new politics of economy was announced in the speech of İnönü made in 

the opening of the Railway of Sivas in 30th of August in 1930: “With its theory, 

liberalism is a difficult thing for our country to understand. We are definitely state 

capitalist in economy. The things that lead us into this direction are the needs and 

tendencies of country.”91 
 

The 1930s were full of verifications and applications of this kind of a politics 

that required an equilibrium between capital owners and the state to be reached and 

the nationalization of institutions and managements fastened. The developments of 

this period were: 

 
In the 1930s, within the framework of the state capitalist approach, the 
economical activities continued. Different state monopolies for sugar, oil, 
salt, explosive materials, gambling paper, etc. were created and taken under 
the control of the state. In this way, the government itself became an active 
merchandization object. Apart from this, the industry of exports and imports 
were taken from the hands of Rum and Armenian minorities and given to 
popular politicians of the time. The supports of the state and banks and the 
credits they provided, helped establish lots of trade institutions and offices.92 

 
 

                                                                                                                                     
nationalism. Aiming to take its equal part in the system of nation states, and therefore acting according 
to the relevant ‘norms and forms’, the Turkish state formulated its ideology in terms of 
‘modernization’ defined with reference to the center of power of this system, namely, the ‘West’.” 
Ergut, Tomris Elvan. 1999. Making a National architecture: Architecture and the Nation-State in 
Early Republican Turkey, unpublished PhD dissertation, Binghamton University, State University of 
New York, p.188. 
91 Ural, Somer. 1974. “1930-1950 Dönemi Sosyal Ekonomisi”, Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve 
Mimarlık 1923-60,  Mimarlık, No:1-2,  p. 25. 
92 Ural, Somer. 1974. “1930-1950 Dönemi Sosyal Ekonomisi”, Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve 
Mimarlık 1923-60,  Mimarlık,  No:1-2,  p. 25. 
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The etatist politics reached its highest peak in the war period and the 

economic attitudes were sustained dependently.93 The effects of the war were felt in 

every field of life and the dominance of the state on social and economic life, with 

the precautios taken and several applications, increased in a very tough way. The 

situation in these days was explained by Ural as follows:   

     

With the outbreak of the Second World War, military expenses began to 
invade an important part of the budget. Throughout the war, the effect of the 
state on economic life increased and for the first time, imports exceeded the 
values of exports. Besides, between 1939 and 1946 prices increased four 
times and citizens could not provide their basic necessities. To stop the fast 
increase in prices, a law named National Defence Law was brought out.94 
 
 

 State capitalism and the crisis of the 1930s were replaced with a kind of state 

interferency during the war period.95 The most significant examples of this attitude 

were the style and the application of the National Defence Law of 1940 and the 

Capital Tax of 1942, whose effects, directly or indirectly, went far beyond the 

developments after the war.96 There were unbelievable increases in the prices of  

                                                
93 According to Ural, the socio-political, as well as architectural conditions in Turkey before 1950 is 
actually a result of the developments that started in 1900s and 1908 with the declaration of the Second 
Constitution. The period between 1908 and 1950 can be divided into 2 parts as before and after 1930 
considering its effects on architecture. Here, the difference lies in the new official economy politics of 
the republican state: “the state capitalism” (mutedil devletçilik). Ural states that “The 1930s are the 
years when the name of economy politics, developed since 1923 and formulized after the experiment 
of 1929 world economic crisis, was given. After that time, the official economy politics was state 
capitalism.” Ural, Somer. 1974. “Cumhuriyet Dönemi Mimarlığı veya “Milli Mimari” (1923-1950)”, 
Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve Mimarlık 1923-60,  Mimarlık, No:1-2, p. 21.   
94 Ural, Somer. 1974. “1930-1950 Dönemi Sosyal Ekonomisi”, Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve 
Mimarlık,  Mimarlık 1923-60, No:1-2,  p. 27. 
95 Timur, Taner. 1994. “Savaş Yılları 1939-1945”, Türk Devrimi ve Sonrası, İmge Kitabevi,  p.173.    
96 As a law that gives wide possibilities and missions to the state for economic arrangements in case of 
the situations mentioned in the law, it had very important results for the shaping of the social system. 
Timur continues: “To summarize, the application of the National Defence Law, together with the 
ways of distribution of different materials, the inconsistencies in price control and creating 
possibilities for importation and exportation, gave way to the landowners and a section in trade 
bourgeoise to get rich. A group in the bureaucracy that cooperated with them was also connected with 
the category of wealthies of the war. … In just the same way, the control of prices started in 1940 and 
a very interventive economy politics that went against the profits of the dominant class, could only 
survive for two years and it was then abandoned.”  Timur, Taner. 1994. “Savaş Yılları 1939-1945”, 
Türk Devrimi ve Sonrası, İmge Kitabevi, p.184-185.  The Capital Tax Law of 1942 was also sourced 
from the aim of solving economic problems, but the nationalist feelings of the period were also 
effective in the formation of the law. Ahmad tells about the law as follows:“This tax was going to be 
taken from the ones who gathered wealth during the war; namely, the businessmen - especially from 
the non-muslim ones - and the owners of big farms. This law was clearly discriminative especially as 
it separated the taxers as muslims and non muslims and took the highest range of tax from the non 
muslims.” Ahmad, Feroz. 2002. Modern Türkiye’nin Oluşumu, 3. basım, Kaynak Yayınları, Kasım, 
p.90.   
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materials necessary for ordinary living requirements and the people in the country 

were living difficulties in even meeting these ordinary needs. (Appendix D) Different 

classes in the society, such as the bourgeoise and big landlords, began to come to 

important locations with their increasing amounts of capital. Accordingly, despite the 

prevalent and interventive activity of the state in all fields of life, the private sector 

got stronger and became active. The politics that state carried on in this period was 

the messenger and dynamics of deeper changes that would occur in and later period 

of the war. As Ahmad explains:  

 

The National Defence Law of January 18, 1940 gave the government 
extensive emergency power to control prices and the supply of goods in the 
market, and to use forced labour. ... The nature of such laws and the way in 
which they were implemented undermined the citizen’s confidence in the 
state and in the ruling party. This was particularly true of the bourgeouise– 
Muslim and nonmuslim - and the big farmers. Both these two groups 
gathered a big wealth during the war and gave thanks to the state for 
providing this possiblity. But they did not enjoy from the unexpected 
treatment of the autocratic state. They were not feeling themselves safe 
anymore under the directory of the state where they can not inspect anymore. 
The political alliance between the bourgeoise, the landlords and the 
republican state, which came into existence during the war of liberation, had 
finally broken down as a result of wartime pressures. It had to be maintaned 
while the war continued; but once the fighting was over a new political order 
would have to be created and much would depend on which alliance in the 
war emerged victorious.97   
 

 
 Actually, most of the acts of the state, including the tax politics, economic 

precautions and foreign  relationships, were determined in correspondence with  the 

overall effects of the war;  but further than the intended, they gave way to drastic 

changes in the social system that effected the destiny of Republican history after the 

war: “The incredible taxes enacted in years of 1942 and 1943 were sourced from the 

requirements of defence, but brought the political government face to face with 

dominant classes. By this way, it prepared the class-based reasons of the 

development of following years in a scale.”98      
 

 

 

                                                
97 Ahmad, Feroz. 2002. Modern Türkiye’nin Oluşumu,  3. basım, Kaynak Yayınları, Kasım, p.89-90. 
98 Timur, Taner. 1994. “Savaş Yılları 1939-1945”, Türk Devrimi ve Sonrası, İmge Kitabevi,  p.191.   
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 Another factor that stigmatizes the 1930s in world scale and experienced its 

most powerful period in war years was the effects of nationalist and racist politics of 

Germany and Italy on Turkey. It did not only affect Turkey in social and economic 

meanings, but also effected the shaping of the dynamics and the ideology of the state 

and the social structure in the country. In relation to the ideological and economic 

dialectics in the criterion of Turkey explained above, the occurence of a nationalist 

discourse caused by the relationships with these countries and the contextual socio-

economic dilemmas of Turkey as a periphery country, were the basic determinants of 

the theoretical and concrete production of architecture.      
 

 In the 1930s, Germany and Italy became dominant powers of the world 

political system with the governence of fascist parties. The equilibrium of forces 

between countries was changing in favor of them because of their improvements in 

military and industrial aspects. According to the colonialist and spreading politics 

they carried on, the nationalist ideology they propogated became widespread in the 

world scale. These countries represented ideal icons of Turkey for the target of 

changing, developing and being a part of the western contemporary world. Turkey 

had serious economic dependencies in its foreign trade with Germany. During the 

war, this relation was such effective that its reflections were inevitably seen in the 

foreign politics and socio-economic life of Turkey.99 In those years, the principles 

and decisions of Turkey about foreign politics were rapidly and without exception 

effecting economy.100 At the same time, the colonialist foreign politics of Italy 

developed in the sense that Turkey had to reorganize its overall foreign relationships 

accordingly. The Republican government was anxious about the imperialist desires 

of Italy that aimed to spread on Asia and Africa.101   

                                                
99 In the 1930s, especially with Hitler, Germany took the highest shares in the import and export, 
namely, the foreign trade of Turkey. This relation became so powerful that its effects were reflected in 
the foreign politics of Turkey. Timur states that, “For example, in 1929, the share of Germany in total 
import of Turkey was 16% and in export 23.5%; after Hitler came to power, this share increased 
rapidly and in 1937, the import was tied to Germany with the ratio of 36.5% and export 47%. In years 
1938 and 1939, the import ratio was sequentially 47.6%, 42% and the export was sequentially 51.4% 
and 53%. As seen, the years before the war, half of our foreign trade was tied to the Nazi Germany. 
This situation affected our economic dependency together with our foreign politics.”  Timur, Taner. 
1994. “Savaş Yılları 1939-1945”, Türk Devrimi ve Sonrası, İmge Kitabevi, p.174.    
100 Koçak, Cemil. 1996. “Milli Şef Döneminin İktisadi Politikaları”, Türkiye’de Milli Şef 
Dönemi(1938-45),Cilt 2, İletişim Yayınları, 1. Baskı, İstanbul, p.368. 
101 Turkey’s alliances in Balkans and Middle East were sourced from the threat of Fascist Italy. 
(Balkan Agreement and Sadabat Pact) As some researches stated, “in the period from Lausanne until 
the beginning of the Second World War, the most important element that affected the foreign politics 
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 Still, whatever the dimensions of these relationships are, the political, 

economic and cultural methods used in Germany and Italy for the improvement and 

organization of their regimes were followed by the elites and bureaucrats of Turkey. 

Some of these applications that were seen similar and suitable for the conditions of 

Turkey were taken as models for the progress of the country: 

 

In Turkey, the contemporary nationalist experience in Europe was directly 
reflected together with its ideological structure and supports. It is certain that 
the Turkish bureaucrats were closely following the experiment of Italy and 
affected from the organization methods of Mussolini’s party. This 
organization included both the borrowing of institutional motives of the 
Italian experiment and the similarity in the aims, explained as the national 
power that was sourced from economic autonomy.102 
 

 
 

 In addition, especially during the war, Germany tried to have close relations 

with Turkey for its advantages. By his related offices, in several cultural and 

economic ways, the fascist Germany made enterprises to import its regime and 

impose its culture to Turkey. This was in the sense of making financial aids, creating 

close contacts in the level of governments, sending its specialists in different fields to 

introduce its culture and technology, and plainly supporting the pan-turanist 

movements and publications in Turkey.103 The basic reason for this propaganda was 

to have Turkey besides Germany in the war. 

 
 

                                                                                                                                     
of Turkey was the behaviours of Italy.” Prof. Dr. M. Gönlübol, Dr. C.Sar, a.g.e., s.123. Quoted in  
Timur, Taner. 1994. “Savaş Yılları 1939-1945”, Türk Devrimi ve Sonrası, İmge Kitabevi, p.173. 
102 Çıkış, Şeniz Ergeçgil. 1996. “Türkiye’de İdeoloji, Modernleştirici Seçkinler ve Mimarlık”, 
Y.Mimar, DEÜ Mimarlık Fak. Araş. Gör.  İdeoloji, Erk ve Mimarlık Sempozyumu, 11-13 Nisan 1996, 
Dokuz Eylül Üniversitesi Mimarlık Fak. Mimarlık Bölümü, D.E.Ü. Sabancı Kültür sarayı, Konak 
İzmir, Egemen Basımevi,  p.70.  
103 In his book, Koçak explains the actual desires of Germany on Turkey and gives concrete examples. 
According to him, by using the pan-turanist propaganda, Germany tried to affect the Turkish public 
opinion and government. It also proposed some cooperations with Turkey in foreign politics and the 
ongoing war. For the support of Germany to pan-turanism, Koçak says that, “The actual propaganda 
and action in this field started after the treaty signed in June 18, 1941, named Turkish-German 
Friendship and Non-aggression Treaty. ... In times when the military successes of Germany in the 
Western front was continuing and the German Army invaded an important portion of Russia, from the 
month of June in 1941 until the end of 1942, Berlin supported the turanist propagandas and actions. … 
In Turkey, in the second half of 1941, a perceivable increase was going to occur in the turanist 
publications and pan-turanist writings were seen in the Turkish media.” Koçak, Cemil. 1996. 
“Almanya ve Turancı Akım (I)”, Türkiye’de Milli Şef Dönemi(1938-45), Cilt 1, İletişim Yayınları, 1. 
Baskı, İstanbul, p.660-662.   
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 Turkey’s economy was highly dependent on foreign trade; namely, the import 

and export. One of the basic reasons of economic problems was the negative effect of 

war conditions on foreign trade. Turkey’s on a large scale dependency on Germany 

and Mid-European countries in foreign trade was increasing the difficulty.104 

(Appendix E) Its basic reflections were seen in the construction field in Turkey as it 

was dependent on the exported building materials from these countries. Construction 

activities were slowed down immediately when it became harder to import materials 

such as cement, iron, glass, etc. during the war period.  
 

 The reflections of the relationships with these countries were widely seen in 

every aspect of Turkish life. As one of the most important methods of propaganda 

that could concretely be observed in social life, especially Germany used the 

theoretical and constructional aspects of architecture to transfer its culture and ideals. 

It had such a decisive impact on the formation of the architecture of period that it 

caused significant effects on the style and the approach of the architectural 

atmosphere in Turkey. Important governmental buildings were designed by imitating 

or getting an inspiration from the neo-classical architectural culture in Germany. 

Also, for the shaping of the national discourse that was valid in cultural and 

architectural Zeitgeist of the era and for the occurence of nationalist perspectives 

determinant on the formation of intellectual backgrounds of authors and publications, 

including those on architecture, cultural and economic imperialism of fascist regimes 

can not be overestimated.    
 

 As the last phase of the early Republican period, Turkey’s ideological 

atmosphere was surrounded with different levels of nationalist attitudes in the 1940s. 

The quality of nationalism proposed by the nation-state ideals of the republic was 

consistently tried to be protected against serious attacks from the extensions of war 

and fascist regimes. Even so, from the period of war onwards, the nationalist 

discourse of the era gained a multi-faced character that depended on socio-economic 

and cultural bases emerged in the special conditions of war. For the first time after 

the republic, in the first half of the 1940s, social life started to be organized by 

various dynamics and different sources of power rather than the direction of the 

                                                
104 Koçak, Cemil. 1996. “Milli Şef Döneminin İktisadi Politikaları”, Türkiye’de Milli Şef 
Dönemi(1938-45), Cilt 2, İletişim Yayınları, 1. Baskı, İstanbul, p.367. 
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republican state. The cultural atmosphere reproduced several types of national 

consciousness apart from the radical politics focused on the national identity; and 

these ideals spread in the society with different formations.  

 

3.2. Architecture in Turkey during the Second World War  

 

 Despite the fluctuations observed in its characteristics and in the program on 

which its conceptions were based, the nationalist ideology was dominant from the 

establishment of the republic until the coming of the Democrat Party to power in 

1946.105 Consequently, this period could be evaluated in totality and called as 

‘national’ especially with reference to the consistent politics of the nation-state that 

aimed to purify the country from its Ottoman past in every aspect and to create an 

original Turkish identity that was reshaped by contemporary western norms and the 

racial and cultural values of the nation. Even so, in the early years of the republic, 

especially after the law of the encouragement of industry, the nationalism was of 

minor importance when compared with modernization struggles that took the 

western countries as models for the revolutions that symbolised the ideals of the 

republic and showed the aim of giving a modern face to the country as fast as 

possible.  
 

 In this process, applications of a modernist architecture that were 

internationally popular in these days were observed in the construction of the 

country. This development was also supported and coordinated by the state because 

of the radical politics that gave priority to adapt the western way of life and its 

characteristics. Due to the approach of the republican state to achieve this aim, 

important official buildings were constructed in the modern style, and “cubic” 

apartments started to shape the silhouttes of cities. The state-centered politics about 

the organization of architecture can also be observed in the revision of the program 

of the only school of architecture with modernist principles, the invitation to foreign 

architects to take part in the important construction activities so as to apply the 

western architectural culture in Turkey and to educate Turkish architects according to 

                                                
105 This interval can be extended back to the Second Constitution because the contemporary 
Ottomanist perspective of the intelligentsia that established the republic was replaced with Turkism 
that based the nationalism of republican bureaucrats. 
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this understanding. Nationalist searches in architecture, at least as a statement, 

existed side by side with these developments but they were not dominating the 

architectural agenda of the period.  
  

 In the early Republican period, the state was the most powerful dynamics of 

architecture and with its radical modernity project to reform the society, architecture 

was conceived and applied as a tool to reflect the official ideology of the regime 

rather than a discipline of inner forces based on stylistic and aesthetical qualities.106 

As the basic element of the nation-state ideals, the republican state always considered 

nationalism in all aspects of life and activated it as much as possible. As a result, in 

the 1935 “program” of the People’s Republican Party, the entire cultural politics of 

the republic that demonstrated artistic and architectural expectancies was formulated 

as “international in technique and method, Turkish in spirit and style.”107 
 

 Towards the end of the 1930s, together with the interrogations and proposals 

of the limited number of well educated community of architects and intellectuals, 

including some foreign specialists, and with the changes in the conditions of the 

country, creating a national architecture that had logical combinations with required 

sides of modernist architecture became an important subject that was discussed under 

the thesis of a “Modern National Architecture”. The reasons behind this approach 

were connected both with the theoretical and concrete discrepancies aroused in the 

discipline and with the compelling of the contexts that had serious effects on its 

formation. First of all, the technically and aesthetically unsuccesful applications of 

modernist thoughts in architecture and the failure in the objective of creating an 

idealized contemporary city that had modern aspects, forced architects and other 

avant-gardes of the society to question and criticise the rationality of using foreign 

                                                
106 The characteristics of architecture in the early Republican period was explained by Bozdoğan as 
follows: “Retrospectively speaking, independent of the particular stylistic choices that prevailed from 
about 1908 to 1950, the fundamental flaw of Turkish architectural culture in the early republican 
period was the charging of architecture with larger political and ideological meanings. Especially after 
the proclamation of the republic, architecture assumed a larger-than-life misson in Turkish nation 
building, not just literally, but also symbolically. The public buildings of the new republic were 
identified with the republic itself. ... The fundamental flaw of Turkish architectural culture had to do 
not with the individual works, but with the larger role architecture assumed in transforming the 
society according to the official ideology of the regime.” Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. “Nationalizing the 
Modern”, Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural Culture in the Early Republic,  
University of Washington Pres, Seattle and London,  p.298-299.              
107 Quoted from ‘The party program of C.H.P in 1935’, In Yeşilkaya, Neşe. 1999. Halkevleri: İdeoloji 
ve Mimarlık, İletişim Yayınları, p.88.  
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sourced approaches in architecture. Besides, the socio-cultural atmosphere saw 

perceivable changes with the increasing interference of statist politics that 

reconsidered its priorities according to nationalist strategies caused by the war threat.  
  

 The spread of racist cultural politics of Germany and Italy in Turkey led to 

immense increases in the nationalist feelings of different sections of the society. The 

reflections of these developments were inevitably seen in theoretical mediums and 

application fields of architectural production.108 The reaction was so powerful that 

even the education system of the Academy was reinterpreted in collaboration with 

the search of a new Turkish architecture. Modern architecture was now defined as 

invading the country and the new understanding aimed to struggle against it.109 The 

process was explained by Bozdoğan as follows: 

 

Especially under the circumstances of the late 1930s - with nationalism 
rampant everywhere in Europe and war looming on the horizon - the 
emphasis on nationalism became strong in all aspects of life and culture in 
Turkey. The same popular publications and illustrated family magazines that 
published images of modern women and life styles on their covers came out 
with conspicuously more nationalistic and militaristic images in the late 
1930s. As republican political discourse emhasized the difference (and 
superiority) of Kemalism from the ills of both capitalism and socialism, 
republican politics drew closer to the examples set by national socialists in 
Germany and fascists in Italy. In this climate, nationalist publications 
intensified their attacks on avant-garde, modernist, and internationalist 
currents in art, often with explicit admiration for the cultural politics of the 

                                                
108 Together with the increasing effect of Germany and Italy in 1930s, the concrete reflections and 
inspirations of their social and political system were clearly  observed in Turkey. The statist and 
nationalist politics was rising under the control of government and these countries were representing 
models for the organization and struggles of government. The reflections of these relationships were 
inevitably seen in the architecture of Turkey with the analysis and applications of the styles applied in 
these countries. The actual connection was provided with the exhibitions done in Turkey “…Reaction 
against the internationalist Modern Movement mounted. The 1934 Italian Fascist architecture 
exhibition in Ankara had a considerable impact. By 1943, the popularity of fascist architecture 
reached a climax with the German Architectural Exhibition. Under these influences, Turkish architects 
turned away from universal approaches toward monumentalizing national ones. In fact, they 
demanded the formulation of a national architectural policy.” Tekeli, İlhan. 2005. “The Social Context 
Of the Development of Architecture in Turkey”,  Modern Turkish Architecture, Edited by: Renata 
Holod, Suha Özkan & Ahmet Evin, Chamber of Architects of Turkey,  Ankara,  p.25.   
109 Taut’s appointment as head of the architectural section at the academy in 1936 was announced in 
the academy brochure as follows: “Under the direction of the prominent and experienced German 
architect Professor Taut, the students of architecture are preparing to combat the nondescript style, 
totally devoid of identity, that has been invading İstanbul, Ankara and other cities of the nation under 
the rubric of ‘modern’. There is no doubt that the new Turkish architecture will be born out of this 
combat.” “Academy of Fine Arts”, Introduction Brochure, İstanbul, 1937. In Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. 
“Nationalizing the Modern”, Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural Culture in the 
Early Republic, University of Washington Pres, Seattle and London,  2001,  p.266-269,.   
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National Socialists and Fascists. A heavy emphasis on the need for 
“Turkishness” in art and architecture replaced earlier preoccupations with 
modernity and progress.110     
 
  

 Nonetheless, the efforts for creating a national architecture were not 

proposing a fundamental transition that would totally replace the modernist 

discourses of the medium with nationalist tendencies in architecture. The idea was 

not to get rid of all faces of modernism as its technological and rational qualities 

were accepted and applied as beneficial in several aspects. Every part of the country 

was changing rapidly with a construction program as required and the economic and 

rational sides of the modernist program - that takes the human to the center of 

architecture and facilitates the construction activity – made it a necessity when the 

conditions and sources of the newly established republic were considered.  
 

 The result was the aim of not breaking the connections with the Western 

world, accepting the relevant cultural heritage of the national history, exposing the 

supposedly similar characteristics of these two cases and reflecting these 

relationships concretely in the development of architecture. As Bozdoğan explained, 

the rise of the nationalist approach in architecture: 

 

does not mean that architects abandoned the rationalist and functionalist 
principles of modernism or that they were any less influenced by what was 
going on in the architectural culture at large in Europe and the United States. 
Rather, at a time when nationalist sentiments and statist policies were strong 
everywhere, they embarked upon a program of “nationalizing the modern”, 
which meant showing the compatibility between Turkish building traditions 
and the rationalist precepts of modern architecture. Aesthetic canons of cubic 
modernism were rejected in favor of either more “regionalist” or more 
monumental and classicized forms. ... In larger ideological terms, however, 
Turkish architects collectively contributed to the identification of “national 
architecture” with the nationalist ideology of a powerful and authoritarian 
state. In the same way that they had embraced the “New Architecture” as an 
expression of the Kemalist revolution, they now called for a “national 
architecture” capable of representing the Kemalist program of tracing the 
historical roots of the Turks.111 

 
                                                
110 Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. “Nationalizing the Modern”,  Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish 
Architectural Culture in the Early Republic, University of Washington Pres, Seattle and London,  
p.240-241.    
111 Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. “Nationalizing the Modern”, Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish 
Architectural Culture in the Early Republic, University of Washington Pres Seattle and London,  
p.241.     
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 By the effects of the nationalist state ideology and the transformations in 

social strata, it was seen by the intelligentsia as necessary to create the original 

“Turkish Architecture” with a contemporary face. What they generally struggled for 

was taking sources from the Anatolian and historical culture, and creating 

justifications for the imagined connections of traditional culture with modern culture 

as against the view that took the traditional and the modern as two separate 

paradigms.  
 

 The nationalist dominancy in the country led intellectuals to create new 

theoretical frameworks in art and architecture. The common thesis, which was also 

frequently defended in the periodical of Yapı, the focus of analysis in this study, was 

based on the uniqueness and rationality of Turkish art and culture. They fought 

against the prejudices of western centered and orientalist approaches that took 

western and Turkish cultures as dichotomous by trying to prove the revolutionary 

and transformative character of Turkish art and culture.112 Yet, such struggles were 

not organized with a determined program and an ideal that aimed to reach a specific 

target. Hence, the basis and the reason of the searches for creating national 

architecture were similar, but they were composed of analyses focusing on different 

periods of the cultural heritage of the country, such as the Hitites, Seljukids and the 

certain periods of the Ottomans.  
 

 As became widespread in every intellectual field, this atmosphere also 

determined the character and variety of works and writings about architecture. 

Consequently, as related with the already mentioned socio-political contexts, the 

architectural production was effected from these ideological developments and 

reformed accordingly. The variety of methods and reasons of searches for the unity 

of the “national” and the “modern” was also valid for architectural production. The 

economic constraints of the war affected the choice of traditional materials, on the 

other hand, the effects of the neo-classical architecture of fascist ideologies 

                                                
112According to Bozdoğan, the reflections of this nationalist climate could also be observed in the 
historiography of Turkish art and architecture. She says that “..With a much broader historical scope 
and theoretical boldness than their predecessors in the late empire, republican architects and 
architectural historians sought a niche for Turkish art and architecture within the large schema of 
world architecture, tracing their historical evolution and comparing them with other artistic and 
architectural traditions.” See her assertions for more detailed information, Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. 
“Nationalizing the Modern”, Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural Culture in the 
Early Republic,  University of Washington Press Seattle and London,  p.244.     
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widespread among academicians gave way to the use of a monumental architecture 

while nationalist approaches became dominant in the context of the Second World 

War. The period created buildings with different styles as the clearest examples of 

the contradictions in this field. Due to the lacks in definitions, coordination and 

social foundations, the dominancy of uncompleted and dispersed searches and 

applications were clearly observed in the contemporary architectural agenda.    
 

 During the 1940s, whatever approach they had, all Turkish architects 

preferred to use the term “national” in their works.113 Thus, the search was towards 

formulating an appropriate “form of the nation” whereby particular forms of 

architecture were used to disseminate the desired identity for the “nation”.114 There 

was a common demand of architects for the patronage and support of the state in the 

organization of the national architecture. Nevertheless, the objective of creating a 

unique “modern-national” style that would systematically answer the expectations of 

the nation state politics based on the peculiarites of the Turkish identity and the 

demands of contemporary world, could never reach at a programmatic and succesful 

end. 
 

 In addition to the lack of coordinated and supporting politics of the state, the 

other reason for the paradigmatic failure of architecture was that social and economic 

contexts that would give way or permit the basic necessities to ‘transform’ and 

‘sustain’ the discipline was still absent, as in earlier periods. Altough a revolutionist 

and republican political system had been established to apply a radical and top to 

bottom modernity project, Turkey was still partly a feodal agricultural society that 

had not fully realized its industrial revolution, enlightement process and class 

formations. For this reason, the internalization and proper application of modernity 

and necessary social transformations, to find a powerful place in the international 

capitalist system as a self-standing country, were not yet working properly despite 

                                                
113 “It is important to emphasize that whether they tried to justify modern forms through the “cubic 
traditions” of Anatolian vernacular or promoted the wooden Turkish house, Turkish architects of the 
early republic almost invariably preferred the term “national” to “regional””. Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. 
“Nationalizing the Modern”, Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural Culture in the 
Early Republic, University of Washington Press Seattle and London,  p.270.    
114 Ergut, Elvan Tomris. 1999. Making a National architecture: Architecture and the Nation-State in 
Early Republican Turkey, unpublished PhD dissertation, Binghamton University, State University of 
New York, p.224. 
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the affirmative struggles done by the state and the intelligentsia. The required basis 

of the desired system could not be created and the existing system was still passive 

and fragile on the face of important changes in the world and in the country. 
  

 In this atmosphere, as one of the most dependent disciplines, architecture of 

the country witnessed developments in parallel to the mentioned situation of the 

country. More clearly, the architecture intended to be formed by the formal and 

theoretical reconcilation of the modern and the national was not arranged by the 

elements and dynamics of country, but it was always shaped by the reflections of the 

contradictions and the problems in the international system on which Turkey was 

immensely depended. The state politics and contexts effective on architectural 

developments had to be reorganized in consideration with these realities. The result 

of this situation observed in the field of architecture was a dilemma that could never 

take a determined shape in applied and discussed platforms. This ‘uncertainity’ and 

‘indefiniteness’ in architecture was openly seen in the early Republican period, 

specifically in its last phase during the Second World War era.  
 

 The war period witnessed the enterprises of the intelligentsia both in theory 

and practice for convincing the state and setting it in motion about the collaboration 

with architects, the organization of the discipline and the consequent solution of 

disiciplinary problems. The basic reason for the publication of Yapı and its one of the 

most densely discussed subject cases was similarly the state-architecture relationship. 

Ironically, however, such attempts were observed in a period when nationalism and 

state interference was the most powerful and effective. The medium for the shift 

from state control and nationalist effects to more liberalist tendencies and capitalist 

activities appeared only at the end of the Second World War in Turkey and have 

become more dominant from the 1950s until today.    
 

Historians of architecture generally divide the republican period under 

different subtitles as “national” and “international”, and define the architecture of the 

Second World War period as “Second National Movement”, which shows its effects 

from the end of the 1930s until 1950s. Indeed, as widely discussed above, despite the 

controversial examples and ideas seen in periodicals or built environment of the 

period, the general dominating effect on architecture was the idea of “nationalism”. 

The reasons for such a tendency depend on various reasons but the basic determinant 
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could be taken as the Second World War and its effects on social and economical life 

of Turkey. The most immediate reflection of the conditions was seen in the field of 

building material industry. The situation was explained in a book that focused on 

Republican Architecture:   

 

The chaos in the world affected the material industry in Turkey that was 
highly dependent on foreign imports. The war conditions prevented the 
import of materials such as cement, glass and iron, which were used as the 
basis of contemporary architectural production. … The lack of local building 
industry showed the damages of such dependency to other countries and led 
architects to gather around the so called nationalist architecture thoughts of 
the period that proposes the dependency on soil and the usage of traditional 
materials.115 

 
 

 Indeed, the end of the exportation of materials necessary for constructing 

even the smallest scaled buildings caused the sector to experience major reductions 

in production. Relatedly, the prices of building materials also increased:   

        

The building process consequently experienced a very static stage from 1939 
until 1945 according to the problems in the relations with other countries. … 
In 1939-43 period, the building material prices increased significantly. For 
example, the price of brick increased 400%, plaster 1000%, timber 500%, 
sand 470% and stone 515%. 116 
 
 

Both for its concrete properties and stylistic preferences, it is possible to 

observe the contextual development of the “Second National Architecture” with such 

contemporary conditions: 

 

The effect of war on nationalist architecture is not only economic, but also 
socio-physchological. The war between developed European countries due to 
economic reasons was threatening Turkey. To stand against this, the national 
solidarity feelings had to be strengthened, and the appeared trend of 
nationalism had taken the architectural movements under its control just like 
everything else. ... The “Second National Architecture” was taking the 
traditional Turkish civil architecture as the source of its nationalist ideals. The 

                                                
115 Alsaç, Üstün. 1976. Türkiye’deki Mimarlık Düşüncesinin Cumhuriyet Dönemindeki Evrimi,  
Yayınlanmamış Doktora Tezi, İ.T.Ü.  p. 33-34.  
116 Ural, Somer. 1974. “1930-1950 Arasında Milli Mimari”, Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve 
Mimarlık 1923-60,  Mimarlık, No:1-2,  p. 34. 
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usage of the Turkish House in several places was an example of this 
attitude.117 

 
 

The dissemination of the movement was very fast as it was supported by both 

the state and the architectural elites of the country. In the existing architectural 

schools, the Academy of Fine Arts and the İstanbul Engineering School (converted to 

İstanbul Technical University in 1944), the nationalist movement, with its theoretical 

and material qualities, was supported and educated by the academicians, and the 

program was dominated by the concerned studies. Interestingly, the movement was 

also supported by foreign architects and academicians who were working Turkey at 

the time. The related developments were as follows: 

 

Assistants in both schools focused their dissertation work on the collection of 
Turkish vernacular architectural forms. All theses at İstanbul Technical 
University dwelt on some aspects of Anatolian architecture, such as houses, 
bath houses or marketplaces. Elements of traditional architecture were 
deemed necessary in government buildings as well as Peoples Houses, the 
cultural arm of the single-party regime. Competitions organized by the 
Ministry of Public works helped disseminate the new ideology among 
architects. Buildings thought to be in keeping with the principles of the 
Second National Architectural Movement won these competitions.118  
 
 
   

In addition, the “Seminar on National Architecture” - initiated by Sedat Hakkı 

Eldem in 1934 for the analysis of regional-traditional characteristics of Turkish 

Houses and architecture - was insistently continuing in these years. As a result, the 

generation of architects graduated from the Academy in the second half of the 1930s, 

was educated with this increasing nationalist perspective and became dominant in the 

architectural atmosphere of the war years.    
 

From the foundation of the Republic, among the basic building programs of 

different state offices were governmental buildings in different cities, primary 

schools, health care centers and hospitals, buildings for serving other public sectors, 

                                                
117 Alsaç, Üstün. 1976. Türkiye’deki Mimarlık Düşüncesinin Cumhuriyet Dönemindeki Evrimi,  
Yayınlanmamış Doktora Tezi, İ.T.Ü. p.33-34.  
118 For quotation and more detailed information, see Tekeli, İlhan. 2005. “The Social Context Of the 
Development of Architecture in Turkey”,  Modern Turkish Architecture, Edited by: Renata Holod, 
Suha Özkan & Ahmet Evin,  Chamber of Architects of Turkey, Ankara, p.25-26. 
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village and immigrant houses, and houses for employee and workers.119 Although 

slowed down, this construction typology continued to exist in the Second World War 

period. On the other hand, the tendency of nationalist ideals started a kind of research 

to find a civilian architecture that included nostalgic values in accord with the 

physological atmosphere of the war and other difficulties in architecture. Although 

there was a complexity in definitions and materials, there were three different 

tendencies to create a “national” architecture in the 1940s: 

 

Nostalgic and Rennovative: The design method was the continuation of an 
understanding that had started with the Seminar on National Architecture at 
the Academy, based on the analysis of İstanbul houses and clarified with the 
characteristics that were unique to the city. It was depended on the 
combination of nostalgic motives and an academic perspective. Sedad Hakkı 
Eldem was the pioneer of this movement. Here, instead of the direct use of 
the historical motives and elements, the analysis of the measurements, shapes 
and ratios of plan schemes were used to provide design ideals. Taşlık Şark 
Kahvesi by Eldem and Çapa Yalısı by H.Kemali Söylemezoğlu were 
important examples of the style with their concrete skeletons, window 
sequences, wide eaves and high retaining walls. (Fig: 48) 
 
Monumental and Academic: This attitude was using modern architecture’s 
rational-functional principles for giving shape to a classical-monumental 
architecture. Basically, the ideals of this style followed the lines of Clemens 
Holzmeister and Paul Bonatz’s academic-national perspectives. This was the 
closest style to European effects and forms, and it was international in this 
respect. Its nationalism was seen in architectural elements such as windows, 
column capitals, etc. and it was an architecture that used modern materials 
and techniques but the facades were covered with stone. The limited numbers 
of important public buildings were all constructed in this style. These are 
Devlet Demiryolları Genel Müdürlük Binası (1941), İstanbul Üniversitesi 
Fen Edebiyat Fakülteleri Binası (1944), Çanakkale Anıtı(1944), etc. (Fig:49) 
 
Populist and Traditional: This perspective searched for nationalism in the 
combination of regional motives with rationalist principles. It was based on 
the architectural heritage of Anatolian cities which was different from 
Eldem’s ideological and historical perspective. It started with the workings 
and researches of the young members of Yüksek Mühendis Mektebi and its 
architectural department, İstanbul Technical University Faculty of 
Architecture. They worked on residential Anatolian architecture and proved 
us valuable documents about regional and traditional architectural production. 
These can be understood apart from ideological comments; indeed, materials 
and schemes could be tied to materialist datum. The examination of the 

                                                
119 See for more detailed information, Ural, Somer. 1974. “1930-1950 Yılları Arasında İmar Faaliyeti 
ve Mimarlık”, Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve Mimarlık 1923-60,  Mimarlık,  No:1-2,  p. 37-40. 
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anonymous residential architecture of Anatolia can be conceived as the most 
important fact of the 1940s, both with its long and short lasted results. The 
best applications of Emin Onat can be seen as the examples of this attitude. 
These are Cenap And House in Ankara and Bursa Vali Konağı. (Fig: 50)120 
 

 
In the examples of monumental architecture that were affected from the neo-

classical architecture of Germany, the usage of stone, the order and the size of 

colonnades, and huge, and un-human scaled elements were seen. To use it for the 

propaganda of the regime, public buildings were constructed in this method where 

we can find modernist building techniques in structural systems together with cut 

stone facades of nationalist forms. So, in general, the basic properties of the 

movement and developments in architecture during the Second World War period in 

Turkey can be summarized as follows: 

 

- Traditional architecture was studied and analyzed systematically with the idea of 

creating a national architecture. Numbers of statistical surveys were completed, 

documents were collected and applications were done accordingly in this period. 

- The desire to create a national and local architecture that was dependent on 

traditional building materials and free from imported materials were put forward, and 

local and traditional solutions began to be applied . 

- Researches and applications on the conditions of monumentality and monumental 

architecture were undertaken.  

- City planning understanding and applications improved.  

- The resistance against foreign architects continued. 

- The tradition of organizing project competitions began to develop; and the works 

for establishing an architectural organization increased.  

- New architecture departments were established in universities (i.e. ITU).121  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
120 For more detailed information and quotations, see Batur, Afife. 1998. “1925-50 Döneminde 
Türkiye Mimarlığı”, 75 Yılda Değişen Kent ve Mimarlık,  İstanbul:Tarih Vakfı Yayınları, p. 209-234. 
121 Summarized from Alsaç, Üstün. 1976. Türkiye’deki Mimarlık Düşüncesinin Cumhuriyet 
Dönemindeki Evrimi, Yayınlanmamış Doktora Tezi, İ.T.Ü.  p.38-39.  
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The dependency of the movement on the socio-political context is so obvious 

that, after the end of the war and the consequent changes in the political and social 

system, the nationalist searches in architecture left its place to quite different 

approaches in the formulation of a new “international” architecture. The emerging 

ideas of liberalism, the increase in trade activities together with the transfer of 

sources to the building sector and the beginning of the import of building materials, 

caused the rational-functionalist thoughts to dominate again in architecture. The 

symbolic end of the nationalist movement was the winning competition project for 

the Palace of Justice in the form of a functional prism in 1949; the architects were the 

two leading figures of national architecture: Emin Onat and Sedat Hakkı Eldem; and 

Paul Bonatz, one of the most important defenders of nationalist architecture as a 

foreign academician, was a jury member.122          

 

3.3. An Architectural Analysis of Yapı  

 

Yapı was an interdisciplinary periodical, and the texts on all kinds of cultural 

issues were related with contemporary developments of the war period. Nevertheless, 

texts on architectural issues were comparatively more successful and consistent 

interpretations for transferring their ideological and nationalist perspectives. It should 

still be stated that the general comprehension of the periodical that evaluates 

architectural and other cultural issues together do not prevent to convey the message 

of the periodical. On the contrary, the critical analysis of all the issues that the 

periodical focuses on reveals a balance and wholeness in the texts themselves with 

regard to the distribution of subjects, the style and the method that they were 

presented in accordance with the arguments put forward and with the gradual 

penetration of the effects of the existing conditions to the cases examined. 
 

Contemporary social and architectural circumstances of the country during 

the Second World War period forced Yapı to have relevant politics in its contents. 

The editors and authors of the periodical had social concerns in addition to their 

professional identities, and indispensably, they based their texts on the ‘awareness’ 

                                                
122 Alsaç, Üstün. 2005. “The Second Period of Turkish National Architecture”, Modern Turkish 
Architecture, Edited by: Renata Holod,  Ahmet Evin and Süha Özkan, Chamber of Turkish Architects, 
Ankara, p.106-107. 
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of the zeitgeist that was also in effect in architecture. The inevitable result was that 

formal and cultural values of architecture could only be discussed after the more 

immediate issues such as the conditions of architects and the compromise with the 

state and capital owners for the coordination of discipline accordingly. 
 

One of the most important concerns of the periodical was the planning of the 

field of construction after the war period. In his essay, Sayar mentions about the 

preparations of other countries and calls the ministries and related officials to duty 

for organizing the construction and city planning of country. Actually, the critics and 

proposals were both pertaining to contemporary requirements and the programming 

of the future.123 Whereas a great importance was given to the precautions that should 

be taken for the development of the discipline after the war, tangible plans and 

solutions were proposed that could simultaneously be implemented in the war period. 

The articles constantly dealt with the provision and promotion of big-scaled 

programs for the sake of the discipline and the society. These articles, where the state 

and related officials were again the intended audience, can be conceived as 

explaining the periodical’s ideology and comprehension of architecture.  
 

In one of the main articles of Yapı named “Turkish Architecture after the 

War”, after mentioning the changes experienced in the economic conditions of the 

countries in war or not, the writer points at the insufficiency or absence of daily 

required materials (for eating, wearing, etc.) or their expensive prices. Accordingly, 

the building materials necessary for construction activities also disappeared from the 

market also because of the prevention of the export of these materials from countries 

in war. The ultimate result of this situation was that building activities almost totally 

stopped in the country, and architects and engineers were mostly unemployed. In the 

following part of the article, we can follow the ideas of the periodical for solving the 

predicament: 

 

In today’s impossibilities - for example, in a time when we closely see how 
inconvenient results came out from the construction and ornamentation 
struggles of our municipality - big scaled construction and building activity 
can not be wanted. It is necessary to consider that only after the war, a very 
huge construction activity will continue in our country and it will not cost less 
than 50 millions in a year when we add the works that were started before the 

                                                
123 See, Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Biz Ne Yapıyoruz?”, Arkitekt, No:141-142,  p.193-194.    
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war and have not been finished yet that make the total amount more. By 
beginning preparations right now, the probability of the opening of working 
life must be taken into consideration. Fundamentally, it is certain that enough 
time will not be given to the limited numbers of professionals for preparing 
projects for these huge constructions that will start after the war. It is easy to 
understand from similar experiments done until today that the projects will be 
realized without making enough necessary study, and accordingly, our 
buildings will appear like randomly created because of this habit of hurry. In 
these years, the preparation of projects in connection with a plan and a 
program prepared for after war construction and building activities will be 
useful: We will both provide working areas for today’s unemployed artists-
scientists, and prevent the projects of future constructions to be done with 
quick and inadequate studies.124  
  
  
 

More significant that the proposals for architectural developments after the 

war, was the approach of Yapı towards contemporary architectural issues. In the 

following parts, the characteristics and objectives of the periodical will be examined 

in relation to the context of the Second World War; and the main arguments that the 

periodical developed in this context on contemporary architectural practice and 

ideology will be analyzed.   

 

3.3.1.Characteristics and Objectives      

 

 In the main article of the first issue, “Yapı Niçin Çıkıyor? (Program) [Why is 

Yapı being Published?]”, the objectives of the periodical were openly explained. 

(Fig: 51) First of all, it was defined as the “Publication of All Fine Arts.”125 Indeed, it 

is seen that any kind of subject related to art, culture and architecture was of its 

concern. As mentioned in its subtitle, together with the subjects about architecture, 

urbanization and city planning, information about several other artistic and cultural 

fields such as poetry, photography, theatre, story, literature, critics, and engineering 

were widely included in the periodical. Those who published Yapı saw architecture 

in collaboration with other fine arts and cultural matters and considered them 

together.126 According to Yapı, the problems of architecture and other fine arts were 

                                                
124 Anon. 1942r. “Harp Sonrası Türk Mimarlığı”, Yapı, no: 17,  p.3.   
125 Anon.1941d. “Yapı Niçin çıkıyor?-Program”, Yapı, no: 1,  p.1. 
126 In his essay, Alsaç talks about the period of the publication of Yapı and the reasons of including 
other artistic and cultural matters as such: “It is observed that Yapı had chosen 15 days for the 
publication of every issue which is difficult considering the architectural subjects. Generally, 
architectural periodicals select a publication period per month. The periodical we mentioned before, 
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common and had to be solved together. The name of the periodical, Yapı, was not 

only considered with its meaning related to construction and architecture, but also 

intended to be a symbol as the “building” of all fine arts comprising poetry, music, 

etc., as well as architecture. By making it as the title and the ideal of the periodical, 

they argued to help “survive and complete the established, started but, for several 

reasons, not advanced structure (Yapı) of the fine arts.”127  
 

 Similarly, Yapı was aiming to reach a readership composed of people not only 

of the disciplines of construction, but also including ordinary people by using a 

language understandable for everybody. The slogan was as follows: “Yapı will make 

the people come close to the artist, and the artist to the people”128 One of the reasons 

for including different subjects was creating the interest of the people and make them 

informed about the related fields. Let us follow the objectives of the founders of Yapı 

from the program written in the main article of the first issue: 

 

YAPI IS THE DEFENDER OF TURKISH ART AND ARCHITECTURE: … 
Since the constitutional monarchy, lots of artists including architects, 
painters, and sculptures had been educated in the country. But, the majority of 
them were, instead of making their own art, working in several government 
jobs for surviving. The Republic found different ways of giving the real 
mission and part to the artist himself. However, people in several official 
positions are away from understanding the actual value and the mission, and 
do not have an aesthetical view. This is because of the absence of a guide in 
this field which can be instructive … in this field. YAPI, with a neutral 
perspective, will try to be the lover of beauty and the protector of Turkish art 
and architecture, and will not hesitate to struggle for their development. It 
will try to be the periodical, and even the property, of the ones who will 
corporate with it for this ideal. 
 
YAPI IS THE SCIENTIFIC AND AESTHETIC CONSULTANT IN THE 
CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING OF THE COUNTRY: … Today’s 
Republican Turkey is a country of building and construction. We have lots of 

                                                                                                                                     
Arkitekt was published firstly every month. Later, this period became every two months and lastly it 
became three monthss. That is one of the reasons why they leave place to other arts in their pages [in 
Yapı]. ... The periodical is open to literature such as poetry and theatre as much as the branches of fine 
arts such as drawing, sculpture and photography. It is possible to find the reason for this in the 
understanding of the time that saw architecture as the mother of all arts. In just the same way, it is 
observed that the publishers of the periodical were the defenders of the rational-functional idea of 
architecture that was constituted under the effect of the Bauhaus principles. And, as known, Bauhaus 
calls all the artists to come together in the embrace of the fact of architecture.” Alsaç, Üstün. 1979. 
“Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yayımlanan Mimarlık Dergileri”, Çevre, Mimarlık ve Görsel Sanatlar 
Dergisi, İstanbul,  p.87.    
127 Anon. 1941d. “Yapı Niçin çıkıyor?-Program”, Yapı, no:1,  p.1. 
128 Anon. 1941d. “Yapı Niçin çıkıyor?-Program”, Yapı, no:1,  p.1. 
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modern cities established from scratch and modernized cities; this action has 
not stopped. In just the same way, even in İstanbul, a city of independent 
value with its historical and architectural works and natural beauties, it is 
worked to suit the city with the necessities of modern city planning. In these 
works, the share of the participation of Turkish city planners and architects 
can not be rejected and denied. One of the publication objectives of YAPI is 
to assemble this togetherness. YAPI will be the free consultant of the building 
and construction works of all municipalities, and simultaneously, it will be a 
kind of fine arts advisor. 
 
YAPI ALWAYS SEARCHES FOR THE GOOD, THE TRUE AND THE 
BEAUTIFUL: YAPI is not only a publication that defends and searches for the 
true, the good and the beautiful in the fields of all fine arts, but also a builder 
in this field simultaneously. We are beginning by putting the first stone in the 
building of the Turkish fine arts. The founders of YAPI are the Turkish 
architects. The ones who will follow and increase this are our people, readers, 
intelligentsia and artists who have the sense of pleasure.129 
 
 

 

The analysis of the quoted part above and the issues of the periodical reveal a 

common style as the politics of the periodical that is defended by the founders as 

presented in the articles of Yapı. First of all, they saw themselves as instructors who 

advised to the concerned governing bodies, professionals and the people the 

solutions and proposals for the existing problems and the situation in the 

organization of art and architecture. The periodical aimed to help Turkish architects 

and artists for the protection of their rights, and being a part of the ongoing 

construction and enlightenment process in the country, and help progress the people 

and the most important determinant of social and cultural life, i.e. the state. What the 

periodical intended was to be the avant-gardes of the society with the roles they 

shouldered in cultural and artistic aspects; accordingly, they used a style that was 

shaped with a very didactic and critical approach. They promised to be a consultant 

in the comprehension and application of these fields. Shortly, they acted as the 

defenders against any kind of negative situation related to art and culture, and again, 

they intended to inform the society and the concerned governing bodies with the 

theoretical and concrete developments in these fields in Turkey and in the world.  
 

For the forming of the general politics of Yapı in its establishment, it is 

impossible to overestimate the effects of nationalism of the era, - an important factor 

that dominated the social and cultural atmosphere of the country - on the emotional 

                                                
129 Anon. 1941d.  “Yapı Niçin çıkıyor?-Program”, Yapı, no:1,  p.1. 
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and critical style of the periodical. This comprehension that anticipated to make 

different sections of the society, state and architects sensitive and informed within 

the framework of nationalist thoughts, also included presenting proposals and putting 

into action for their proposals. And, in every part of the periodical, this attitude 

composed the basis of its politics. Of course, this situation can be explained with the 

togetherness of the people under common points of views for the solution of 

problems, bringing up the existing situation and giving a new direction to the 

mentioned elements by presenting new ideas and alternatives. Here, “struggle” is a 

key word that reflects the way that the periodical took subjects into consideration.130 
 

Indeed, they chose a way of transferring their ideas with a very tough and 

transformative terminology in their writing style, and tried to take sides in relation to 

the existing situation in the field. The reflection of this understanding, which was 

transferred in a very opponent and critical style, can easily be seen in the main 

articles of the periodical written by the editors. In Özdel’s comments and quotation 

from the review of İsmet Barutçu about the book of Behçet Ünsal, History of 

Architecture, the struggle of Yapı is clearly revealed:       

 

During its two-year publication period, the magazine aimed to represent the 
alternative ideas and approaches in Turkish architecture. With its severe and 
opposing style of language, Yapı aimed to evoke the national solidarity in all 
fields of arts. In a part of the book review for “History of Architecture” by 
Behçet Ünsal, İsmet Barutçu mentioned the objectives and the issues of the 
struggle of the journal. With his enthusiastic language and style, he remarked 
that the publishers of Yapı had no concern for any benefit, and did not refrain 
from opposing the indifference of the state towards architecture and 
construction, demanding solutions from the state for common problems of 
construction activity, questioning the educational systems of schools of 

                                                
130 The term “struggle” that was mentioned in the main article of the first issue where the objectives of 
the establishment were explained, is a symbolic word that reflects the style and the position of the 
periodical about the subjects it considered. In different issues, the term “struggle” or different words 
in the same meaning were definitely used. It shows their missionary perspective and how they saw 
themselves in the society and approached the cases. From one of the main articles, let us try to 
understand the situation: “It is necessary to direct these young people to books, literature, fine arts and 
the world of ideas, who do not ... go out of bars, try to resemble cinema artists and kill time in the 
cafes, not by forcing them to do so, but by creating the life and atmosphere. ... Yapı is willingly to 
STRUGGLE together with the ones who work for this aim. ... Read the stories and articles of our 
periodical, they are the mirrors of social cases, principles of ethics, parts of life and struggle. This way 
is a way of STRUGGLE in publication life. ... Today, instead of making art, a language of art has to 
be established and the people who understand and make the real art have to talk about it and rescue art 
to be a gossip from the speeches of unrelated people. Here is another STRUGGLE. We want from all 
the artists, especially from our architects, to gather from the corners, stand up and show themselves by 
getting into such a STRUGGLE.” Anon. 1942c. “Mücadele”, Yapı, no: 6, p.3. 
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architecture and criticizing the approach of the Ministry of Education, which 
they believed were wrong. Barutçu defines the approach of Yapı as a 
“struggle for the profession.” 131   
 
 

  They tried to have good relations with the Republican government whose 

ideals they accepted, and tried to direct the government to take responsibility for the 

application of the republican thought in art and architecture by the way they 

proposed. They wanted to increase the consciousness of masses that had something 

to say about these subjects.   
 

  The effect of nationalism of the founders and the authors of Yapı and the 

general outlook of the periodical accordingly, is a very crucial point that needs 

careful analysis. The point is that nationalism of the authors was not irrational or 

racist, and it did not prevent their relations with actual scientific and artistic 

developments in the West. It was not more powerful than the average kind of 

nationalism of the society because of the war conditions; it just reflected the 

orientation of the social structure that was shaped with inner and outer dynamics of 

the contemporary system. So, what we see in the example of Yapı was the 

coincidence of the modernization project of the Republic and the contemporary 

nationalist discourse of the war period, and its reflection on the periodical with the 

search for creating a logical fusion of modernist and national components in the field 

of architecture.   
 

When considered in relation with the general examination in the previous part 

that focuses on contemporary socio-political and architectural developments, an 

important characteristic of Yapı is the understanding it represented, the meaning it 

expressed and the functions it fulfilled in the fluctuating and fragile cultural and 

architectural atmosphere of the country during the war period. A critical outlook of 

the general strategy of Yapı with respect to the actual evolution of architecture in 

                                                
131 As one of the founders of Yapı, İsmet Barutçu tells important details about the story of the 
periodical and his friend, Behçet Ünsal, as the other founder of Yapı: “The periodical that needed very 
hard and continuous study, was started with a writing committee of 18 people and left to the efforts of 
at most 3 people; and its fundamental articles were coming out from his head and pencil. He did not 
only do these, but also shared the works of financial, directive, rectification and make-up works with 
me.” Barutçu, İsmet. 1950. “Yapı Dergisi’nden Mimari Tarihi’ne”, Mimarlık, Türk Yüksek Mimarlar 
Birliği Bülteni, no:3, p.24. Quoted in Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective 
Medium of the Agenda: A Study on Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, 
Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir Institute of Technology,  p.50. 
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Turkey, reveals that the standing point of the periodical, its aims and struggles, is 

typically exemplary of the processes that architectural theory, education and practice 

witnessed. That is to say, throughout its publication process, the periodical was 

reflecting the place that architects and architecture had reached after a series of 

developments in the Republican period. There is one to one correspondence between 

the “modern-national” discussions, and the searches for the traditional-regional and 

the related approaches of the periodical in terms of the formal and theoretical 

characteristics of architecture that it proposed.  

 

3.3.2. Main Arguments on Contemporary Architectural Practice and Ideology 

  

 This part is mainly composed of the investigation of specific titles about 

architectural and constructional issues that were essentially and widely discussed in 

Yapı. Most of these issues constituted the discourses of the editorial main articles and 

are shaped by the periodical’s fields of struggle. As the general method of expression 

in the periodical was to focus on single and fragmented cases of the architectural 

medium but as they existed in relation to certain problems that embraced all, the 

articles were generally dealing with the important cases together in a sequence in one 

article and concluded by suggesting solutions for them with reference to the 

regulations that must be realized by those in power. In other words, in Yapı, articles 

were organized as a combination of single architectural issues in one essay where 

each of them could be discussed with a common awareness, and coordinated by a 

specific power – i.e. the state and related authorities - that the periodical tried to set 

in motion. Consequently, the evaluation of these issues is related to “the protection of 

the state”, an approach that defines the understanding of the periodical that conceives 

the state as the only source of power that could solve the problems of the field.  
 

 In this study, the cases that are emphasized in Yapı will be analyzed in 

relation with the evolution and characteristics of architecture in early Republican 

period. This part of the study will analyze the main arguments and suggestions of the 

periodical about contemporary architectural practice and ideology in the country. The 

“modern national architecture” that Yapı proposed will also be explained to conclude 

the main arguments presented.       
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3.3.2.1. Architectural Education  

 

In the medium that was dominated with discussions about professionalization 

and the issues of architectural practice, great importance was given to the cases about 

the education of architects in the pages of Yapı. The healing of the situation of 

architectural education was seen as necessary in order to solve the more widely 

accepted and discussed problems of the discipline. 
 

Architectural education was not only concerned with the quality and the 

system of practice, but also with the reciprocal relationship of education and practice. 

At the time, the Academy of Fine Arts was the only school where architects were 

graduated, and Sedat Hakkı Eldem was the director of the architectural office at the 

Academy, hence influential on contemporary architectural production. Consequently, 

the Academy and Eldem constituted the most widely mentioned subjects in the 

periodical. The way these cases were taken into consideration could help us follow 

the real aims of the periodical. The most active struggle of Yapı for revisions and 

reforms in architecture was focused on the cases of the Academy and Eldem because 

these presented multi-sided issues that were related with the educational, professional 

and practical developments of architecture in the country.132 

 

 

Sedat Hakkı Eldem and the Academy of Fine Arts: 

 

 Although various people, places or cases about art and architecture were 

mentioned or criticised in the periodical, articles about the chief of the Academy of 

Fine Arts, Sedat Hakkı Eldem, was mostly mentioned in Yapı. (Fig.52) He can be 

also the mostly discussed figure of the Republican architecture.133 Tanyeli’s foreword 

                                                
132 For the early Republican history, the Academy of Fine Arts was more than a school where the 
education of art and architecture was given. For a detailed investigation of the history, evolution and 
importance of the Academy, see Akozan, Feridun. 1974. “Cumhuriyetimizin 50 Yılı ve Devlet Güzel 
Sanatlar Akademisi”, İ.D.G.S.A. Başkanı, Akademi, no: 7-8, p.1-7. and Cezar, Mustafa. 1968. “Devlet 
Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi 1883-1968”, Akademi 85. yıl Broşürü, no:2, p. 3-16.   
133 For more information on Eldem, his life story, his theoretical and practical position in the history 
of architecture, and the interviews with architects who knew or studied with him, see Tanyeli, Uğur. 
1990. “Profil: Sedad Hakkı Eldem (1908-1988)”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, September, p.78-90.   
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for the article he wrote about Sedat Hakkı Eldem clearly expresses his position in the 

history of architecture: 

 

He is continuing to be “god” for somebody and “devil” for some others. 
However, in the Macmillan Architects Encyclopedia that includes the 
biographies of all the architects in the world, there exists only two Turkish 
Artists and one of them is Sedat Hakkı Eldem. If it is remembered that the 
second Turk in the same publication is Sinan, Eldem’s importance will better 
be understood.134    
 
  
The periodical’s position towards Eldem was very critical. The style of 

narrative used in the periodical was more emotional and subjective while considering 

issues about him. The subjects of the articles about Eldem can be divided into two 

parts. The first type of articles is about determining important problems of 

architecture in the country and the related counter arguments of Yapı against the case 

of Eldem. The second type of articles is formed of personal or institutional 

relationships or situations that were less important and small-scaled when compared 

with the actual problems of architecture. Such articles presented one-sided polemics - 

whether right or wrong - rather than scientific arguments.         
    

Eldem was criticised for neglecting his instructing and coordinating mission 

in the Academy on behalf of taking architectural projects that were arguably 

commissioned to him because of his status. Actually, the point of argument here was 

the working of academicians also as practicing architects.135 The laws were 

permitting the academicians to work in the construction sector, and Yapı was 

demanding regulations from the state for the definite separation of the two fields of 

education and practice. It was argued that any academician who worked also as an 

architect could not properly fulfill his/her educating duties because the work of 

construction was a very detailed and hard work and would not leave time for other 

works.136 This situation was criticized for preventing a generation of Turkish 

                                                
134 Tanyeli, Uğur. 1990. “Profil: Sedad Hakkı Eldem (1908-1988)”, Arredamento Mimarlık, 
September, p.78.   
135 The complexity and disorder in defining the authority of the fields of practice and education was an 
important concern of Yapı. A lawyer, doctor or a dentist could not open a private office or work in 
private sector while working in the university. What the periodical questioned was the invalidity of 
this rule for the studio instructors of architecture and their commissioning in private sector or for 
official buildings. See Anon. 1943k.  “Mimarlık ve Mürebbilik”, Yapı, no:39,  p.3.    
136 For more information, see Anon. 1943k.  “Mimarlık ve Mürebbilik”,  Yapı, no:39,  p.3.         
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architects to take its place in the field. For the instructors in the school, they stated 

that: 

 

In the event they become constructers, they both could not do their instruction 
properly and invade the working area of Turkish … artists. In our 
construction case, the first people coming to our mind must not be the 
practicing instructor-architects; these people must be the artist-architects. The 
generation of artists that we call the staff of Turkish architecture can only be 
developed by this way.137   
 
  
Due to their rights to work in the practical field, the academicians were both 

effective in the construction of important buildings and the coordination of the 

educational system in schools. In the periodical, this situation was claimed to be 

giving harm to both the practical and the educational fields of architecture, and 

neither a satisfactory education could be given to students, nor successful buildings 

were designed by the academicians as they could spend necessary time for neither of 

the tasks. In the evaluation of this process, the criticism was focused on Eldem who, 

as an academician, was claimed to get commissions for designing buildings for his 

economic benefits. His qualifications for design and education were hence argued to 

be insufficient when considered together with his educational and administrative 

positions in the Academy.138    
 

The basic argument of the periodical was the definite separation of 

educational and practical fields as the instructors of the Academy had very important 

duties. They were educating a generation of architects that would orient the country’s 

architectural development. In this respect, these instructors had very important 

missions and the education system of the Academy in all its departments was very 

crucial for the destiny of art and architecture, and for this reason, instructors had to 

be only concerned properly with their educational tasks rather than being engaged in 

other works.  
 

                                                
137 Anon. 1942w.  “Mimarlığımız ve Devlet Himayesi”, Yapı, no:20,  p.3.   
138 His behaviours, qualifications and capability as an academician and an architect were harshly 
criticised and asserted to be insufficient in this article by mentioning several cases about him. For 
more information, see Anon. 1943i.  “Sanat ve Mürebbilik”, Yapı, no:37,  p.3.    
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Eldem had an important place in the formation of a traditional and national 

architecture during the early Republican period.139 The investigation of the traditional 

“Turkish house” was an important concern of him, and he started the “National 

Architecture Seminar” in the Academy in 1934 so as to collect documents and 

information about them.140 He also suggested proposals and methods for the 

theoretical and concrete necessities for the formation of a national architecture.141 

His article “Towards Local Architecture” was published in Arkitekt in 1940 as one of 

the first manifestations for national architecture.142  

 

Accordingly, he became effective on the perception and application of the 

“national style” with his articles, designs and role in the Academy. He was both a 

studio instructor and the director of the Architectural Office at the Academy. Hence, 

his approaches were inevitably instructed to students and affected them. 

Consequently, he was effective on the establishment of the content of contemporary 

nationalist thoughts in the architectural medium and schools. In the brochure of the 

Academy of Fine Arts published in 1940, the following expression was observed: 

 

 

 

                                                
139 Among the architects of the early Republican period, Sedat H. Eldem was one of the leading names 
in the struggles for national architecture. He was one of the first graduates of the Academy of Fine 
Arts and became an academician in this school. In 1934, he started the “Seminar on National 
Architecture”, which can be conceived as the first enterprise after the establishment of the Republic to 
create or define a national architecture. “The most important buildings in the period of 1930-40 that 
showed the characteristics of national architecture were designed by Sedat Hakkı Eldem. The desires 
of the survival of traditional architecture were supported with the organisation of a national 
architectural seminar in the Academy of Fine Arts in 1934. In this advance, the studies were carried 
on by Eldem and his students, by making the statistical surveys of old Turkish houses existing in 
İstanbul in that period, that helped to collect useful documents for history of architecture.” Aslanoğlu, 
İnci. 1980. 1923-38 Erken Cumhuriyet Dönemi Mimarlığı (Sosyal, Ekonmik, Kültürel ortan Değişimi 
ve Mimarlığa Yansıması), Ankara: ODTÜ Mimarlık Fak. Basım İşliği. p.46-48.  
140 For analysing some of his works and studies about traditional architecture, see Anon. 1964-1967. 
“Geleneksel Mimari Araştırmaları”, Akademi, no:6 and Giray, Muhteşem. 1981. “Geleneksel Türk 
mimarisinin Bugüne Etkileri ve Prof. Sedat Hakkı Eldem”, Akademi, no:10, p. 63-65.   
141By the article he wrote in 1939, he was giving the clues for the dominancy of national architecture 
in the following years of the ends of 1930s, “..In today’s architecture, the trend is toward nationalism 
rather than internationalism. Altough the same new constructional concepts and elements are adopted 
by many different nations, when it comes to ideals, they all look for ways of maintaining, developing, 
and expressing their own identities. Modern architecture in Germany is different from modern 
architecture in ıtaly, France, or the northern countries… During the initial construction of Ankara by 
foreign architects, the urgency of the task left no time to contemplate matters of style. It is now time to 
focus on the need for a “national architecture” in Turkey.” Eldem, Sedat Hakkı. 1939. “Milli Mimari 
Meselesi”, Arkitekt , no:9-10,  p.220-223.               
142 Eldem, S. Hakkı. 1940. “Yerli Mimariye Doğru”, Arkitekt, p.69-74.  
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In the studios of young and valuable instructors such as Arif Hikmet and 
Sedat Hakkı of the branch office of Architecture, the students are preparing to 
struggle against the impersonal modern style that invaded Istanbul, Ankara 
and other cities for years. As the aim of education and struggles in the 
Academy was to make Turkish children find their personalities and styles, the 
style of New Turkish Architecture will with no doubt be born from this 
struggle.143   
 
  

Although the ideal of national architecture was commonly shared by the 

editors of Yapı, they still criticized Eldem because of the way he integrated practice 

and education. Eldem was also defending state organisation for the emergence of 

national architecture.144 But, he was apparently blamed for presenting his individual 

‘national’ style as the national style of country.145 According to Yapı, the construction 

activities in the country was left in the hands of  few people instead of a program that 

commissioned all Turkish architects, and Eldem was seen as one of the reasons for 

this situation.146 His architectural searches were argued to be aristocratic and small-

scaled rather than predicting a nationalist architecture that could cover all people in 

the country. The study of the “Turkish house” was seen as an individual study that 

could not be popular and did not aim the benefit of every section of the society.147 

(Fig.53-54) Naturally, the criticism focused on the Academy and the education 

program which was believed to be organised with the perspective of Eldem. They 

insistently emphasized the importance of the “National Architecture Seminar” 

carried out by Eldem for the creation of a unique national architecture, but blamed 

him for claiming to be the owner of the efforts of students and acting as if these 

studies were his own works:  

 

There is a “National Architecture Seminar” in the Academy, the accidental 
instructor of this seminar is conceited and furious as he is strong in his 
position. He did not become the instructor of this seminar with his own 
efforts. He was assigned there for already determined purposes. For eight 
years, all the documents and pictures collected by students, projects done by 
them and whatever they had, were taken from their hands, … these studies 
were accepted as if they were one person’s studies. Namely, neither they were 

                                                
143 ‘Academy of Fine Arts’, Introduction Brochure, İstanbul, 1940. 
144 Eldem, S. Hakkı. 1940. “Yerli Mimariye Doğru”, Arkitekt, p.69-74.  
145  “Even today, there are people who suggest their individual styles as the national style, moreover 
instruct this to his young architecture students in the Academy of Fine Arts.” Anon. 1942aa.  
“Mimarlığımızda Türkçülük ve Millicilik” , Yapı, no:23,  p.3.  
146 Anon. 1942t.  “Cumhuriyet Türk Mimarlığının Belirmesi İçin”, Yapı, no:19, p.3. 
147 Anon. 1942o. “Mimarlık Ticareti Yapanlar”  Yapı, no:14,  p.3.  
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seen by anyone, nor they were given to the library of the Academy. 
Straightly, it was hold in the hands of the instructor possibly for serving his 
own personal desires. Both the Academy and Turkish architects protested this 
… and demanded from the Ministry of Education that these statistical surveys 
should be presented to the public benefits. The Minister also announced … 
that the problems of Turkish architects would soon end with good results.148    
 
 

 

Besides, the method and content of the Seminar was also criticized to be 

unscientific and unsystematic. The examples of the works in this seminar were 

presented in an exhibition organized by the Academy, and in an article written after 

the analysis of this exhibition in Yapı, the Seminar was criticized because only 

statistical surveys of houses were made, Turkish architecture was accepted as 

composed of stone and wooden mansions, and improper methods used in the 

statistical surveys and documentations of these buildings. The necessity of a “more 

specialist instructor” for the Seminar was declared.149  

 

The basic reason for the insistent focus of Yapı on the issue of Eldem was 

explained as making the Turkish architects, art circles and responsible authorities 

aware of his self-willed and spoiled behaviors and why he was not liked by other 

architects. As his position was conceived as very effective for the future and destiny 

of Turkish architects, the editors struggled to give every detail about him so as to 

inform and set the related offices in motion.150 Actually, he was seen as the symbolic 

source of deeper problems of the discipline in Turkey.  
 

When the rest of architectural media and books of the period are analysed, 

such an opponent and critical point of view against the Academy and Eldem is not 

observed. The approach and struggle against foreign architects and for state 

protection and organization were commonly shared by almost all architects, but for 

the cases of the Academy and Eldem, the media apart from Yapı was more moderate 

and reconciled. In Arkitekt, the articles of Eldem were published and the periodical 

                                                
148 Anon.1942q. “İki Mühim Mimarlık Olayı”, Yapı, no:16, p.3. 
149 Anon.1942s. “Altmış’ıncı Yılında Akademi ve Güzel Sanatlarımız”, Yapı, no:18, p.3. 
150As mentioned, the critics of Yapı against Eldem were also polemical. But, in some of the articles, it 
is stated that this opponent approach was not caused because of a prejudice or personal problems. It is 
said that when Eldem was first assigned to his position in the Academy, the community of architects 
became happy as he was a young Turkish architect, and it was hoped that he could make 
improvements in the Academy. But after a while, with his personal ambitions and professional 
insufficiencies, he caused a disappointment and was not liked by other architects. For more detailed 
information, see Anon. 1943e. “Türk mimarlarının Mukadderatı ile Oynanamaz”, Yapı, no: 31, p.3-5. 
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was one of the agents where Eldem shares his opinions with the public.151 Other 

architectural periodicals were also against the commissioning of academicians and 

the monopoly in architecture but their criticism was directed towards the state for the 

provision of regulation and planning. 
 

The other case of the periodical while considering the education of 

architecture was relatedly the Academy of Fine Arts. The frequent inclusion and 

critics of the Academy in the periodical were partly because of the intense reaction of 

the periodical against Eldem who worked at the Academy. It is seen that a respect for 

and pride about the Academy and their staff, apart from Eldem, was even stated.152 

But, even so, in the periodical, lots of proposals and criticisms were included about 

the education system, the function and the instructor staff of the Academy. 
 

They argued that the educational system of the Academy of Fine Arts, as the 

most important school of the country where architects were educated, had to change, 

and the instructors were not well equipped enough to educate the new generation of 

architects.153 According to Yapı, the system was letting the people from the 

profession of architecture to be instructors without passing the required academic 

stages (assistantship, associate professorship and professorship). Namely, it is 

understood that being an academician in the academy did not have a systematic 

method; and as it was left to the decision of the administration of the department, it 

was argued that some valuable people could not approach the institution.154 For this 

reason, some of the academicians did not have the required properties to be an 

instructor.155 (Appendix F) Also, due to their professional practice apart from their 

actual teaching duties, the professors were criticized for not being productive in their 

jobs at the Academy. But Yapı’s actual approach and the expression of making 

                                                
151 See Eldem, S. Hakkı. 1940. “Yerli Mimariye Doğru”, Arkitekt, p.69-74.    
152 Such an expression was observed as an example of the positive approach of the periodical against 
academy: “At the same time, neither in the administration, nor in the instructor committee of the 
Academy, whose spiritual personality we respect, there is any other person apart from the well-known 
chief for whom the family of our periodical and the Turkish architects do not show respect.” See 
Anon. 1943l. “Yanlış Düşünce Karşısında Hakikat”, Yapı, no: 41. p.3. 
153 There were two schools in Turkey in this period where architects were educated. Besides the 
Academy of Fine Arts, there was also the İstanbul Engineering School that had the department of 
architecture; but the diploma of architecture was only given by the Academy and being an architect 
was possible only after graduating from the Academy.    
154 Anon. 1942y.   “Y. mimar Yetişmesini Tahdit Etmek Doğru mudur?”, Yapı, no:22, p.3. 
155 For more information, see Anon. 1942.  “Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi”, Yapı, no:7, p.3. 
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reforms in the Academy were not only caused from these reasons, but considered the 

case from a much broader scope:  

 

 THE PROBLEM OF THE ACADEMY IS A PROBLEM OF OUR ART 
AND ARTISTS: Today, rather than others, there is only one reason for us to 
consider a matter of the direction and education of the Academy of Fine Arts: 
The problem of the Academy is a problem of country’s art and artists. 
Because, if an art discipline, an art language, an art public and a national art 
could not be established in our country, it is necessary to search the reasons of 
this situation in the situation of the Academy of Fine Arts. And again, if we 
have artists that could not be functional in the society, that stay hidden in the 
art world, that could not enliven our national ideals and revolutions; it is 
necessary to search the reasons of this situation in the Academy of Fine Arts’s 
improper evaluation and education of art and artist.156   
 

 
When this approach of the periodical about the Academy, which conceived it 

as the most important place for architectural developments in the country, is 

combined with the critique against all the acts and characteristics of Sedat Hakkı 

Eldem, directly or indirectly, the Academy became the most important issue of Yapı, 

and the periodical accepted that the most important problems of art and architecture 

could only be solved after regulations would be done in the Academy. The 

discourses were not only about the architecture department of the Academy, but it 

was considered as a whole with all its departments. The approach could also be 

explained with the perspective of the periodical that conceived it as necessary to 

develop all the arts together. The lack of a determined education program in the 

Academy as the basic necessity of a school of profession was an important concern 

of the periodical. They criticized the Academy for continuing the romantic education 

system that educated architects away from the characteristics and realities of the 

society. These artists and architects were becoming professionals that would remain 

in between the limits of their art, without being able to relate with the people and 

address their works to the people.157 This paradoxical and unmethodological situation 

in the education at the Academy was connected to the absence of experienced 

instructors.158  

                                                
156 Anon. 1942e.   “Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi”, Yapı, no:7, p.3. 
157 Anon. 1942a.  “Sanat ve Sanatkarı Teşvik”, Yapı, no: 4, p.3. 
158 The negative situation in the Academy was connected to the impossibility of having experienced, 
systematic and methodological instructors such as Egli, Taut and Hoelsner as the head of the 
architectural education. The existing chief –Eldem- was argued to be inexperienced, and unfamiliar to 
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 Actually, the identity and mission of the Academy was a matter of debate in 

the periodical. They believed that the Academy had to be a school, a place where a 

method or a system was instructed, but it was argued not to be so. For them, the 

Academy, especially with its architectural department, had withdrawn into its shell, 

and broken its connection with other artists and architects. But the Academy had to 

be in the position of an art institution or an authority that would comment on 

beautiful arts rather than closing its doors to the existing situation of art and 

architecture in the society.159   
 

As a result, most of the opponent voices were focused on the head of the 

department of Architecture, Sedat Hakkı Eldem, and his applications in the system of 

architectural education. The department of architecture was seen as an office where 

the personal ‘national architecture’ of the instructor (Eldem) was all accepted. This 

method was wrong and both the artists and students were complaining about this 

situation.160 In an article, most of the critics of the periodical against the department 

at the Academy are summarized: 

 

What is the purpose of the head of this department …? For which subjects 
that the country wants or in need of about city planning and architecture, do 
they struggle; for which ... work they spend time? We do not know. While the 
problems of public construction exist, what is the purpose of struggling for 
the subjects of old pasha mansions and palaces? Does the mission of 
instruction be managed by employing all the students for his own projects, 
without even needing to show an architectural office of him, instead of 
developing their art and ability of invention? Does history of national 
architecture be instructed by obliging all students to go to every part of 
Anatolia to collect documents for his doctorate thesis?161  
 
 

The periodical openly stated that these articles were written to attract the 

attention of the administration of the Academy and the Ministry of Education. 

Anyway, the periodical’s overall criticism for the Academy and Eldem was also 

addressed to other responsible offices and institutions of the state that had the 

authority to correct these problems. In addition, it was claimed that these were not 

                                                                                                                                     
the pedagocial methods. Anon. 1942s. “Altmış’ıncı Yılında Akademi ve Güzel Sanatlarımız”, Yapı, 
no:18, p.3-5. 
159 Anon. 1943a.  “Mimarlarımızın Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi’nden Bekledikleri”, Yapı, no:29, p.3. 
160 Anon. 1943a.  “Mimarlarımızın Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi’nden Bekledikleri”, Yapı, no:29, p.3. 
161 Anon. 1943a.  “Mimarlarımızın Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi’nden Bekledikleri”, Yapı, no:29, p.3.   
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only the thoughts of Yapı, but also of all Turkish architects.162 The fact that the 

members of the Association of Turkish Architects did not vote for Eldem in their 

recent congress in 1943 but selected the editors of Yapı instead, was shown as the 

evident proof of the dislike of Turkish architects to the behaviors of Eldem, and as 

the indicator of the common reaction against him.163 In the periodical, the 

architectural department of the Academy was said to take position against Yapı and 

the Association of Architects accordingly.164    

 

The most important point here was that the problems between Sedat Hakkı 

Eldem and Yapı had inevitably problematized the relationships between the 

Association of Turkish Architects and the Academy of Fine Arts; and this affected 

the struggle of the periodical. After a while, it became a problem between 

academicians and free working architects, and the point of departure of the debate 

was the inequalities in the commissioning of architects and the disagreements 

between the academicians and other architects.165  

 

  In the news and articles of the periodical, the dimension of the dispute 

between Eldem and Yapı, in other words, between the Association and the Academy, 

can be followed. The process of the yearly congress of the İstanbul Office of the 

Association of Turkish Architects in 1943 was explained in the issues of the 

periodical published in that period. After losing the election for the directory 

committee against the existing staff dominated by the editors of Yapı and being not 

supported by the members of the Association, Eldem was accused for causing a 

conflict and trying to establish another association against the existing one.166 The 

process of the congress can be followed from the periodical as such: 

 

 

 

 

                                                
162 Anon. 1943a.  “Mimarlarımızın Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi’nden Bekledikleri”, Yapı, no:29, p.3. 
163 Anon. 1943c.  “Türk Mimarlarının Birliği”, Yapı, no:30, p.3.  
164 Anon. 1943c.  “Türk Mimarlarının Birliği”, Yapı, no:30, p.3.  
165 For more information, see Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. “Tekelleşmeye Karşı Mücadele”, Cumhuriyet 
Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 
1927’ye,  Mimarlar Derneği 1927. 
166 Anon. 1943f.  “Haberler”, Yapı, no:32, p.19.    
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The congress is held with great majority and the selected directory committee 
was the recipient of the votes of this great majority; therefore representative 
authority became that much common. The initiative to divide the association 
into two parts was not succeeded. Truly, the head of the Academy of Fine 
Arts put forward his personal ideas -with special efforts that had never been 
seen in earlier congresses - could not find any support in the congress. In the 
selection of new directory committee, the members of the congress did not 
vote for this chief of the office of architecture … [and this] was a very 
meaningful and exact answer to his efforts.167  
 
As we heard, the chief of the architectural office of the Academy of Fine Arts 
and his assistant, after being defeated in the 1943 congress of architects, are 
now trying to collect signatures with the idea of establishing a separate 
association. Only two or three people, with their various personal emotions 
and benefits, seem to be adherent to this initiative; the others are immediately 
refusing this proposal. Whether it will be successful or not, this initiative was 
met with aversion by all the architects. Even it is said that the directory 
committee of İstanbul Office of the Association of Turkish Architects was 
thinking to leave its place to these people by resigning with the own wills of 
the members in order to prevent this discord caused by personal ambitions.168 
 

The whole struggles of architects together with the editors of Yapı were for 

being authorized and commissioned in their professions in the country, and the cases 

of the Academy and Eldem were only forming one side of the issue, but the 

discipline had other serious problems that needed solutions.     

 

3.3.2.2. Architectural Commissioning  

 

  Actually, the basic argument of the editors of Yapı was focused on the 

confusion and injustices in the current system of building and architectural processes 

in the country, hence they mainly searched for a specific order and refinement in the 

commissioning of architects. Indeed, both in the regulations and procedures arranged 

by the state for the coordination of any kind of construction, and in the distribution, 

commissioning and organization of building activities, there were definite conflicts 

for the determination of the professional authority that would carry on the 

responsibility. A hierarchical scheme in the process of building and in the written 

laws and regulations was needed to bring an order and justice to the system of 

construction in every part of country. The editors of the periodical - according to 

                                                
167 Anon. 1943c.  “Türk Mimarlarının Birliği”,  Yapı, no: 30, p.3. 
168 Anon. 1943f. “Haberler”, Yapı, no:32, p.19.    
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their administrative positions in the Association - were representing a group among 

architects who both actively contacted and conflicted with the state and 

municipalities for the concrete developments in the bureaucratic and commissioning 

aspects of architectural production.  Therefore, the periodical included concrete 

examples and cases of the mistakes of the state and municipalities, the irrelevant 

applications, official and hierarchical problems, and the effects of the lack of legal 

organization in the construction processes.169        
  

  In an interview with the chief of the İstanbul Office of the Association of 

Turkish Architects that informs us about the situation of the profession, the building 

authority of people from other professions and master builders was criticized, and the 

necessity of a legal arrangement and the lack of information of the society about 

architects and the profession of architecture were mentioned: 

 

  Why do the majority of architects become civil servants? 
With his dreams and desires, the young man opens an office with the money 
he saved up since the university years. 2 months, 3 months, 5 months, 10 
months, he waits until the end of his bearing capacity. There is no client 
because any one who wants to build a building does not look for an architect. 
Everything necessary for construction such as cement, stone, brick, water, 
wood comes to his mind. But an architect does not. …The only master of the 
construction sector is the master builder. However, a master builder is only 

                                                
169 In an article written against the one in Tan by Zekeriya Sertel who suggested to continue the 
construction struggles of the governor- Lütfi Kırdar - of İstanbul, and supported the immediate 
applications of Prost in the city, the relations among the directors of the Association, the Municipality 
and governors, and the real complaints of architects from officials can be observed. After expressing 
the so-called supports of the municipality and the governor, it is stated: “Today, although the 
construction directory of the Municipality is vacant for months, an architect is still not assigned as the 
head of this position, which is very important for making the city beautiful and giving it a touristic 
character. Isn’t there any other architect for this position if the colleague that directs it by a proxy does 
not accept this mission? ... Fundamentally, it is definitely accepted as a reality that the construction 
works of cities are the subjects that could only be succeeded by architects. ... Unfortunately, architects 
could not almost find the protection and interest they requested. ... In the city of İstanbul where 200 of 
almost less than 300 Turkish architects live, the ones who are not architects and engineers are still 
making projects, taking construction responsibilities and constructing unsuccessful and ugly 
buildings. The İstanbul Office of the Association of Architects made written applications a couple of 
times to inform the Municipality about these issues; even it informed about the document numbers 
that were treated and about the names of the ones who continue the works in the Municipality 
although he is not even a master builder or a technician. Again, in a country where any member of a 
profession, a pharmacist, a lawyer, a dentist etc,, who does not have a diploma can not do [his/her] 
job, projects are still undertaken by the ones who do not have the right to do construction works [and 
this] damages the aesthetic beauty and artistic situation of the city, and we wish from the Municipality 
of İstanbul who gathers lots of architects in its structure, not to give permission to this situation.”  In 
an answer given by the Municipality, depending on the regulations and instructions, it is said that 
there is no other way apart from acting this way. See Anon. 1943p. “Bir Başyazıda İmar Mevzuu ve 
Türk Yüksek mimarları”, Yapı, no: 48-49, p.7-9.   
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the helper of an architect and he is a person who will work under the control 
of an architect. The one who will have someone to make a building is 
generally acting as such: For example, he is going to a master builder with a 
paper in his hand, cut from a Scandinavian publication. He intends to have the 
same building in this paper. But does it suit to the style of the country or not? 
Does it become ugly or not? These are not considered. We also have a strange 
curiosity. Everyone wants to be the architect of his own building. ... The 
master builder makes a detailed investigation and finds [your plan] suitable. 
Only then do people apply to an architect only to have the plan authorized, 
namely for realizing a routines. That’s all… The role of the architect is now 
totally over.170  
 

 

The Problem of Monopoly and Foreign Architects: 

 

In the articles of the periodical that form the agenda of its struggle, the most 

densely discussed subject was the ‘monopoly’ in the field of architecture - which was 

also stated by Tahir Tuğ as the basic reason for the establishment of the periodical.171 

It was an important discourse of the periodical that criticizes the commissioning of 

certain architects especially for important public projects. Here again, Eldem is 

standing in the center of critiques and the articles reflect the view of Yapı that 

connects the reasons of unemployment and other problems of architecture to this 

case.172 What was meant actually by the term monopoly could be defined as follows: 

 

It was the burden of some big projects by foreign architects and Turkish 
academicians by using their statuses and advantages without getting into 
competition. … It was claimed that partnerships were created as a screen to 
prevent the possible reactions and these were organized by foreign architects, 
their assistants or with the architects close to themselves. In other words, the 
monopoly was the continuation of the problem of foreign architects.173 
 
 

                                                
170 Anon. 1942ff. “Polemik-Kronik: Memleket mimarlığına Dair Anket”, Yapı, no:15. p.18.    
171 “Söyleşi: Türkiye’de Mimari Yayıncılık”. 1984. Mimarlık, No:2, p.37.   
172 The basic critique of Yapı was the leaving of the construction field to a few foreigners and popular 
Turkish academicians, and the excluding of the majority of Turkish architects from the construction 
process in the country. Again, Eldem was considered as one of the most important reasons of this 
situation: “Instead of the altogether developments of Turkish architects, we left the field of 
construction to a few architects who have aristocratic connections.” Anon. 1942t.  “Cumhuriyet Türk 
Mimarlığının Belirmesi İçin”, Yapı, no:19, p.3.           
173 Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. “Tekelleşmeye Karşı Mücadele”, Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye,  Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927,  p.122.       
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The editors of Yapı were strictly against this situation that leaves the 

construction field to some privileged people, creating an unfair competition among 

colleagues. 

 
Accusing the academicians of architecture for being elitist, Yapı strictly 
opposed academicians who were involved in professional practice. For the 
design of the most important buildings of the republic, instructors of 
architecture in universities had been the first names to be commissioned. Yapı 
criticized this application as an act that provided no opportunities for young 
Turkish architects.174 
 
 
For the creation of the Republican Turkish architecture, the editors of the 

periodical were defending the protection and sponsorship of the state on art and 

architecture; but the construction activity had to be equally open to all architects 

instead of specific people. The mission had to be given to Turkish architects instead 

of the protection and dominancy of certain individuals in this field.175 Consequently, 

with different means, the case of monopoly in practice defined the actual struggle 

field of the periodical for a long time: 

 

The struggle against monopoly increased and became one of the most dense 
struggle fields of the Association of Turkish Architects in the 1940s. One side 
of the quarrel was the academicians. They were said to be the ones who tried 
to get commissions with special agreements by using their statues and 
positions, and establishing partnerships with foreign architects in this 
framework. The other side was the İstanbul Office of the Association and free 
lance architects. In this period, the founders of the periodical Yapı were in 
charge of the İstanbul Office and their most important weapon was this 
periodical. Arkitekt behaved more moderately but still took the side of the 
Association.176    
 
 

The solution of this case was proposed as preventing the commissioning of 

academicians, preferring Turkish architects rather than foreigners and creating a 

construction system that will be organized by state.177  

                                                
174 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.50.   
175 For more detailed information, see Anon. 1942x.  “Türk Mimarları Ne İstiyorlar”, Yapı, no:21, p.3.   
176 Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. “Tekelleşmeye Karşı Mücadele”, Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve 
Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye,  Mimarlar 
Derneği 1927,  p.122.  
177 Anon. 1942w.  “Mimarlığımız ve Devlet Himayesi”, Yapı, no:20, p.3.      
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The periodical’s point of view about foreign architects was similar to that of 

the general opinion among Turkish architects.178 It was also related to the case of 

monopoly in architectural practice. Seen as a problem of the discipline, the case of 

foreign architects was mentioned as an important title in several issues of Yapı. 

Foreign architects, together with famous Turkish academicians, were perceived as 

one of the most important reasons of monopoly and unemployment of Turkish 

architects. They were equipped with wide authorities and possibilities for the 

construction of contemporary Turkey in the early Republican period.  
 

The invitation to foreign architects in the early years of the Republic was 

accepted as a necessity as there were not enough architects to successfully realize the 

modernization of the country.179 At the same time, foreign architects helped the 

introduction of modern architectural culture, and educate a generation of Turkish 

architects both as academicians and practitioners.  That is to say, 

 

The works of the foreign architects charged in the Republican period were 
useful for forming the idea of a contemporary Turkish architecture rather than 
forming the contemporary Turkish architecture itself. Both from the point of 
view of education and practice, their most important effects were bringing a 
scientific way of behavior to Turkish architecture and setting the profession 
of architecture as a discipline in Turkey.180 
 
 
But, as most of the projects were commissioned to foreign architects, the 

work of Turkish architects were sometimes prevented, and as the works and activities 

were not well organized to achieve the aim of creating a national architecture, the 

cities and buildings they constructed and the architectural atmosphere they created 

did not completely become beneficial for the country. Besides, they did not educate 

Turkish architects in the construction sites of important grand projects they took on, 

                                                
178 For more information about the case of ‘foreign architects’ in the Republican period, see Tümer, 
Gürhan. 1998. Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yabancı mimar Sorunu, 1920’lerden 1950’lere, İzmir: İzmir 
Mimarlar Odası, İzmir Şubesi Yayınları.  
179 The necessity of calling foreign architects in early Republican years was also accepted by Yapı. 
However, the educated Turkish generation of architects existed now, and they needed to be 
commissioned. Anon. 1943o. “XX. Yıl ve Cumhuriyet mimarlığı”, no: 48-49, p.3.  
180   For a detailed analysis of the case of foreign architects in Turkey, see Nasır, Ayşe. Temmuz 1991. 
Türk Mimarlığında Yabancı Mimarlar, Doctorate Thesis, İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi-Fen Bilimleri 
Enstitüsü.          
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and hence delayed the development and experiences of the Turks.181 According to 

Yapı, they were accepted to do everything better just because they were foreigners, 

and thus the capability of Turkish architects was not accepted and they were not 

given chances.182 This attitude prevents the creation and organization of Turkish 

architectural culture, style and the organization of the discipline. The approach that 

the Turkish architects could not design good enough and were not capable enough in 

artistic and architectural issues when compared with foreigners, was frequently tried 

to be refuted in Yapı.183  
 

The belief was the necessity to get rid off this foreign admiration but to utilize 

their technical, material and aesthetic successes; in the mean time, the number of 

Turkish architects should be increased by developing the system in schools, 

organizing and protecting them with determining a specific program, and giving 

them responsibilities and job opportunities for their survival and creation of the 

                                                
181 The foreign architects case was the most widely discussed and contradictory issue of the early 
Republican period’s architectural agenda. In her doctorate thesis, Ayşe Nasır states one of the reasons 
of the campaign against them as the absence of a definite system in the selection and commissioning 
of foreign architects. In this period, they were generally selected by the personal relationships of the 
bureaucrats without considering their professional properties. Nasır mentions about the positive and 
negative effects of foreign architects in her study. The education of a generation of Turkish architects, 
the forcing of Turkish architects to work harder and develop themselves, the introduction of western 
and modern approaches, technical developments, contemporary materials and construction 
managements in architecture were counted as their positive effects. The obligation of Turkish 
architects to construct only residences and small scaled projects due to the commissioning of all 
public and important buildings to foreigners, the construction of buildings that were taken as 
unsuitable and unrelated to the realities and culture of the country due to their unfamiliarity with the 
context, the usage of Turkish forms and styles in their projects that could only be formalist and their 
taking of jobs without competitions were counted as the negative effects of foreign architects. 
According to Nasır, Turkish architects who claimed that foreign architects could not create a 
revolutionary architecture, were again turned towards to Turkish civilian architecture and the “Turkish 
house” with the effects of foreign architects. What is essential for us in this study is the expression of 
the ironical effects of foreigners on the emergence of the “Second National Movement” in 
architecture. For this period, she explains: “While reflecting the atmosphere of war years, this period 
was, at the same time one of the results of the works of foreign architects in practice and education. 
When the appearance of the Second National Architecture is considered from this point of view, we 
see the struggles of foreign architects like Egli and Taut for the research of the essence of Turkish 
Architecture. ... Taut, who was famous for his sensitivity to the environment and the traditional 
architectural examples of the country he lives in, also led Turkish architects to search for the essence 
of their own architecture. ... Additionally, nationalism and regionalism in architecture was also 
supported by an internationally famous authority, a foreign architect, P. Bonatz..” Nasır, Ayşe. 
Temmuz 1991. Türk Mimarlığında Yabancı Mimarlar, Doctorate Thesis, İstanbul Teknik 
Üniversitesi-Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü.              
182 Anon. 1942a. “Sanat ve Sanatkarı Teşvik”, Yapı, no: 4, p.3.  
183 The process of the competition of Anıtkabir reflected all the details and complexitiess about the 
case of foreign architects. For more detailed information, see Anon. 1942g. “Anıtkabir”, Yapı, no: 8, 
p.3.  
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desired unique “national architecture” as they could better understand and answer the 

requirements  of Turkey than foreigners. 
 

The perspective of Yapı against foreign architects was not sourced from 

nationalist feelings: The periodical even saw their existence acceptable if they could 

provide some positive effects with their technological and material qualities.184 

However, it just considered the case for the sake of Turkish architects and the 

development of architecture in the country. The approach of the periodical towards 

foreign architects was tightly related with their perspective that considered the 

overall development and social development of the country rather than aristocratic 

and discriminative behaviors in the system of architecture. Yapı proposed the 

protection and organization of Turkish architects and architecture by the state and 

related officials, and to abandon the method of giving every important project to 

foreign architects and privileged Turkish academicians. 
             

The editors of Yapı focused on the necessity of creating job opportunities for 

Turkish artists and architects, the necessity of educating architects properly with the 

requirements of the progressive age, increasing their numbers and trusting them in 

every kind of work.185 They called the most powerful employee of the period, the 

Republican state, to duty and assigned it the task to protect the art and the artist who 

could not find the opportunity to practice and to create the “national architectural 

style”.186  It was seen as an injustice to wait from Turkish architects and artists who 

                                                
184 For more detailed information, see Anon. 1942g.  “Anıtkabir”, Yapı, no: 8, p.3.  
185 The insufficient number of Turkish architects was argued as one of the most important reasons of 
the unsolved problems in architecture. In his essay, Çetintaş writes that there were 220 architects 
recorded in 63 provinces in the country: “In this huge country that passed to the Republic from the 
monarchy in ruins, the number of Turkish architects is 220. When we distribute this amount to our 63 
provinces, there are 3 architects for every single province and 31of them are left behind after this 
division. However the architects who gather on the works of big cities like İstanbul, Ankara and İzmir 
can give nothing to the rest of the provinces. From the provinces and municipalities, frequent 
applications are done to the Association of Architects in İstanbul and Ankara; they demand architects 
with high salaries but we can not find architects to send there. … The damage that the country is 
exposed to due to few number of architects, was the continuation of construction activities without 
architects, the invasion of building works by people outside the profession, and this confusion about 
the professions and specializations among architects, engineers and other disciplines.” The regulation 
in the system of accepting students to the Academy was offered here as one of the solutions to 
increase the number of architects.  Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Türk Mimarlarını Çoğaltmak Lazım”, Yapı, 
no:32, p.4-7.      
186 Anon.1942w. “Mimarlığımız ve Devlet Himayesi”, Yapı, no: 20, p.3.      
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could not find such opportunities to create an architecture that was national, 

belonging to the country and would answer the needs of contemporary age.187   
 

In the letter (also published in Yapı) written by the head of the Association of 

Turkish Architects, Necmi Ateş, to the Prime Minister of the period, Şükrü 

Saracoğlu, the seriousness of both the monopoly and foreign architects problems, 

was clearly expressed with all the details of the commissioning process. The last part 

of the letter was about the commissioning process of the project for the construction 

of a Polytechnical School to be built in Ankara. Its expense would be eighteen 

million Turkish liras, and it was a grand project composed of twenty four parts. Ateş 

was demanding that Turkish architects should also take part in the process of this 

construction. The commissioned architects were Emin Onat, Sedat Hakkı Eldem, and 

Clemens Holzmeister, and the way they were commissioned for this project was 

explained and criticized by Ateş. The mistake of this situation was explained, and it 

was pointed out that the architects of such projects had to be selected according to 

their abilities rather than their positions or relationships. The advised method was the 

method of competition.188    

 

The Competition Method:  

  

 In order to solve the conflict between architects and the state, to bring albeit a 

partial order to the commissioning of architects, and to decrease or eliminate the 

monopoly and unfair competition between foreigners, academicians and other 

Turkish architects who could not find chances to show their talent, Yapı proposed 

that competitions should be organized for the choice of commissions for architectural 

projects so as to find the most qualified architect for the construction.189 They 

believed that competitions could create an equality of opportunity for commissioning 

of architects, bring an order in the regulation of processes for construction in the 

                                                
187 Anon.1942n. “Mimarlık ve Millicilik Davamız”, Yapı, no: 13, p.3. 
188 Ateş, Necmi. 1942. “Açık Mektup”, Yapı, no: 19, p.4-5.   
189 In the interview made with the chief of the İstanbul Office of the Association of Turkish 
Architects, it is suggested that, for the development of architecture, the protection of the young 
architect and his commissioning suiting to his education, must be achieved. The best way for this 
protection was shown as using the method of competition for official constructions. It was not seen as 
a protection, but conceived as a necessity for finding the most competent. The one who wins the 
competition is the most successful and deserved person for the work. Anon. 1942p. “Polemik-Kronik: 
Memleket mimarlığına Dair Anket”, Yapı, no:15. p.18.   
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country, and accordingly, they insisted on the necessity of competitions for every 

architectural project: 

 

 Holding a competition for the design of a building means asking all the artists 
of the country to design this building. Whenever a competition is organized 
for a hospital, a hotel, a bathroom or a literature faculty, all the artists who 
trust their pencils and ability join and work; after the jury evaluation, the best 
of them is chosen and applied, and the rest of the participants become 
advanced in their arts; their struggles will not be wasted as they make a very 
careful investigation on the subject of the competition. The approved project 
provides a beautiful building to the country; moreover, the artist wins an 
award in the field of contest and the podium of justice by deserving it in front 
of the country. As these competitions are repeated, high talents in art family 
array in rows and the degree of their talents becomes clear. All the art family 
and the country will respect these art masters who are grown as such. It is 
seen that this method of competition that is insistently demanded by Turkish 
architecture family, is an obligatory necessity for the benefit of the country 
and Turkish construction.190    
 
 

  The method of competition was used in the planning and construction of 

cities since the competition in 1927 for the plan of Ankara, in which Herman 

Jansen’s plan was chosen.191 In a thesis study focusing on the evolution of project 

competitions in the Republican period, the initiation of the competition method is 

related to the insufficiency of the construction staff and technique in the country, the 

law on the encouragement of industry (Teşvik-i Sanayi Kanunu) and the invitation to 

foreign architects. (Appendix G) This method was also imported from the West and 

made important contributions to the development of the profession by giving chances 

to Turkish architects to prove their talents and providing a legal ground to struggle 

with foreign autocracy in the sector: 

 

With the successes they gained in project competitions that became 
widespread after the 1930s, Turkish architects started to show their existence 
in the construction sector governed by foreign architects. For this reason, 
from the beginning, project competitions had received great interest and 
support by Turkish architects. Throughout the years that Turkey followed a 
statist economy politics, all the public sector in construction activities apart 

                                                
190 Anon. 1943g. “Müsabaka Usulünün Kabulunu İstiyoruz”, Yapı, no: 33, p.3.   
191 For the competition for the plan of Ankara, only foreign specialists were invited because it was 
accepted that foreign help was necessary in the field of construction in Turkey.  Çilingir, Banu. 
Haziran 2000. Cumhuriyet Dönemi Proje yarışmalarında Değerlendirme Kriterleri ve Gelişimi 
Çalışma Alanı: Kamu Yönetimi Binaları, Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi-Fen 
Bilimleri Enstitüsü, p.1and p.28-29. 
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from residences, had chosen the way of competition, and by this way, a 
public demand had given shape to architecture in Turkey until the 1950s.192 
 
 

  However, despite the application of the method of competition and the 

promising regulations of the state for the discipline, there was an increasing demand 

for the accurate establishment of the system of competition with strict laws and the 

protection of the winners. The basic reason here was the effect of personal 

relationships on the selection of architects for projects, the dominance of foreign 

architects and academicians in the selection, the lack of confidence in Turkish 

architects, and the continuing arbitrariness in the commissioning of architects 

because the system of competitions had not yet been defined in strict laws and rules. 

Actually, this situation was not true only for the case of competitions; due to the 

ignorance and disinterest of the state and the absence of laws and orders for 

establishing a system in architecture, haphazard decisions and personal connections 

were effective in the commissioning process in architectural practice in general. The 

criticism against this situation was supported and realized by almost all the published 

media and the public of architects, and they criticized the situation in order to force 

and inform the state to take the necessary precautions on behalf of the quality and 

position of the discipline and architects. 
 

  In this process, with the politics of establishing a moderate and encouraging 

relationship with the state, the periodical provided proposals and gave news of the 

visits, requests and concrete contacts of the Association of Turkish Architects with 

the government, and thus actively propagated the method of competition, the law on 

the chamber of architects and state protection for the sake of architects. Yapı 

defensed very effectively against the current harmful systems in commissioning such 

                                                
192 In this thesis, the most important contribution of competitions was stated as the phase of evaluation 
and the main criteria considered in these evaluation reports of the juries. In these evaluations, firstly, 
the main criteria are stated, and then the objective weights of these criteria are determined, and lastly, 
evaluation according to these criteria and the announcement of results to the public followed. These 
reports generally inform us about the identity of the period, in which the accepted criteria reflected 
and affected the direction and determination of architectural styles. For example, for the period when 
Yapı was published, it is stated: “The period of 1938-1950 was a period when the Second National 
Architecture was applied. The general characteristic of the period’s public government buildings was 
the use of neo-classic forms. When the jury reports are investigated, together with functional 
solutions, the criterion of symbolism is seen as the most important.” Çilingir, Banu. Haziran 2000. 
Cumhuriyet Dönemi Proje yarışmalarında Değerlendirme Kriterleri ve Gelişimi Çalışma Alanı: 
Kamu Yönetimi Binaları, Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi-Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü, 
p.28-30 and p.118.  
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as the method of ordering projects to specific people with contracts and the method 

of dispute.  
 

  The method of dispute, which was also widespread in this period, is also 

criticized as it caused the distribution of the work of building to specific people and 

to people who were not architects. It was a system that gave the preparation of the 

project to the person who had the financial power to provide the payment of the 

dispute, and who could make the most reduction in prices among other participants 

in the dispute. Here, the artistic capability and professional properties for the design 

of the project were not taken into consideration in order to have the project with 

minimum expenses.193  

    

  The method of ordering a project with contraction was also widespread in the 

period and was connected with the problem of the monopoly of academicians and 

foreigners. The system of contraction and dispute for the commissioning of works 

were supported by the periodical as these were arranged according to laws, but their 

application process was not working properly: 

 

The projects are determined, scale models are prepared, everything happens 
and finishes, everything is ordered. Now it is time to find a way to make it 
look legal and suit it to the laws. In newspapers, the dispute is announced but 
as written in small characters not to attract attention. … If you accidentally 
see this kind of a small announcement and apply for the contraction, you get 
the answer that it is an announcement done on a day-to-day basis and the 
projects are already prepared and you turn back. [This is] just like the 
commissioning of the projects for the Faculty of Literature.194 
 
   

 The increasing demand for the competition method in this period was because 

of the negative results both in the quality of constructed buildings and the 

commissioning of architects. The ordering of projects to a few people with 

contraction was not accepted appropriate, and it was argued that the only way to have 

the best, the most useful and valuable projects can be gained through competitions – 

of course by acting in the correct way and finding qualified juries.  

 
                                                
193 For more information, see Anon. 1943m. “Haberler”, Yapı, no: 43-44,  p.19.   
194 The periodical is proposing two precautions against this situation. The first one is the organization 
of the field of Fine Arts, and the other is the reactions and protests of artists. For more information, 
see Anon. 1943n.  “Münakaşa ile Satın Alınmış ve Satılmış Sanat”, Yapı, no: 45, p.3.    
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 The ordering of a project can not provide a successful work even if its 
architect is very qualified. These projects are generally taken by the ones who 
get the job in various ways and works are assigned to those who do not 
consider the benefit of the society. Architects are restricted here with the 
constructed projects; they take the construction with high reductions in prices; 
they can not reject any of the given works because of their passions to take on 
more jobs without considering their functions and beauty; and finally, as a 
result of these, the projects are realized with limitations in time and restricted 
possibilities and architects could not give enough attention and efforts to their 
works.195 
 
 

 

  The general aim was to protect the rights of architects and of the discipline, 

without favoring any institution or person, and making them have the positions that 

they deserved. In order to prevent spending the country’s money in vain, and the 

production of ridiculously constructed works, Yapı was focusing on the necessity of 

establishing, organizing, even legally forcing the application of the method of 

competition. Let us follow an example of the struggles of the Association and the 

periodical about the method of competition: 

 

 The Association of Turkish Architects made a written application to the 
Ministry of Education for establishing a competition method for the projects 
of state buildings whose approximate price is more than 100 thousand liras. 
Turkish architects are sure that all the ministries will accept this suggestion 
… because of its useful and efficacious results. Competitions are the proofs of 
the power and success of Turkish architects; they are strongly hoping and 
waiting for the construction of state buildings after competitions, and for the 
legal organization of this type of construction.196 

 
 

  The successful results in the competitions, particularly in those organized by 

the Ministry of Education, were praised and their benefits were stated. The first 

concrete benefit of competitions was having the best project to be realized; it also 

impelled lots of other architects than the winners to work, and hence to advance in 

                                                
195 Anon. 1942cc.  “Haberler”, Yapı, no:27, p.19. and Anon. 1943m.  “Haberler”, Yapı, no: 43-44, 
p.19.     
196 In the same page, it is mentioned about the visit of the delegate of the Association of Turkish 
Architects to the Minister of Education, and simultaneously, the honorary president of the 
Association, Hasan Ali Yücel, and where he talked about the important subjects of architecture, 
listened to the wishes and made promises. By the way, the minister promised that the project for the 
Polytechnical School in Ankara, which would cost 18 millions, would be selected after a competition. 
In the other new at the same page, it was criticized that the project of the Faculty of Literature was 
chosen after the method of contraction, and its announcement that was made only one time in the 
newspaper of Ulus. For more information, see Anon. 1942cc.  “Haberler”, Yapı, no: 27, p.19.   
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their jobs.197 It was seen as the most rational way to find creativity and talent and this 

could only be achieved by the application of all artists. It is also the best way of 

constituting the art of the country under the provision of a program, order and legal 

framework.198   

 

The “Anıtkabir” Competition: 

 

 In the history of architecture, there are some buildings with symbolic and 

political meanings that more evidently reveal the characteristics of the discipline with 

its multi-sided dynamics effective on construction processes, and express how the 

context of a building can define and shape its stylistic and architectural 

qualifications. Anıtkabir, the mausoleum of Atatürk, is such a building with 

reference to its two-year competition and design, and nine-year construction process. 

In each phase of these processes, the interferences of the state, international effects 

on architecture of the country, nationalist searches, etc. concretely directed the 

selection of its forms and its production. The socio-political atmosphere of the period 

determined its construction rather than the inner dynamics of the discipline of 

architecture, as usually seen in the early Republican period’s architectural 

transformations. 
 

  The importance of the competition of Anıtkabir for this study is because its 

period of realization process coincided with the publication of Yapı with its reactions, 

and suggestions during this process against the competition. It was also the most 

important architectural and social phenomenon of Turkey, on which not only 

architects but also the general public and the state focused so that we can observe the 

differences and common points about the topic among these. The competition was 

also an accumulation and unification of the complexities and problems discussed in 

previous chapters, although it was organized by the highest ranks of the state and 

architectural elites.         
 

                                                
197 For more information about contraction and competition processes and for their concrete results 
and benefits with specific cases, see Anon. 1943m.  “Haberler”, Yapı, no: 43-44, p.19.     
198 Anon. 1942x.  “Türk Mimarları Ne İstiyorlar”, Yapı, no: 21, p.3.    
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  Anıtkabir was decided to be constructed in Rasattepe – Ankara, and in the 

beginning, an international money-awarded competition was announced for its 

project. Besides, European architects were invited by the commission of Anıtkabir to 

be jury members. However, Turkish architects were not accepted either as jury 

memberships or competitors.199 The lack of confidence in Turkish architects’ ability 

to design such a grand and symbolically important national monument caused a very 

strong opposition against the Anıtkabir commission and the state. According to the 

opinion of Turkish architects, which also constitutes the basis of the approaches and 

arguments of Yapı, it was a national monument that would represent the revolution 

and the independence of the country, and the necessary national feeling and its 

reflection in the monument could only be understood and achieved by a Turkish 

artist. This understanding was apparently also shared by the majority of the public in 

the country and was supported in the general media.  
 

  The other demands of the architectural public were the necessity to build this 

monument in the Turkish architectural style, and the existence of a Turkish architect 

in the jury who could be consulted about the requirements of a religious, traditional 

and national monument. At the same time, there were typical deficiencies and 

mistakes in the competition caused by the improper establishment of the competition 

system. The number, names and nationalities of the jury members were not 

determined in the provisional paper, and the mentions and awards were not enough 

to motivate the architects as the numbers of mentions were not determined by the 

jury and seemed to be lesser than the required.200 Turkish architects actively declared 

                                                
199 The lack of confidence to the Turkish architects and foreign admiration was also continuing 
throughout the processes of the competition of important buildings in the early Republican period. In 
the competition for the Grand National Assembly building, it is seen that the competition method did 
not itself solve the actual problems in the understanding. “While the opposition of young Turkish 
architects against foreigners was becoming stronger, arranging an internationally invited competition 
for a very important building in Turkey in 1938 caused a very dense reaction. After the applications 
had been completed, the Turkish architects gained the right to join into the competition with two 
months delay. Three projects were chosen in this competition and the Committee of Ministries under 
the directory of Atatürk decided that Holzmeister’s proposal would be applied.” Çilingir, Banu. 
Haziran 2000. Cumhuriyet Dönemi Proje yarışmalarında Değerlendirme Kriterleri ve Gelişimi 
Çalışma Alanı: Kamu Yönetimi Binaları, Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi-Fen 
Bilimleri Enstitüsü, p. 33.  Again, in news in Arkitekt, we learn that “It was planned to be construct a 
grand building for an engineering school in Ankara by the Ministry of Education. We learned that for 
the preparation of this project, the counselor of technical education was intending to have the 
Professor architect Holzmeister prepare a preliminary project. However, it will certainly be a more 
suitable decision to obtain this project after a project competition arranged among all architects.” 
Anon. 1941b. “Haberler”, Arkitekt, p. 144.      
200 Anon. 1941a.  “Haberler: Anıtkabir Müsabakaya Kondu.”, Arkitekt, p. 43-44. 
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these problems, and together with their reactions and the nationalist sensitivity of the 

public on this specific case, the commission made changes in the provision of the 

competition and let Turkish architects join the competition. The obligation of having 

succeeded a big-scaled project before, for joining the competition was also cancelled, 

and Turkish architects could now enter the competition.201  
 

 At the time, the war was continuing severely with very sensitive balances 

among fighting countries, and due to the harsh effects of these conditions on Turkish 

architecture and politics, some internationally popular foreign architects could not 

enter the competition. There had been a German dominancy on both the architecture 

and politics of the country since the beginnings of the 1930s when German 

architecture was also very popular also in the world. In this context, Paul Bonatz, a 

German architect, was selected as a jury member. All these developments effected 

the distribution of foreign competitors, stylistic and formal considerations in projects, 

and approaches of competitors and the jury.202  
 

 Indeed, there were inevitable resemblances between the formal qualities of 

the projects, and the neo-classical and monumental architecture widespread in 

Germany was mostly used by the architects who were aware of the sympathy of the 

state, and jury members to this style.203 Actually it was an extension of the politics 

that was also coordinated by the Republican state and appropriated by the architects. 

                                                
201 Anon. 1941a. “Haberler: Anıtkabir Müsabakaya Kondu.”, Arkitekt, p. 43-44. 
202 For the effects of foreign countries and war conditions on the process of competition, Tanyeli’s 
explanations are crucial: “The architectural adventure of Anıtkabir started in a very unlucky period. 
The beginning date of the competition and the beginning of the Second World War was almost 
coincidental. This negative effect both limited the number of foreign architects who entered the 
competition, and reduced the still insufficient architectural capacity of the country because of the 
drafting of young architects to the army. Moreover, the Turkish administration seems to be effective 
in the limited number of competitors. For example, even having the German architect Paul Bonatz as a 
jury member meant to eliminate one of the two groups of countries that was involved in the history’s 
most merciless fight. The jury membership of Bonatz was natural for the Turks as he was realizing 
buildings in Turkey. In this period, both for the allies and their sympathizers, joining such a 
competition became impossible. In just the same way, when the competition was resulted in 1942, it is 
seen that among 27 foreign projects, 11 of them were belonging to Germans and 8 were belonging to 
Italians.”  Tanyeli, Uğur. Kasım 1989. “Anıtkabir Üzerine”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, no: 10, p.85-
86.    
203 The effect of Germany and its architectural style on the process of the competition of Anıtkabir 
was determined by Tanyeli as such: “So, even from the first moment when it was announced, the 
competition of Anıtkabir could already be accepted as a competition which determined its main 
preferences. In Turkey that was under the intensive architectural effects of Germany, it can easily be 
understood that a kind of neo-classical behavior developed by such totalitarian regimes was expected 
from the competitors.” Tanyeli, Uğur. Kasım 1989. “Anıtkabir Üzerine”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, 
no: 10, p.86.    
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Throughout the process, the state played an important role on both the competition 

and the construction process. Although it had to be a competition which was free and 

autonomous, the state always took the competition under its control.204 In this 

respect, when we consider the competition with reference to the architectural 

developments of the country during the 1920s and 1930s, Anıtkabir clearly seems as 

the symbol of the change that would occur in the architectural context of the country:   

 

In just the same way, the competitors should be aware of this reality that as 
far as we know, the majority of the section of projects sent to the competition 
was showing properties in contrast to modernism. When looked from this 
point of view, Anıtkabir Competition was closing an era in the Republican 
period architecture. The symbolic sign of the discussed change was the 
joining of Holzmeister to the competition and that he could not even succeed 
to get into the classification. The monumental modernism of Holzmeister that 
designed all the important state buildings in Ankara in the 1930s and 
determined the identity of the new capital, was now rejected. But the 
competition coincided with such a turning point that, although Turkey 
rejected modernism, it was still away from the Second National Architecture, 
which will develop in its place. Accordingly, in this non-directed period, 
considering the strong German effect on the country, the only applicable way 
of design for Turkish architects was conceived as the architecture developed 
by the Nazi architects like P. Troost and A. Speer.205  
 
 
 

  The invited jury members were Prof. Paul Bonatz (Germany), Ivan 

Tenghbom (Sweeden), and Prof. Karoly Wichinger (Hungary). Later, Engineer 

Muammer Çavuşoğlu, the Chief of Building and Construction Works, Muhlis Erk , 

the old Construction Director of Ankara, and Architect Arif Hikmet Holtay, an 

academician from the Academy of Fine Arts joined the jury and worked together 

with these guest architects. Almost 20 projects from Turkey and 30 from foreign 

countries, a total of 47 architects joined the competition. Three projects were selected 

by the jury; the project by Johannes Kruger from Germany, the one by Arnoldo 

                                                
204 For the effect of the state on the course of the events of the Anıtkabir competiton, Tanyeli says 
that: “Turkish president, by giving a very smart decision at the beginning of the competition, 
announced that the application project would be selected by himself between 3 best projects 
determined by the jury. ... The managers showed that they understood that the work of building a 
mausoleum for Atatürk was more a political than merely a design problem. As exemplified in the 
requirement list that did not give the possibility to the president to select an architect who was not 
Turkish, they could foresee the kinds of problems that would arouse after the competition. By this 
way, at the beginning, they could make people feel the reins were tightly in their hands about 
Anıtkabir and it could not be realized like a hospital or a school project. Tanyeli, Uğur. Kasım 1989. 
“Anıtkabir Üzerine”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, no: 10, p.86.   
205 Tanyeli, Uğur. Kasım 1989. “Anıtkabir Üzerine”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, no: 10, p.86.   
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Foschini from Italy, and the one by Emin Onat and Orhan Arda from Turkey. The 

competition ended in 3 March 1942.206 Among these projects, the one by Arda and 

Onat was chosen and decided to be applied by the commission in April 5, 1943. (Fig. 

55-57) After the proposals by the jury and the commission of Anıtkabir, and other 

related corrections were completed, it was started to be applied in September 9, 

1944, and officially opened in November 10, 1953 when the body of Atatürk was 

carried to Anıtkabir.207 The project saw great changes throughout the correction 

period and the construction process. It was struggled to make the monument more 

national and give it a Turkish character with some changes made in its materials, 

ornamentations, styles, etc. The developments are explained by Tanyeli as follows:    

 

The project by Arda and Onat was a typical totalitarian neo-classical 
architectural product which could be signed by Speer. Furthermore, its inner 
place and courtyard were presenting a very unsuccessful vision. Such 
unsuccessful details were removed with the second project that considered the 
proposals of the jury and later with the third project, prepared according to 
the proposals of the commission of Anıtkabir. Today’s building emerged in 
the result of these two phases that included radical changes. The only thing 
that existed in the first project and survived was probably the rectangular plan 
of the main grave and the surrounding colonnades. It could be said that the 
building changed its face in between 1942 and 1953. … The architects slowly 
nationalized the design which was in the line with Speer’s understanding at 
the beginning. All the details of the neo-classical lines of the Western 
totalitarian architecture removed and evolved into a Turkish or Ottoman neo-
classicism. And for Turkey, it must be counted as a modest revolution. The 
Turkish society was used to religious monumental structures; Anıtkabir 
taught it the possibility of a secular monumental building that also housed a 
grave.208 
 
 

  The publication period of Yapı was coincided only with the competition 

process of Anıtkabir. The approach of the periodical to the case, which could be 

followed from the main articles, was so emotional and limiting the discussion of the 

issue within the narrow framework of nationalism that, rather than focusing on 

architectural and socio-political necessities and the progress of the competition, the 

                                                
206 For more information see Sayar, Zeki. 1942. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt, no: 
133-134, p.1.    
207 Tanyeli, Uğur. Kasım 1989. “Anıtkabir Üzerine”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, no: 10, p.85. 
208 Tanyeli, Uğur. Kasım 1989. “Anıtkabir Üzerine”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, no: 10, p.87. 
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periodical seemed to choose a way of using the subject for justifying or getting their 

ideas accepted by the architectural public and the state.  
 

  In the beginning of the competition, Anıtkabir was introduced as a “work 

which can only be done by a Turk,” and the periodical criticized the competition 

because it was international and Turkish architects were found as incapable for 

designing the monument. Yapı definitely proposed that the monument should be 

designed by a Turkish architect, the style of the monument should be Turkish, and a 

Turkish architect should take place in the jury.209 If these proposals could be met, the 

competition was seen as a turning point, a benefit for the architecture of the country, 

and a chance for Turkish architects to prove themselves as it would be realized in 

front of the Turkish public.      
 

  When the competition was over and a project by Turkish architects was 

selected as one of the best three projects, it was accepted as a glory and introduced 

by the editors as a proof of the courage and talent of Turkish architects, whom the 

people did not initially trust and commission.210 There were no comments or articles 

about whether the competition succeeded the mission it had taken or not, or whether 

the architectural qualifications of the projects were sufficient and applicable for such 

an important monument. The news about the praise of İsmet İnönü and the foreign 

jury members and the celebration articles from the media were published in Yapı 

with a very enthusiastic manner. The only case was the success and talent of Turkish 

architects and Turks, and their equal talent with foreigners. In this case, their 

capability was examined and they honorably managed to accomplish their mission: 

 

Some of us thought that architects had not been yet experienced enough to 
design grand monuments and buildings. Against the will to have the project 
of Anıtkabir be designed by a Turkish artist, the fear of not having a valuable 
work was felt. For this reason, the opening of an international competition for 

                                                
209 Anon. 1942g.  “Anıt-Kabir”, Yapı, no: 8, p.3.    
210 The enthusiasm and feeling of proud was also valid for the general public and media. In an article 
in Yapı that mentions the articles of architects and authors about Anıtkabir from several newspapers – 
Behçet Ünsal from Son Posta, Hüseyin Cahit Yalçın from Haber, Yunus Nadi from Cumhuriyet and 
Nizamettin Nazif from İstiklal - without being carried away by nationalist feelings, the reflections of 
their gladness can be seen. It was also suggested by these authors, apart from architects, that the 
widely believed opinion of the insufficiency of Turkish architects was no more true. In other words, 
by this competition, a public opinion that began to consider and support Turkish architects started to 
occur. For more information, see Anon. 1942k. “Anıtkabir Projesi müsabakası Hakkında mimar ve 
muharrirler Neler söylediler?”, Yapı, no: 11, p.10-11. and 15.      
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Anıtkabir was right. At the beginning, it was a matter of debate whether 
Turkish architects could enter the competition or not. Later, all the Turkish 
architects were invited. The modest Turkish architects saw this international 
competition as an opportunity and worked accordingly to make their artistic 
ability accepted. ... The result was important to be proud of Turkish art. It is 
certain that all the precious and selected architects coming from all over the 
world – with more suitable and wealthy conditions than Turkish architects - 
worked for this honorary job of building an Anıtkabir with all their efforts. 

  AS A RESULT, LIKE TURKISH POWER, TURKISH ART WON!211  
 
 

  Actually, the aim of the politics of Yapı for the case of Anıtkabir was again 

directly related with its basic struggle, namely, the protection of the discipline by the 

state, the competition system and the commissioning of Turkish architects. This 

success in the competition presented a very suitable chance to make their voices 

heard about the problems of Turkish architects. For the first time, the public and the 

state clearly saw the potential of Turkish architects, and now it was time to trust and 

commission, and protect them. The periodical tried to use this case for their actual 

desires as much as possible. That is why they insistently focused on the success of 

Turkish architects rather than the architectural quality and mission of competition:  

 

TURKISH ARCHITECTS REACHED THEIR MATURITY: With this 
competition, Turkish architects reached their maturity in the international 
medium and made people accept their genius in art. They expressed 
themselves as experienced and creative with their work. From now on, we 
have to trust them and do not hesitate to submit other grand and important 
state projects to their hands. As it was always mentioned in Yapı, we must not 
also hesitate to make a competition among Turkish architects.212  
 
 

  Arkitekt considered the case of Anıtkabir more objective than Yapı by keeping 

the discussion in between the borders of architecture. Although the basic criterion for 

the project was that it should have a national character and spirit, it was because of 

the specification and quality of the project that necessitated it to be as such. The 

program of the competition, and the winning and the unsuccessful projects that 

joined the competition were all published in Arkitekt and criticized according to their 

properties, applicability and harmony with the national in architecture. (Fig. 58) 

There were arguments about some wrong actions of the jury and other responsible 

                                                
211 Anon. 1942i. “Türk mimarlarının beynelmilel ve Eşsiz zaferi”, Yapı, no: 10, p.3.      
212 Anon. 1942i. “Türk mimarlarının beynelmilel ve Eşsiz zaferi”, Yapı, no: 10, p.3-4.      
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people, proposals for the progress of the project and methods that would be used by 

the jury. The criteria for the success of the projects were related to the degree that 

they could achieve or suit to the nationalist atmosphere. They were analyzed one by 

one in detail with their stylistic, material and aesthetical aspects, and most of them 

were criticized and disapproved by Sayar, the editor of Arkitekt. Even the winning 

project by Arda and Onat was not found national in its general atmosphere.213 The 

project that Sayar liked the most was a project by three Turkish architects, R. Akçay, 

K. Söylemezoğlu and K. Aru, as the composition of the design was accepted as 

totally devoid of any foreign effects and hence as achieving a Turkish style and 

character. (Fig. 59-60) For Zeki Sayar, the war prevented the popular foreign 

architects to enter the competition, so the competition did not give an appropriate 

result and satisfy most of the architects: 

 

The jury committee that also includes architectural authorities stated in their 
reports that all three projects that they selected needed corrections if they 
would be applied, and without doing these necessary alterations, their 
construction would not be possible.214     

 
 
  These differentiations in the opinions of Yapı and Arkitekt for the case of 

Anıtkabir were not caused from their different points of view about architectural 

issues. In reality, they were struggling for similar purposes and defending the same 

ideals; but for such cases, the contrasting approaches were caused from the method 

they chose to present themselves and the degree of opposition and emotion they 

found appropriate while expressing themselves.    

 

3.3.2.3. Municipal Works and Urbanization 

 

  The general approach of Yapı towards architectural and urbanization issues 

was representing both the identity of the periodical itself and the İstanbul Office of 

the Association due to the fact that the editors of the periodical were also in the 

directory committee of the Association. Inevitably, although the scopes of subjects 

                                                
213 For more information see Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt, no: 
133-134, p. 1-2.      
214 Sayar, Zeki. 1942. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt, no: 133-134, p. 1-2.      
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and fields in the periodical were intended to consider the problems of all the country, 

the periodical was an İstanbul-centered publication, and it became a medium where 

issues of İstanbul were mostly discussed. The relations and works of the Association 

in the city and the direct observations of the editors, were frequently involved in the 

periodical, also due to the lack of possibilities in receiving news from a wider part of 

the country. The existing condition of architecture and urbanization in İstanbul could 

be expressed with more details as the editors and authors were closely related with 

the fields of architectural theory and practice in İstanbul.    

 

İstanbul: 

 

 The developments in early Republican İstanbul, especially during the 1940s, 

were published in the periodical, accepting these as country-wide problems and 

evaluating them with reference to the general architectural conditions of Turkey. The 

proposals of the periodical about issues of İstanbul were similar to those proposed by 

them for solving the general problems of architecture and city planning in the 

country. This attitude was preventing Yapı from being a regional and small-scaled 

publication, and helped it analyze the cases in İstanbul with a broader and multi-

sided perspective. 
 

  What is essential here is that Yapı gives us a chance to “read” and “see” from 

a different point of view the early Republican history, which has generally been 

determined with taking Ankara as the center of architectural and urban 

developments. How the new republic, with its struggles and achievements for 

modernization, affected İstanbul, and how they were evaluated from the perspective 

of İstanbul, is still to be studied in more detail.215 The place and role of İstanbul in 

the architectural transformations of the early Republican period has not yet been 

fully determined in the history of architecture books.216 Yapı gives us a chance to 

                                                
215 The recent study by Tanyeli is significant for understanding the Republican İstanbul. See Tanyeli, 
Uğur. 2005. İstanbul 1900-2000 Konutu ve Modernleşmeyi Metropolden Okumak, İstanbul, Ofset 
Yapımevi; İstanbul Kitapları. 
216 Evaluating the early Republican architecture usually with reference to the developments in Ankara 
and overestimating İstanbul is accepted as a mistake by Tanyeli. He suggests that, “For example, we 
read architecture by examining it from Ankara. However, if we look the early Republic from İstanbul, 
we see something different. There is another modern architecture that sometimes contradicts with the 
modernist architecture developed in Ankara. In Nişantaşı, Cihangir and Fatih. Morphologically, they 
do not have any kinship with the ones in Ankara. But, today again, all of us still turn and look at 
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have albeit a partial view of the developments in İstanbul in this period, and see the 

similarities and differences that it presented when considered in relation to the 

general condition of the discipline in the early Republican period. 
 

  The search for a “Turkish architecture and city planning” was widespread in 

the architectural medium and Yapı was one of its most passionate defenders. For 

Yapı, the way to achieve this aim was shown as the commissioning of Turkish artists 

by letting them be active in practice, educating Turkish city planners and architects 

accordingly, trusting in their ability, reducing foreign admiration in constructional 

issues and preventing the commissioning of them for almost all the works. The 

characteristic national architecture and city planning was asserted to occur 

spontaneously after the application of this prescription with a professional 

methodology organized by the state. 
 

 İstanbul, with its structure and position, was considered as a prototype or a 

suitable place where this prescription could be applied owing to its continuing 

construction and city planning activities that were being applied with wrong and 

insufficient methods.217 The reason was explained as the lack of order and a program 

in this process, where random construction and imitation of cubic and western 

buildings by master builders, and the insufficient and harmful results of the city 

planning activities, were observed. The reason why Yapı focused on the public 

construction of İstanbul was explained in an article written to attract the attention of 

the president of the municipality and the governor of the province who they 

frequently criticized:  

 
                                                                                                                                     
Ankara for that period. And still label the ones we see as the First National, the Second National. 
Whereas, when looked from İstanbul, these do not exist very much. In the 1940s, there is not a Second 
National Architecture work in the market of İstanbul. The construction of modernist buildings is 
continuing. I think it necessitates a different reading.” Tanyeli, Uğur and Tanju, Bülent. 2002. 
“Söyleşi: Sibel Bozdoğan ile Yeni Kitabı ve Türkiye’de Modernleşme Üzerine”, Arredemento 
Mimarlık, no: 9,  p. 49. 
217 The only means to create a Turkish city planning and a modern Turkish architecture was shown as 
the involvement of Turkish architects in public constructions. İstanbul was evaluated as a suitable 
place where Turkish architects might take place in the process of its construction. The architects could 
also be experienced as city planners, learn the discipline in practice and be educated as city planners. 
The editors were calling the help of the president of the municipality and the governor of the province 
to organize the field of construction and asking them to prevent unlimited number of foreign 
applications in city planning and architectural issues by giving examples of applied projects such as 
the buildings of the Ministries, the Ottoman Bank, the Faculty of Letters, etc. where, they argued, 
Turkish architectural culture was unsuccesfully reflected. For more information, see Anon. 1941g. 
“İmarcılığımıza Türk Mimarını ve Zevkini Karıştıralım”, Yapı, no: 2, p.1-2. 
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There are two important reasons for us to talk about and focus especially on 
this case, İstanbul. The first one is: The thing that makes İstanbul, our 
İstanbul, is its being a city of Turkish architecture. It must be as such both at 
the moment and in the future. The second one is the opportunity given to 
architectural and constructional activities due to the public construction of 
İstanbul.  
 
TURKISH ARCHITECTS HAVE TO GIVE WORKS FOR THE BIRTH OF 
A TURKISH ARCHITECTURE: One of the activity fields where Turkish 
architecture will arouse and the Turkish architect will be educated in, is 
exactly the construction and building activity in İstanbul. Let us not take this 
chance from them. Otherwise, how will the existence that we call Turkish 
pleasure and architecture be realized?218   
 

 
  This article and other similar ones were warning the officials to commission 

Turkish architects for the planning and construction activities, and create a medium 

where Turkish city planners and architects could be experienced in the practice 

together with foreign and Turkish specialists. 
 

  There was a complexity of professions for the authorization and definition of 

the activity fields related to the planning and construction of İstanbul, and the 

officials seemed to be ignorant about this process. It was seen as a case that 

immediately had to be prevented. In addition, together with the evaluation of cases in 

İstanbul, the definitions and necessities of specific subjects such as “public 

construction”, “city planning”, “municipality”, etc. were frequently given in Yapı as 

an information and they were explained with reference to how they could 

meaningfully be realized in the example of İstanbul.  
 

  These subjects and the ways to realize them were not known or given 

importance by the society and the state. But, their instruction to professionals and the 

placing of them in planning and construction processes of any city were a necessity 

so as to meet the requirements of an orderly and beautiful city. As they were not truly 

provided by the officials and authorities for the construction of İstanbul, the city 

planning and construction activities in İstanbul were not progressing as desired. The 

reason behind this result was the absence of logical and scientific applications in 

İstanbul.  
 

                                                
218 Anon. 1941g. “İmarcılığımıza Türk Mimarını ve Zevkini Karıştıralım”, Yapı, no: 2, p.1. 
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  The aim proposed by Yapı was to consider these terms in connection with 

İstanbul and inform the authorities about the importance of these subjects so as to 

make them applied systematically in the necessary institutions of the city and in the 

scientific platforms that were organized by professionals.219 In other words, Yapı 

considered İstanbul as one of those preliminary topics by which the periodical’s 

actual points of view about the organization and the betterment of discipline in the 

country, were expressed. İstanbul was nothing more than an example that they used 

to inform and persuade the state and the public in the context of their approaches.      
 

  The city plan of İstanbul was commissioned to a French city planner, Henri 

Prost. He had drawn the regulative plan of the city and he was working on the 

İstanbul plan. (Fig.61)220 He was taking care of the construction of public works in 

the city and was equipped with wide authorities to apply his projects. Both the 

quality of his works, and his unlimited authority that would design every part of 

İstanbul, were criticized by the periodical. He was also a professor in the city 

planning department of the Academy of Fine Arts and his performance in the 

Academy was also criticized.221 He was interfering the architectural developments 

and constructing buildings in the city, and blamed for “infecting” İstanbul with 

French architectural styles and understanding: 

 

A city planning specialist was invited to İstanbul. Under the protection and 
authority of a French marshal, he gained popularity by making the plans of a 
few cities. He made the regulative plan of İstanbul. It’s okey. He also said: 

                                                
219 There were continuous construction activities in İstanbul and Turkey, but the necessary sub-
structure and information level had not been yet provided and settled in a programmed way as there 
was the ignorance of the state and the city authorities. For example, the city planning was not accepted 
as a discipline in both the universities and the field of practice. In this respect, it was not known and 
successfully applied in the country. Generally, foreign specialists were managing such processes. The 
didactic method used in Yapı by simply explaining the meanings and requirements of terms and 
subjects necessary for planning and construction was because of the need to inform the state and the 
society about their properties, and make people aware of their importance on the creation of a planned 
city. In an article, the missions of architects and engineers in the construction process of the country 
were explained and this informative methodology was used: “Why do we use the term city planning 
instead of the term construction? There are reasons: The construction is generally a work of random 
repair. ... Namely, this work is a work of the municipality. (..) As for city planning, it is an 
information, a profession, a beautiful art case and work of a society and nation. … Construction: It is a 
work of the contract and repair, City Planning: It is Populism, citizenship, civilisation, project, plan, 
program and a building of (beautiful art) architecture.” For more information, see Anon. 1942b. “İmar 
ve İnşa Etmekteki Maksad ve Gayeler”, Yapı, no: 5, p.3.        
220 For the content, details and the critics of the İstanbul regulative plan by Henri Prost, see Arutay, 
Tevfik. 1943. “İstanbul ve Urbanizm: İstanbul’un Nazım Planı”, Yapı, no: 29,  p.10-11.     
221 Anon. 1942s. “Altmış’ıncı Yılında Akademi ve Güzel Sanatlarımız” , Yapı, no:18, p.5. 
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“The city plan of İstanbul produced from this regulative plan, will be realized 
by Turkish architects.” It’s okey too. But the flowering, pools... esplanade, 
balustrades, the tribune in the picture of passage ways, the pole on which the 
Turkish flag is waving, etc. and lots of other details are made by this 
specialist. These are totally away from Turkish taste. These are the parasite 
examples of French cities, gardens and architecture in our country. ... But 
Turkish architects can most certainly do all these things. Because of doing 
these works, the specialist still could not start the city plan, and he can not 
either. Is this person invited here to solve the huge problems of city planning? 
Or, did he come here to vaccine us with Paris architecture?222 
 
 

  Prost was criticized because he was too much focused on architectural and 

ornamental works of İstanbul and hence, as a city planner, he still could not finish the 

plan of the city and he was not questioned why he worked both in architectural, 

landscaping and city planning fields. It was stated that Prost was paying attention to 

architectural ornamentations and unnecessary details instead of finishing the plan of 

İstanbul and solving the actual requirements and problems of the city. 
 

  Besides, he was not being assisted by Turkish architects or specialists 

although he mentioned the necessity of the preparation of the İstanbul plan by 

Turkish architects.223 He was doing all the projects with his two French assistants, 

and only a limited number of Turkish architects were working with him and he was 

not informing anyone about the process of the planning. The ones working with him 

were just assigned some small tasks and were not really involved in the planning 

process of İstanbul.224 This was seen as one of the reasons of the absence of city 

planners and the existence of inexperienced architects in this field.        
 

                                                
222 Anon. 1941g. “İmarcılığımıza Türk Mimarını ve Zevkini Karıştıralım”, Yapı, no: 2, p.1-2. 
223 For more information, see Anon. 1941g. “İmarcılığımıza Türk Mimarını ve Zevkini Karıştıralım”, 
Yapı, no: 2  p.1-2. and Anon. 1942b.  “İmar ve İnşa Etmekteki Maksad ve Gayeler”, Yapı, no:5. p.3-4.         
224 Behçet Ünsal worked for a while with Prost while he was publishing Yapı with his friends. In his 
interview with Uğur Tanyeli, he talks about these days: “An architect from Paris came to İstanbul: 
Prost. I began to work with him in 1940. I worked with him for a long time. He was the specialist of 
the municipality. He had a city planning and construction office and he was working there. Prost had 
drawn the ‘plan directeur’ of İstanbul, we said so in these days, but it was translated to Turkish as 
regulative plan later. He had other plans and details drawn by two French architects working with him. 
He also employed me. The Turkish architects who came from Paris [eased the work] of the French. 
For example, there was Rüknettin (Güney) in these days and Prost was loving him. I had not seen 
Paris, but I was able to draw and he was respecting me. In that time, he gave me the construction plan 
of Kasımpaşa. If he accepted something, he was writing “d’accord” on it, I still have his sign with 
“d’accord” and I am keeping it. Later, the Second World War started, we were recruited again. When 
I came back, I began to work alone.” Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredamento 
Dekorasyon,  No:12, p.131.                   
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  Although the architectural applications in Ankara and the modernist style 

spreading from there were criticized, the city was seen as a successful example of 

city planning and shown as a model for the ongoing city planning of İstanbul by 

Yapı. They were compared in the periodical with each other: Ankara was admired 

because of the proper arrangement and application of Jansen plan - prepared 

according to the needs of the city - and the circulation and organization of its 

scheme.  
 

  On the contrary, the city planning activities in İstanbul were criticized 

because of the activities of repair, ornamentation and construction in the city rather 

than answering its prior needs and planning what was required such as circulation, 

traffic and order.225 Their approaches towards Ankara and İstanbul were stated as 

follows: “City planning in Ankara, public construction in İstanbul: According to the 

meanings we explained above, Ankara represents an example as a model to the 

country with the application of modern city planning. In contrast to this beautiful 

example, İstanbul put aside the movements of city planning and started the work of 

repair, beautification and make-up.”226  
 

 As can be understood from the quotation, the activities realized in İstanbul 

that were mostly designed by Prost, was not conceived as city planning, and some 

fundamental principles of city planning and changes that had to be done in the 

structure of the municipality were proposed in Yapı so as to resemble the planning 

and construction facilities of İstanbul to the ones in Ankara. In İstanbul, small-scaled 

construction activities were undertaken rather than the necessities suggested by a 

                                                
225According to Yapı, İstanbul was witnessing ordinary construction and building actvities rather than 
modern city planning applications. The comparison of the circulation planning of these two cities in 
an article of Yapı will more clearly explain the critics of the periodical against the planning of 
İstanbul. It was seen as one of the most important requirements of city planning and the difference in 
the comprehension of these two cities was expressed: “In the Jansen plan, firstly, the direction of the 
development of the city is determined; it was left as such for later repairing and the first thing done 
was realizing the main road system of the plan. The essential streets and ways, that constitute the 
blood vessels of the city, were immediately opened. Because of the functioning of circulation, it was a 
necessity. These ways are asphalted later. The asphalt work is a work of construction, whereas 
establishing a circulation is a work of city planning. By this way, the city was ordered and the 
construction started. ... The circulation in İstanbul is out of order. It does not have any main arteries 
with a style and shape that can answer the needs. Whenever a funeral or a crowd passes, the travel in 
the city stops. Prost drew the main roads of the city. But before their application, the old ways are 
started to be asphalted and made wide enough, and old streets are flowered.” For more information 
about activities in city planning and construction of Ankara and İstanbul, see Anon. 1942b.  “İmar ve 
İnşa Etmekteki Maksad ve Gayeler”, Yapı,  no: 5, p.3-4.        
226 Anon. 1942b.  “İmar ve İnşa Etmekteki Maksad ve Gayeler”, Yapı, no: 5, p.3.  
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new office in the municipality that was composed of city planners, architects and 

specialists, authorized for the coordination of city planning activities:       

 

THE OFFICE OF CITY PLANNING - THE OFFICE OF TECHNICAL 
COMMITTEE: The offices of public works and the technical committee of 
municipalities perform the works of public construction. City planning works 
can not be asked from these committees. The good result in Ankara was 
achieved by putting these committees aside and establishing a new 
independent management for public construction. The civil turmoil in 
İstanbul also appeared because of waiting the works of city planning from 
these offices. The management of public construction is not a part of the 
technical committee. The old staff members working in the technical 
committee can not sustain these works. Here, a new office that comprises new 
members knowing what modern city planning is, i.e. artists, architects and 
engineers under their command, is needed. Otherwise, the works that will be 
done in the way of city planning can not go one step further than the works of 
the municipality and the Ministry of Public Works. And the populism and 
citizenship in city planning loses its national and civilized meaning.227 
 
  

  Actually, the condition and problems of İstanbul were more complicated than 

the dimensions discussed above. In a series of articles written by Martin Wagner – an 

engineer and a professor of city planning economy who worked in Turkey - detailed 

investigations he made in İstanbul and his related proposals and comments in the 

form of a report, were published in the periodical, which the editors found crucial for 

the public construction in İstanbul. Wagner was determining the necessities of an 

ideal city and its planning, and mentioned about the situation of population, 

transportation, recreational areas, etc. of İstanbul by also adding how negative 

situations could be bettered or revised.228 Also, like the article of Akozan titled “the 

Case of Economic Residences in İstanbul” published in the periodical, lots of articles 

for the determination and solution of city planning and architectural issues of 

İstanbul were included in the periodical.229 The difference of these articles from 

others is that they included more reliable and investigated information and proposals 

                                                
227 Anon. 1942b.  “İmar ve İnşa Etmekteki Maksad ve Gayeler”, Yapı, no: 5, p.4.   
228 See the 4th, 7th, 8th, 11th, 13th, 16th, 17th, 23th, 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th issues of the periodical 
so as to have more detailed information about the general situation of İstanbul in the 1930s and 1940s, 
and the related observations and proposals of Martin Wagner for the economic and scientific planning 
and organization of necessary city scaled renewals, changes and developments in İstanbul.   
229 Here the benefits and the necessity of economic residences and the system of block apartments 
were explained and they were proposed to be applied for İstanbul. For more information, see Akozan, 
Feridun. 1941. “İstanbul’da Ucuz İkametgah Meselesi”, Yapı, no: 3, p.7-8.    
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than others as they were written by architects or specialists working or living in 

İstanbul who had the chance to analyze the city better and give concrete and 

objective portrait and solutions for the city.  
 

  The out of order construction typology and inconsistencies in the silhouette 

and the planning of İstanbul were also because of the deficiencies in building laws 

and directions which were written so as to bring a system and order to the 

construction of any structure in the country. (Fig. 62) This condition was giving 

authority to the people from other professions to construct building. The so-called 

random and disordered imitations and applications of European cubic architecture 

and other foreign examples of architecture in İstanbul, were also believed to have 

been made by these people and by the owners of buildings who wanted to be the 

architects of their buildings, demanding the copying of an existing building and 

holding the cost of construction as less as possible. So, the system excluded 

architects and they had little responsibility of the situation on the contrary to the 

general acceptance that blames Turkish architects. The process was as such:  

 

The buildings in the country, and especially in İstanbul, were not totally built 
by architects on the contrary to the general imaginations. In our country, 
buildings higher than 5 floors are not permitted anyway and taking the 
construction responsibility of master builders for the buildings lower than 5 
floors is accepted. The men called master builders are not educated in a 
school, course or they are not experienced people. 90 % percent of buildings 
in İstanbul were realized by these people. Laws and orders are giving 
authority to these men for the scientific supervision of the project being 
signed for the municipality. … As cubism is seen as the contemporary [style] 
and everybody wants to be seen as contemporary, the so-called cubic 
architecture affected the works of these men. The reason why the cubic art of 
Europe took this ugly view in our country is because of this. ... Without 
discussing the price of the project, the master builder takes the project and 
considers his own profit. The owner of the building suffers very much in the 
end of this easy creation realized without art and exploration. From what he 
suffers can be asked and learned from the people who lived in the buildings 
constructed in the last year from Edirnekapı to Cihangir.230 
 

 
 
 

                                                
230 Anon. 1942hh.  “Polemik-Kronik: Şehirlerde Kötü Yapı Mahkumları”, Yapı, no:23, p.16-17.   
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   This settled system was damaging the city plan and the silhouette of the city. 

It was one of the most frequently discussed cases in the periodical and immediate 

regulations in the building law of İstanbul was proposed to prevent the complexity of 

styles and forms used in the buildings of İstanbul.  
 

  The critics and initiatives of the periodical against the municipality of 

İstanbul and its activities were also about similar cases that determined the 

Association’s concrete demands and struggles about İstanbul. The activities done in 

the structure of the Association for İstanbul, were also expressed in the periodical but 

both Yapı and the Association did not seem to receive a positive result from their 

warnings. For example, “the instruction of construction and roads” prepared by the 

municipality was found insufficient to be put into practice by the Association, and 

the one whose not well ordered parts were corrected, and it was given to the 

municipality. (Fig. 63) It was mentioned in the periodical: 

 

For the application of the law of construction and roads, the instruction of the 
municipality does not carry a value of application. The alteration and reform 
proposals of our architects, who directly observed the not well ordered parts 
of the instruction that can not be counted as a work of experienced and 
authorized committee, were presented to the municipality by the Association. 
It will be discussed and accepted in the Assembly of the city.231 
 
 

But from the news given in the later issues of the periodical, it is understood 

that any concrete result could not have been received from this initiative.232 Actually, 

this example and other failures of the Association in its initiatives and critics for 

related offices were because of the insufficient professional authority of the 

Association in the eyes of the society and the state. Consequently, the existing 

situation in the city planning process and architectural development of İstanbul was 

                                                
231 Anon. 1943d.  “Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin Islah ve Tadili İçin Teklif”, Yapı, no:30,  p.9.   
232  The insensitivity of the municipality against the corrected new proposal of the Association for “the 
instruction of the construction and roads” is given in Yapı as follows: “The proposal of the 
Association about the instruction of the construction and roads law of the municipality was published 
in Yapı. Before that, the proposal was presented to the municipality. Until today, any positive or 
negative answer could not be taken. It shows that there is still not given value to authority and license. 
In a point or work where required, their ideas are not considered.”  See Anon. 1943p.  “Bir Başyazıda 
İmar Mevzuu ve Türk Yüksek mimarları”, Yapı, no: 48-49,  p. 7-9.   
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because of this insufficient information and insensitivity of officials against 

architecture and its scientific and aesthetical requirements as a discipline.  

 

3.3.2.4. Architectural History and the Conservation of Heritage 

 

In the early Republican Period, with the requirements and effects of the new 

nation-state, the Republican ideology and socio-political structure, studies for 

rewriting the history of Turkey were shaped within the framework of a nationalist 

perspective. The aim was to provide the consciousness and feeling of Turkishness in 

coordination with modernization and contemporariness of both the society and the 

state by using the most effective elements, i.e. history and culture, and relatedly 

architecture. These studies became widespread in the 1930s with the establishment of 

related institutions such as the societies on Turkish language and history, where the 

past of the “nation” was taken as rooted in the Central Asia, providing the continuity 

and evolution of a unique Turkish culture. Here even the Ottoman past was seen as a 

part of the whole and presented with its positive sides on behalf of the interpretation 

of the nationalist discourse that defined the “Turkish character” as including modern 

and rational values and hence as relevant for today.233 
 

 This new historiography was shaped with reference to a special Turkish 

character in artistic and architectural works of the ancestors, and what should now be 

done is their detailed investigation for benefiting from the stylistic and cultural 

origins and understandings of these works so as to create the unique “modern 

                                                
233 The struggles for the reconsideration of Turkish history and culture in the 1930s were explained in 
the study of Bozdoğan as follows: “The most significant outcome of this nationalist climate was the 
emergence of new perspectives, interpretations and scholarship in the historiography of Turkish art 
and architecture. Extending the roots of Turkish art and architecture to prehistoric Central Asia and to 
other regions of Turkish presence, art historians adopted a much larger temporal and geographical 
continuum within which the Ottoman Period was only one episode rather than the paradigm.” The 
point of view of this new historiography against the Ottoman Empire was pragmatically determined as 
a part of the historical process of Turkey and combined with this nationalist perspective as such: 
“Rather than completely abandoning Ottoman architecture, this nationalist reclamation of Ottoman 
Heritage became an important theme in the writings of republican architects and architectural 
historians from the late 1930s onwards. The point they made on every occasion was that Ottoman 
architecture was only one historical manifestation of Turkish character in architecture - a character the 
Turks had possessed long before the Ottoman Empire was established and would continue to possess 
long after it was replaced by the Republic.” Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. “Nationalizing the Modern: 
Writing Nationalist History and Culture”, Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural 
Culture in the Early Republic, University of Washington Press Seattle and London,  p. 244-248.       
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national” architecture based on the nation state ideology and Turkish identity. In 

Yapı, several articles about history of art and architecture; and when they are 

examined in relation to the degree of nationalism that they present, it is seen that the 

pages of the periodical were the setting for the expression of such nationalist 

approaches to the history of art and architecture.  
 

The nationalist discourse presented in a didactic style was consistently 

observed in all the articles about Turkish art and culture. The idea of the necessity of 

traditional and historical elements of Turkish culture so as to create the original 

modern Turkish world of ideas and culture, forced the authors of Yapı to introduce 

several detailed parts and branches of Turkish culture that were seen as essential to 

reconstruct a new order and to enlighten people about their culture. So, in Yapı, a 

series of articles about folk poets and poetry, folklore, and various traditional dances 

and plays such as Meddah, Kukla, Karagöz, Köçek, Çengi, Ortaoyunu, etc. were all 

explained as the elements of the traditional culture of Turkey. (Fig: 64-66) In the 

artistic and literary critics and analyses of art works, including poems and book 

reviews, a similar artistic trend that defended realism and simplicity was propagated 

by the periodical by both amateur writers and professionals. 
 

In some cases, the rational search for the combination of the national with the 

modern ideas was replaced with an emotional and adherent perspective. Here, the 

sources of the claims and comments in the articles seem insufficient to explain the 

overall background of the case as such articles did not include the necessary data for 

visualizing the process objectively. The history of Turkey and its place in artistic and 

architectural history were exaggerated with a national sensitivity. (Fig: 67)  
 

Creating a unique national architecture by analyzing the history and evolution 

of Turkish architecture and using its valuable and functional parts that could be 

combined with modern architecture was the aim of the era. With its point of view for 

a national architecture, Yapı both defended the necessity of this approach and 

proposed ways and theories for the rational application of its method. The analysis of 

the history of architecture of Turkey was conceived as a tool to explain and base their 

thesis of a modern-national architecture. The reason why architectural history and 

traditional works should guide contemporary production and how they should be 

analyzed were determined as such: 
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They are vastly large art treasures for us; all of them are guides and mentors 
that show us the best way. It is necessary for us to learn and classify all 
traditional creations by making strict and hard observations on them. For 
example, how our ancestors used the eave moldings in which century and 
which way; we have to know that. Likewise, in the 17th century, Mehmet 
Ağa enlarged the doors and windows done by Turkish architects until the 
architect Sinan. The results that will appear from their comparisons must be 
settled in the consciences of all the architects. To summarize, only after strict 
investigations we will create the works of Turkish architects; the architecture 
we will create will appear both as a Turkish architecture and a modern 
architecture, which can be the language of contemporary revolution.234 
 
 

The periodical also had a common approach to the cases of history of art and 

architecture: The analogical expressions and relations between past and today were 

presented as a definite methodology. The history was not only seen as a discipline 

that informed us about the past, but also a source that could enlighten and develop 

contemporary life in different aspects.  
 

The articles about history of architecture generally dealt with the problems of 

contemporary architecture in every aspect and they partly blamed the applications of 

the Ottoman state for these problems. They were also critical to the history of 

architecture of Turkey and related some of the existing problems to the effects on 

and imitation of Western forms in Turkish architecture. The authors connected such 

applications to the contemporary situation and stated foreign architects and their 

works as the biggest danger for Turkish architecture. The history of Turkey, 

beginning from the Seljukid period, was explained with examples and criticized with 

reference to its relations with the West. In all these expressions, we can observe a 

tight connection that was consciously tried to be established by the authors between 

contemporary problems and recent historical developments.  
 

                                                
234 This article also focuses on the necessity and ways of creating a collaboration with contemporary 
modern-national searches in architecture and the investigations and applications of past forms and 
styles in our history. By giving unsuccessful examples of similar experiments for having a valid and 
meaningful combination of past and today, the author insists on the internalization of these 
applications by the architects and producing a systematic and organized study: “In order to find 
modern Turkish architecture, getting stucked on the terms of impression and expression without 
knowing and meeting the classical material impels us to a great inappropriateness and make us come 
to the same bad end as Jasmond, Valori and even our deceased Vedat Bey. After he turned back from 
Paris, without investigating classical Turkish works, he tried to do Turkish architecture by the 
impression he took from our old works and could only give us the Post Office. The Post Office is 
absolutely a work, but it is a work away from the nobility of Turkish art.” For more information, see 
Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Kendimizi Nasıl Bulalım”, Yapı, no:39, p.16. 
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History of architecture was always an important concern of the periodical in 

its two-year publication period, but it became more dominant in time, especially after 

Sedat Çetintaş became the director in the İstanbul Office of the Association of 

Turkish High Architects in the congress of 1943. From that moment onwards, 

Çetintaş also became more effective in the periodical and due to his position, 

subjects and cases about old monuments, restoration and protection, problems about 

related offices, palaces and museums dominated the contents of periodical. (Fig: 68-

69)  

Çetintaş also determined the basic approach of the periodical towards history 

of architecture with the essays he frequently wrote in the periodical. His essays 

focused on the necessity of investigating the works of Turkish architectural history, 

learning and documenting their details, turning back to historical values and culture 

of the nation, and coordinating architectural education and creating the modern-

national architecture with the awareness and consideration of the national character. 

In the introduction of his article titled “İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz [We Want the 

Architecture of the Revolution]”, he explains the reasons and necessity of analyzing 

the traditional works, what he means by using the term, and why he needed to 

mention the overall history of architecture as such: 

 

The revolutionary architecture we want and are in need of today, is still a 
modernist architecture that, without losing the nobility of its race and 
pedigree, is a modern art whose origin is purely Turkish and the product of 
the high evaluations of today’s Turkish society. Here, to find the jewel of this 
important case and present it to my esteemed readers, it is necessary to simply 
analyze the history of art together with them.235 
 
 

  The reading of Turkish architectural history was divided into parts that 

constituted a meaningful whole in itself and, apart from the last two centuries of the 

Ottoman Empire which were taken as a failure, the changes and developments in 

architecture were expressed as a success that presented the evolving Turkish creative 

spirit and character throughout history. Indeed, the architecture realized until the 18th 

century was seen as a product of a national spirit. It was stated as so powerful that, in 

any period of the Ottomans, they did not use the styles and builders of foreigners, 

                                                
235 Çetintaş, Sedat. 1941. “İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yapı, no:2, p.13. 
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and although Sinan had traveled all over the world, as he had not seen anything 

better than this national art, he preferred to collect and use the materials of his own 

culture in his works.236    
 

  In the last part of his series of articles, Çetintaş wrote about the civilized and 

developed character of Turkish architecture, nation and social life, showed old 

Turkish works (hamams, hans, hospitals, etc.) as the documents of the Turkish 

creative spirit, and clarified why the history of architecture, and its appreciation by 

the society, is so important for the development of contemporary architecture: 

 

We are obliged to accept this high civilization that became an innocent victim 
of ignorance in the 18th century, and lived an unproductive period until the 
middle of the 20th century. Because, this period is really a period of 
ignorance and an excessive fondness of culture, but the Republican period 
followed this period and left these bad days in the past. So, we began to feel 
the obligation of turning back to our own nobility of civilization with the 
deepest requirement and sharpest essentiality and began to be crushed under 
its pressures. In architecture and all the artistic ways about architecture, now 
we want to see the noble face of our national identity and reunite with it.237   

 

The Architect Sinan: 

 

  The presentation and analysis of the architect Sinan was an important concern 

of Yapı for their consideration of Turkish history of architecture. Sinan had lived in 

the rising period of the Ottoman Empire, designed and built many significant 

constructions and hence has been accepted as the important architect of Turkish 

architectural history by the historians. He was an important icon for the justification 

and explanation of the search for a modern national architecture that would originate 

from the analysis and applications of the character and forms of traditional 

architecture. His works were complementary elements of finding meaningful and 

                                                
236 In his series of articles named “İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Çetintaş presented a short summary of 
Turkish architectural history, showed the stages it passed and expressed its nobility and uniqueness in 
its architectural character: “On the contrary, until the tragedy in the 18th century, .. Turkish architects 
rejected to go under the effect of any foreign art. ... From any point of view, in all the components of 
the Ottoman art as a whole, foreign elements did not exist and the reflections of these great realities to 
our judging also confirm that both in the period of Ottomans and Seljukids, Turkish architecture was a 
civilization with a complete identity and an autonomous existence.”  Çetintaş, Sedat. 1942. “İnkılap 
Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yapı, no: 4, p.5. 
237 See for more detailed information Çetintaş, Sedat. 1942. “İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yapı, no: 6, 
p.19. 
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persuasive connections for the search of uniting the past with contemporary 

requirements as Sinan used many functional and rational elements which were still 

valid for these days. How he was accepted by the periodical was clearly expressed in 

one of the main articles: 

 

THE ARCHITECTURE OF SİNAN AND MODERN TURKISH 
ARCHITECTURE: By mentioning the architecture of Sinan, we are 
symbolising the Turkish architecture. The essential character of this 
architecture is: Purity, appropriateness to mind, material, and function, 
strength in techniques and appropriateness to place, atmosphere and life. As 
to they are the basic attributes of today’s architecture, Turkish architecture 
can be accepted as modern. However, this art was killed without pity and 
demolished two centuries before. After that, we are invaded by many works 
of art of architecture that do not belong to us. And in the meantime, especially 
in the 19th and 20th centuries, as seen in every field, many revolutions and 
developments were realized in the art of architecture so that it became 
impossible to return and survive the Turkish architecture that had broken 
from them two centuries before. We are required to suit to the time and its 
necessities. In just the same way, today’s young architects are working as 
such.238 

 
 
  Sinan was presented as a symbol with his place and works in history and 

shown as a model for the actual requirements of the modern-national architecture 

with his rational, functional and strong aspects. He was conceived as the successful 

face of the Turkish architectural character that had evolved in years, and his life and 

works and the method he had been educated in and progressed were expressed as a 

model to be followed in the way of educating a generation of architects and finding a 

national architecture. By creating analogies between Sinan’s architectural life and 

today’s architectural conditions, the way to reach the desired architectural medium 

and have proper and educated architects was shown as using Sinan as a prototype. 

His life was told as a story and his chance of doing innumerable constructions, 

traveling, seeing and analyzing foreign cultures and the processes he had 

experienced, were presented to be followed by contemporary architects for reaching 

the aim of the modern-national architecture.239  
 

                                                
238 Anon. 1942l.   “Mimar Koca Sinan ve Dört Yüz Sene Sonrası”, no:11, p.3.    
239 Anon. 1942l.   “Mimar Koca Sinan ve Dört Yüz Sene Sonrası”,  no:11, p.3.    
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  What Sinan did, with its methodology and comprehension, was accepted as 

modern with its unique Turkish character, and with all its details, it had to be 

educated, catalogued and adapted to contemporary requirements and conditions. This 

was possible because his buildings were accepted as modern that had a pure and 

national style. For the education, commissioning and hence progress of 

contemporary architects, analyzing and applying the same methods that Sinan 

applied, must be realised in order to create a new generation of architects like Sinan.    
 

  Sinan was a frequently discussed case in the nationalist architectural medium 

sourcing from the searches that were looking back to history for creating the Turkish 

Architecture. He had survived with his architecture and original character to be 

inspired from for the creation of contemporary architecture. The critical point is that, 

in Yapı, he was seen as one stage of history and his success was argued to be coming 

from his loyal application and analysis of Turkish architecture rather than from his 

own genius or inspirations from foreign cultures: 

 

In my articles about the life and works of Sinan, I repeated this reality for 
several times: Sinan did not create anything by himself but used the art 
materials of previous masters in loyalty and proficiency. Here, what we are 
going to do is just this. Sinan operated this material successfully due to the 
social necessities of the day; today, if we use the same art material and 
operate it considering the social necessities of today, the existing thing will be 
modern Turkish architecture too. And this will be the most powerful 
expression of the Turkish Revolution.240    
 
  
In the period when Yapı was published, Sinan was an important concern 

under the discussion of analyzing and using the classical forms of Turkish history 

from a nationalist perspective. He was remembered with several activities such as 

commemorative ceremonies and his statue was under construction in Ankara in these 

days.241 (Fig: 70-71) The Republic was trying to internalize and connect with its 

Ottoman past so as to extend the content of Turkish history and make it more 

effective and self-standing against the dominant western canon in historiography. 

                                                
240 Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Kendimizi Nasıl Bulalım”, Yapı, no:39, p.15-16. 
241 In the 1940s, remembering the Ottoman and Seljukid periods and their important people were 
frequently observed in the period. It is interesting for us to see how the national convention was 
reflected in cultural and architectural issues. For example, even for the glory of Preveze by Barbaros, 
a commemorative memory was done and conferences were given in his name. For more information, 
see Anon. 1942v. “Haberler”, Yapı, no:19, p.19.     
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Nonetheless, the periodical was still critical to the point that there was not respect to 

the ideals of Sinan; the architects were not well educated about Sinan for taking him 

as an example and his works were not well protected and demolished. This criticism 

was also valid for properly learning, applying, restorating and protecting the artistic 

and historical works.242 
 

As a result, the actual reason of the importance given to the analysis and 

documentation of Turkish architectural history and the architect Sinan was related to 

the meaning that was given to the establishment of a modern-national architecture. 

Both with its theoretical interpretations and practical aspects, together with the 

proper commissioning of Turkish architects, these were also considered as very 

important for the creation of the national in architecture. In the architectural medium 

where nationalist searches were accelerated, many connections and examples were 

established between those historical developments that were accepted as positive and 

contemporary problems that needed solutions.243 The past was seen as helpful for 

                                                
242 In the speech made in front of the Mosque of Süleymaniye by Çetintaş for the 355th anniversary of 
Sinan, which was organised by the People’s House of Eminönü, detailed information was given about 
the quality and properties of his architecture. The origin and the evolution were summarized in the 
beginning, and with historical and architectural examples, the argument that the Ottoman architecture 
was born under the effects of the Byzantine architecture was denounced. The belief that Süleymaniye 
and similar examples were the imitations of Hagia Sophia, was declared to be false, and the researches 
were blamed for not properly investigating the history of Turkish architecture and being stranger to 
the spirit of Turks and the physchology of Islam. For Sinan, Çetintaş says that, although he found a 
chance to make detailed investigations on the architecture of Iran, Egypt, Greece, Rome, etc. while he 
was in military expedition with the army of the Ottomans, he did not prefer to use any of them apart 
from the architecture of his nation. At the same time, he also educated architects such as Davut and 
Mehmet Ağa while he was in charge of the construction organization. His three popular works, 
Selimiye, Şehzade and Süleymaniye Mosques were expressed as masterpieces, explained in details, 
and praised with their different aspects. He was proud of these as they were the products of a national 
artist and architecture. The necessity of following nationalist ideals and approaches for having such 
successful works today, was mentioned. Lastly, Çetintaş also mentioned about remembering and 
learning other great Turkish artists and the necessity of seeing national history of architecture and 
works in this respect. Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Koca Sinan’ın 355’inci Ölüm Yıldönümü”, Yapı, no: 35-
37,  p.8-9.        
243 Çetintaş mentioned in his essay titled “A Respect is Required for the Works and Ideals of Sinan”, 
about the mistake of accepting Sinan as the unique successful example of our architectural history. 
The framework of the text was determined by making analogies between contemporary developments 
and the past, Sinan’s life and architecture, its current comprehension and the daily condition of the 
discipline. Apart from Sinan, there were many other masters and architects, and all created artistic 
works and improvements for the formation of the national spirit of architecture. Remembering him 
with memories, preaching sermons about him and writing books for him, were not seen enough. But, 
there was a clear ignorance and lack of professional approach towards history, protection and 
restoration. By giving examples, it was stated that his works were not protected enough and the 
authorities were not giving attention to this case. Also, in the schools of architecture, there was not 
capable staff that knew Sinan and, instead of an education that was studying and instructing his ideals 
and life as much as it necessitated, the cubic architecture that was unrelated to our culture, was 
instructed. The invasion of foreign cubic architecture to Turkey, the education system and the 
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achieving the modern-national architecture and solving contemporary problems. The 

approach of Yapı towards the past could also be summarized similarly, as in one of 

the main articles: 

 

The revolution in the world architecture has not finished since the last 
century. Today, if we do not immediately find an established modern Turkish 
architecture, we must not criticize ourselves and our architects. In addition, 
while the Turkish modern was being realized, we still have not put the works 
of Sinan in order yet and presented it to the benefits of Turkish architects. 
Turkish architects are in the struggle of getting commissions. … We are 
demanding many things and quickness from the contemporary Turkish 
architect without giving anything to him.244   
 
 

The conservation of heritage: 

 

The conservation of heritage in this period was both related to and conceived 

with contemporary architectural problems, and the approach of the periodical to the 

struggles about history and architecture. Namely, the conservation of heritage was 

not considered independent from the current discourses of the discipline. In the 

stages of protection and restoration, the process was sustained by people from 

unrelated professions, the existing old monuments were not totally classified due to 

their artistic values, and the requirements and importance of the case was not known 

as a discipline. Similar to other architectural issues of the day, bureaucratic and 

hierarchical corrections were demanded by the authorities and the state for the 

establishment and betterment of the organization of protecting and restorating old 

monuments. It was a complex issue of the day caused by several paradigms about 

architectural and historical problems. The national searches of the day were also 

increasing the importance given to the issues of protection and restoration of 

heritage, and the professionalization of the field as a discipline. The works about 

rewriting a unique Turkish history and the searches for the combination of the 

                                                                                                                                     
unestablishment of the national architectural culture, were criticised. His greatness was connected to 
his rejection of foreign forms, and his devotion and insistent application of national architecture in his 
constructions with the awareness of its rationalism. Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Sinan’ın Eserlerine ve 
Ülküsüne Saygı Lazımdır”, Yapı, no:37, p.5-6. 
244 Anon.1942n. “Mimarlık ve Millicilik Davamız”, Yapı, no: 13, p.3. 
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modern and the classical Turkish art, made these subjects an important agenda of the 

period. (Fig: 72)245 
 

Although the necessity of the conservation of heritage is comprehended by 

the public of artists and architects, it was not accepted as a discipline in the country 

and there were not enough professionals educated in this field. For this reason, 

historical works were not determined and classified according to their artistic values. 

In addition, there was a complexity in the authority for this field. In municipalities 

and related institutions, the decisions and investigations about these fields were made 

by people who were neither artists and architects, nor specialists. In this respect, it 

was necessary to educate the staff that would be professional and authorized in these 

cases. In one of the main articles titled “Construction and the Problem of Historical 

Works”, the approaches of the periodical towards the conservation of heritage and 

restoration of historical works are summarized as follows: 

 

 AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE PROTECTION OF HISTORICAL 
WORKS: There are very few architects and specialists who can be accepted 
as an authority in the field of old works in the country. For this reason, the 
committees for the protection of old works are usually in the hands of 
officials. These committees are usually composed of people from museums, 
pious foundations and civil service posts instead of architects, artists and 
scientists; and the few examples we gave about the coming to an impasse of 
the old works in public construction of İstanbul occurred because of this 
reason. ... Without forgetting that the protection and repair of old works is a 
work of specialization … let’s give these works to authorized and qualified 
staff, and by educating such a staff, connect them to an organization. 
 

                                                
245 As one of the founders of periodical, Behçet Ünsal wrote a book named “History of Architecture”. 
It was the part of the studies that aimed to rewrite the new history of Turkey with the new architecture 
of Republic. In the introduction of his book, he tells the reason for writing the book as. “Altough there 
are some books about history of art, there’s not any complete work about the history of architecture. 
We initiated this study both for filling this blank and provide a book in the hands of students.” Ünsal, 
Behçet. 1949. Mimari Tarihi, Teknik okulu Yayınları, no:53, İstanbul, foreword. Indeed, the book was 
one of the first professional struggles for writing the history of Turkish architecture. He was one of the 
first historians of architecture who tried to write history of Architecture of Turkey with different 
nationalistic cannon according to the needs and demands of new nation-state and modern Turkey with 
its architecture and history. It was written in 1949 with two volumes. In the conversation he made 
with Ünsal, Tanyeli remarks him as one of the innovators of history of architecture to turn it from 
amateurship to profession. Tanyeli points the struggles of Ünsal and other members of the generation 
as: “The problem of writing the history of architecture was going to be solved by this generation. For 
this reason, they tried to formulate the history of Turkish Architecture that will be presented as the 
proof of an identity against west and independent from the roughly defined framework of Islamic 
architecture.” Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredamento Dekorasyon, No:12, p.130.              
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ARTISTIC AND UNARTISTIC OLD WORKS: There are good and bad old 
works, precious and valueless ones, artistic and inartistic ones. It is necessary 
to classify them. Instead of the directory committees, we have to establish 
committees of specialists and artists.246  

 
 

The aim was to settle the protection and restoration as a discipline in the 

country. In the articles of the periodical written by both the editors and authors from 

other disciplines, how the old monuments should be protected and restored, was 

explained both with its theoretical and practical aspects in detail so as to inform 

people and the authorities.247 In an essay written by Tahsin Öz, the director of the 

Museum of the Topkapı Palace, the procedure for protection and restoration of an old 

work was sequenced as “their determination and approval, the preparation of 

publications that would introduce their identities, making their statistical surveys and 

lastly restoring them.” Here, the importance and difficulty of restoration was 

expressed and shown as a work of expertise; the necessity of increasing specialist 

architects was expressed and the students of academy were proposed to undergo 

training in the restoration of high valued works.248  
 

The ‘foreign specialist’ case and their effectiveness on history of architecture, 

restoration and protection issues were also widely discussed in the periodical. The 

history of Turkey were generally written and shaped by them. The mistakes of their 

studies about the history and architecture of the country were discussed, and the 

necessity of educating and commissioning Turkish specialists for having good results 

in these fields, were stated. Namely, the protection and dominancy of foreigners was 

                                                
246 Anon. 1941i. “İmar ve Eski Eserler Meselesi”, Yapı, no:3, p.1.   
247 The increasing interest in the public of artists and architects was also a result of the nationalist 
approaches. The Turkish history and its architecture were praised with many aspects by this new 
historiography and the old works were conceived as the proofs and witnesses of this glorified history. 
Contextually, they had to be protected and respected. So, the aim of protection was to intensify and 
strengthen this nationalist comprehension rather than the result of any contemporary and scientific 
approach that was aware of the actual necessities of protection. In an essay titled “Respect to Our Art 
Works”, this nationalist approach can be observed. It is stated that there was an ignorance and 
insensitivity to old art works, and for this reason, they were ruined and destructed one by one. In the 
article, the necessity of preventing this situation was expressed as they were conceived as the most 
precious witnesses of Turkish civilization: “Let us love our fine arts. And believe that, if we sincerely 
bound to these national works and monuments that show the grand existence of our civilisation and 
culture and protect them, we could only preserve our own existence and the level of culture and 
civilization, because these works are the witnesses that show the whole world who the Turk is, the 
Turkish civilisation and what the Turk is capable of.” K. H. 1943. “Sanat Eserlerimize Saygı”, Yapı,  
no:30, p.10-12.  
248 In this essay, the requirements of old monuments, protection and restoration in the country were 
analyzed. See Öz, Tahsin. 1941. “Abidelerimizi Nasıl korumalı?”, Yapı, no:3, p.2. 
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not only criticized for its existence in practical issues and commissioning cases, but 

also for their historical and theoretical works about our culture and architecture that 

misdirected the public opinion. Again, in an essay by Tahsin Öz that quoted from the 

speech of Çetintaş, his critics against the drawings and surveys of Albert Gabriel 

were mentioned and his counter arguments were included. Here, Öz mentions: 

 

Truly, Sedat Çetintaş expressed that he is qualified on this work and proved 
his case without hesitation. On the other side, as the foreign specialists are 
detached from our environment, our culture and art works, their complete 
penetration into [national] spirits becomes difficult, and especially staying in 
cities like Sivas and Konya for 5-10 days, and expressing the characteristics 
of the monuments here, it is understood that it is impossible to create flawless 
works on them and necessary to expect this work from our own educated or 
will be educated art and science men.249 
 
 
Although not all of them were criticized and some of them were perceived 

well-behaved due to their contributions and writings about national history, the 

nationalist climate was strengthening the reactions against western centered history 

reading that defined the method and content of our perceiving of Turkish history. 

The periodical was full of examples of counter arguments against the researches and 

comments of popular foreign specialists and historians. While producing Turkish 

history and its architecture, Turkish specialists were trying to stand against western 

canonic approach that settled the Turkish architecture as a part of orientalist Islamic 

architecture, and argued that there was not a specific Turkish architectural history as 

they were nomads and the existing examples were the imitations of other cultures 

such as Byzantine, Islam, etc. The ideas and studies they put forward were also 

mostly accepted by the public without questioning and caused to have missing 

information about Turkish culture. Their studies and researches about Turkish history 

and the origin of architecture were found arbitrary as they could not completely 

understand Turkish culture and the mistakes in their works were analyzed and 

criticized by Turkish specialists in the periodical. Sedat Çetintaş was in the center of 

these discussions due to the several statistical surveys and restorations he made and 

the articles and researches he published. He was focusing on the necessity of writing 

                                                
249 Öz, Tahsin. 1942. “Bir Münakaşa ve İki Konferans”, Yapı, no: 6, p.13-14. 
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national history, making enough studies and publications, educate specialists and 

trust them for the writing of history and the protection of old monuments. This point 

of view was also shared by the general nationalist public of specialists. In his essay 

titled “While Searching the Origin of Ottoman Architecture”, he mentioned the 

studies and comments of popular foreign historians such as Albert Gabriel, Henri 

Wilde, etc. on Turkish history of architecture and rejected them by expressing his 

own studies on these cases. The last words of his essay summarized the point of view 

of Yapı against foreign historians: 

 

Now, let us abandon the understanding that searches for prophets from 
foreigners in the history of our architecture and civilization. What yesterday’s 
Charles Texier, Leon Parvillee, Hans Wilde are, today’s Albert Gabriel is the 
same considering the peculiarity of time. Until yesterday, they talked in this 
field and we believed them like a fool, but from now on, we will read our 
own history of civilization and culture and they will smartly listen and 
believe. Consequently, by placing this reality in our heads, we have to 
educate Texiers, Wildes, even Gabriels from the heart of our nation, and if 
there are already educated ones, we have to believe them before everybody, 
and instead of silencing them, we have to encourage them, because there is no 
other way for this work.250    
 
 
The critical nationalist politics of the periodical, as openly stated by Çetintaş, 

was also directed towards the Turkish specialist professionals in this case and the 

institutions and state authorities in these fields.251 Actually, among architects, 

specialists and officials dealing with the issues of protection and restoration, there 

was a complexity in the definition and methods of the discipline and the authority in 

undertaking the works. As it was not related to specific laws and rules, and organized 

under the direction of a specific committee or an institution, people having different 

qualifications and educations could make the restoration of an old monument, and 

discussions in these contexts existed among the institutions such as the “Council of 

Protecting old Works”, their members, the restorator architects such as Çetintaş 

                                                
250 Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Osmanlı Mimarisinin Menşeini Ararken”, Yapı, no:31, p.13-14.  
251 For example, an article written by Prof. K. Süssheim in Encyclopedia of Islam which was 
investigated and corrected by Arif Müfit Mansel, a Turkish Associate Professor, the mistakes made in 
the part of Hagia Sophia were criticized and corrected one by one by Ali Sami Boyar, the director of 
the Museum of Hagia Sophia. He claimed that most of the works published about Hagia Sophia were 
a lie or false. Boyar criticized the mistakes that were done in such an important and national work, an 
encyclopedia, and says that “Let us excuse a foreign professor in some points, but what can we say for 
the negligence of Arif Müfid?” Boyar, Ali Sami. 1943. “İslam Ansiklopedisinde Çıkan Bir Makale”, 
Yapı, no:33, p.7-9 and 18.   
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working in the structure of the Ministry of Education, and other specialists. The 

process and the authority for these issues were not organized with strict arrangements 

and hence specialists of archeology, restoration and protection had very harsh 

discussions among themselves on the issue.252 Shortly, the general problems of the 

architecture of period were partly valid for the topics of conservation and restoration.   

 

3.3.2.5. The “Modern National” as “Republican Turkish Architecture” 

 

The editors of Yapı – with their ideals that were shaped with nationalism - 

argued for the necessity of state protection and the commissioning of Turkish 

architects, and relatedly had two important goals for the improvement and 

reformation of architecture: The first one was the definite acceptance and application 

of republican ideals and revolutions for the progress of the architecture in the 

country. The second one was the establishment of a populist and collectivist 

approach in theoretical and practical issues of architecture that would consider the 

whole society with its socio-political and economic realities rather than being 

engaged in ‘aristocratic, experimental and luxurious’ researches which were seen 

impossible to be applied for the society due to the economic difficulties and war 

conditions. In the combination of these two items, a kind of “national” and “country” 

architecture was proposed:  

 

We are looking on top of experiences such as [french/foreign] frenk 
architecture, Ottoman architecture, constitutional national architecture, cubic 
architecture and the new-old Turkish house which was born by fantasies and 
individual caprices, passed its historical progress and did not leave any trace 
in the country apart from answering the desires of very few rich people. We 
miss a “national” and “country” architecture that will cover the entire 
population and reunite it firstly with health, civilization and humanity and 

                                                
252 Çetintaş wrote against the article of Aziz Ogan -the director of the İstanbul Museum of 
Archeology- that the qualifications searched for in the specialists of protection and restoration also 
revealed the actual position of these disciplines in the country and informed us about the approaches 
of different specialists for these cases. Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Bir Tecavüze Cevap”, Yapı, no:34, p. 9 
and p.17. In addition, the opposition of Yapı against Eldem was also continuing in the field of 
restoration. The restoration he made and the historical quality of the building he restored was 
criticized as he was also the member of the “Council of Protection of Old Works” and a clear tension 
and problem between Çetintaş and the Council could be observed here. For more information, see 
Çetintaş, Sedat. 1943. “Tarih Anıtları Şunun Bunun Oyuncağı Olmamalıdır”, Yapı, no:37. p.10-12. 
From one of the articles, it is understood that Eldem was also doing the work of inspection and 
consultancy of the construction works of the city of İstanbul. Anon. 1943e. “Türk Mimarlarının 
Mukadderatı ile Oynanamaz”, Yapı, no:31, p.3.                                                                                                                                                                  
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comprehend and commission all Turkish architects. The existence we can call 
the New Turkish Architecture can only be this.253    

 
 

 The starting point of these studies was originated from the idea of creating the 

peculiar architecture of the Republic with its new principles. The new Republic had 

presented different life conditions and points of views to the society. All the 

principles of the new Republic were accepted by Yapı and the editors saw these as 

the basis of the architectural thought they wanted to produce. The intended 

architecture was going to be a combination of the changing face of Republican 

Turkey and successful applications of national architectural culture.  Accordingly, a 

new character in architecture that would suit to this new perception of life and 

special to its own characteristics, had to be created. According to Yapı, what should 

be created in order to reach this aim was defined as “Republican Turkish 

Architecture”, and it meant one to one application of the principles of the new 

Republic and the People’s Party in architectural developments in the country: 

 

The Republican Turkish Architecture is not a metamorphosis or an exception. 
This architecture can not be characterized with a scholastic and dogmatic 
national architecture demagogy. For the appearance of the Republican 
Turkish Architecture, the application of the principles of the Republic to 
architecture is required.254  
 
 
Although the medium necessary for realizing this architecture was thus 

expressed, the accurate definition of the term and its theoretical, stylistic and 

practical properties could not be explained in detail. When the conditions of the 

period are considered, it was natural and the complexity in definition and expression 

was also valid for other types of searches for a national architecture in this period: 

 

THE CHARACTER OF REPUBLICAN TURKISH ARCHITECTURE: 
Today, a national architecture is not a repetition of history, not a turning back, 
not the personal point of view of an individual. It is the realization of a social 
and advanced Turkish building character and style that is away from any kind 
of demagogy. We call this Republican Turkish Architecture.255   
 
 

                                                
253 Anon. 1942o.  “Mimarlık Ticareti Yapanlar”, Yapı, no:14, p.3.   
254 Anon. 1942t.  “Cumhuriyet Türk Mimarlığının Belirmesi İçin”, Yapı, no:19, p.3.   
255 Anon. 1942w.  “Mimarlığımız ve Devlet Himayesi”, Yapı, no:20, p.3.    
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Actually, the method they used while introducing this theory was in the sense 

of legitimating their approaches for architecture by creating logical correlations 

between these principles and the periodical’s arguments for the betterment of the 

discipline and the condition of architects. The editors were aware of the power of 

persuasion and sanction of these principles on the society and the state, and they used 

them as a tool to convince the people about their case. For example, seeing foreign 

architects as superior, despising Turkish architects and commissioning foreigners in 

important projects instead of Turkish architects were accepted to have created a 

situation against the principle of nationalism and a difficulty for the creation of the 

Republican Turkish architecture. In addition, the protection and organization of the 

state on architecture, its intervention, planning and programming of all technicians 

and artists for one specific ideal, were seen as a necessity for the Republican Turkish 

architecture and the principle of statism.256 
 

 The basic characteristic of the ideology they defended in the field of 

architecture was its populist and social side. They were demanding an architectural 

and city planning program that would anticipate the wealth and benefit of all classes 

and parts of the society instead of an approach that considers small-scaled 

regulations, aristocratic and elitist perspectives that served the tastes of privileged 

classes of the society and architects. The existing situation of architecture in the 

country was criticized for similar reasons and the necessity of evaluating the country 

as a whole and a construction program that would consider every part of the country 

including villages and all part of cities besides its public squares, were proposed.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
256 In the article, the necessity and ways of applying the principles of the Republic to the changing 
process of architecture, were expressed. They were evaluated in relation to the existing situation of the 
discipline and the country. Consequently, the reasons of the problems of architecture were connected 
to the improper application of these principles to the field of construction: “REVOLUTIONISM IN 
OUR CONSTRUCTIONARY AND ARCHITECTURE: Without doing revolutionism in our 
constructions, we are continuing with old customs. We are not cherishing Turkism in our architecture. 
Instead of a common construction program for the country that suits to statism, we are relying on the 
efforts of individuals. ... Instead of the construction of the country and the city, we are embedded in 
the construction of public squares.”  Anon. 1942t.  “Cumhuriyet Türk Mimarlığının Belirmesi İçin”, 
Yapı, no:19, p.3.                
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The village, its construction and development in all aspects were an important 

concern of the periodical and had a symbolic meaning for the realization and 

representation of its populist and collectivist ideology in architecture and city 

planning. Developing the village was seen as a point of departure for the periodical’s 

assertions about city planning and architecture.257 This collectivist approach was also 

coinciding with the republican principle of populism and constituting an important 

core of the struggles of the periodical as mentioned above. It was explained in one of 

the main articles titled “For the Emergence of Republican Turkish Architecture” as 

follows: 

 

THE POPULIST SIDE OF OUR ARCHITECTURE: Today, even with its 
common meaning in the work of city planning, unfortunately we are staying 
distant from populism. While many groups of the society and our villagers 
were struggling to live in tinplate houses and in other worlds away from our 
modern society, that is inside soil and mud, we are busy making facilities for 
the ones who live fashionably, pleasure-loving and touristically. We will not 
oppose the asphalts, green areas or outdoor cafes in the sense of a rank of a 
ruler; we are the ones who also appreciate the necessity of them, but, 
naturally, without leaving the masses of people … in miserable 
neighborhoods with inconvenient health conditions. Republican public 
squares and boulevards of some of our cities are misleading us, but the scene 
of a city that is [actually] two cities but stays hidden, is making us feel 
ashamed.258                        

 
 

The basic reason for their insistence on the cases of state protection and 

organization of the field of architecture and the proper application of Republican 

                                                
257 The construction and developments of villages were conceived as an indispensable part of ideology 
of the periodical that gave priority to the progress of all the society and the country. In this respect, 
architecture and city planning had to be in the service of the society and organized with reference to 
the needs of villages, the society and the country in general instead of satisfying the privileged people 
and high classes in the society. The case of villages was considered in this sense and im different 
articles by different authors, the problems and conditions of villages with various sides were discussed 
and proposals were expressed in the periodical. The sensitivity of the periodical for this case was 
expressed in the “Polemic-Chronic” part as follows: “I believe that architecture and city planning are 
the works of the society and they are the tools for rising to the complete humanity and all at one 
existence in the scale of the country and the nation. The support of this belief is the human. The 
human whose hand we want to hold and help stand up is the villager. Therefore, the point of departure 
of our assertions about city planning and architecture will be the village. Instead of the architects that 
made art for pharoahs, church, god, king and emperors, riches and capitalists in past decades, today’s 
architects are making art for the village, villagers and the community of humanity. ... Without 
constructing the village, any attempt of construction in the way of city planning and all struggles to 
ornament cities are unsuitable. Anon. 1942z. “Polemik-Kronik: Cemiyet İçin Topyekün Mimarlık ve 
Şehircilik”, Yapı, no:22, p.17.             
258 Anon. 1942t.  “Cumhuriyet Türk Mimarlığının Belirmesi İçin”, Yapı, no:19, p.3. 
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principles were because of the aim of establishing the “style of the period” in 

architecture that would be attained by the working of all the architects for one 

common ideal.259 The style to be reached in the end of this process would be the 

unique Republican Turkish Architecture, and it would be achieved from the common 

sides of the works of Turkish architects. By the way, the overall mass of Turkish 

architects, artists, architects and technical members were intended to be 

commissioned and protected in this process by the state as it was also seen as one of 

the basic conditions for the emergence of a Republican Turkish Architecture.  
 

The actual opposition of Yapı against the buildings and stylistic searches of 

the past and the present were starting in this point: The period from the “regression” 

period of the Ottomans until contemporary times were here evaluated; the multi-

characterized searches of the Second National Architecture and other past 

experiments in Turkey – whether modern or national - for the creation of the 

architecture of its era, were all criticized and rejected because they were argued to be 

the results of individual works and seen as the style of individuals  that could not be 

national, the product of the common ideal of architects that would answer the 

requirements of republican principles.260 They were taken as the reflections of the 

aristocratic and small-scaled researches of a few popular architects and artists or the 

imitations of foreign models whose applicability to the larger section of society was a 

dilemma due to their luxurious, uneconomical, elitist sides and the characteristics 

inappropriate to national architectural culture. While dealing with such buildings and 

studies, Yapı was giving the qualifications and names of the buildings and their 

                                                
259 It is stated that “The style of the period can be created by the common and social style of artists 
who have reached a common and determined ideal. When we said Republican Turkish Architecture, 
we do not understand the style of an individual; we understand a social order, a style. A national 
architecture is not a style of an individual, it is the style of a period.” Anon. 1942aa.  “Mimarlığımızda 
Türkçülük ve Millicilik”, Yapı, no:23,  p.3.   
260 The failures and uselessness of the styles and buildings of individuals for the creation of a national 
architecture were examined in one of the main articles considering the historical buildings and their 
architects: “Here, the Çırağan Palace built by the master builder of Abdülaziz, Serkis,  … was asserted 
as being in the Modern Turkish Style. But inside, you find the traces of every Eastern nation starting 
from Endülüs. The one who invented this style was only the master builder Serkis, it could not be 
national and soon died. The work of the Italian architecture of the period of Hamit II: Today’s High 
School of Haydarpaşa … was also wished to be built in the Turkish style, but it was born in the head 
of an Italian architect and again buried there. And finally the buildings of Vallauri, the buildings of the 
Ottoman bank and Düyun-u Umumiye could only be a joke. ... In the republican period, lots of foreign 
architects like their predecessors, developed a passionate desire to make the Turkish architecture, but 
none of them could find a reflection in the society apart from the realization of their individual points 
of view.” Anon. 1942aa.  “Mimarlığımızda Türkçülük ve Millicilik”, Yapı, no:23,  p.3. 
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architects – such as Sedad Hakkı Eldem - and severely criticizing them as some of 

the individual approaches of these architects were generally presented as the national 

style of the country.261 The situation was clearly expressed in one of the main 

articles: 

 

The character of the Republican-Turkish architecture will only be the 
expression of the common sides of buildings that will be constructed by all 
Turkish architects who will use their rights of construction. As it was not 
realized so, the experiences that did not have social qualities and stayed in the 
form of individual points of views, could not be national. The new Post 
Office, the Vakıf hans, the Faculty of Language, History and Geography, the 
Yalova Hotel … these are not Turkish. The building of the Faculty of 
Literature that will lastly be built is not Turkish either; It is degenerated and a 
lie. For this reason, they can never be beautiful, but repellent, because they 
are imitations, inventions and copies. We find the reason of not giving any 
result of these vasted energies in the consideration of the individual point of 
view in art. The desired thing was the revealing of all points of views of 
Turkish architects. in order to achive this, we want the protection and 
direction of the state. We wish nationalism, statism, revolutionism, populism, 
republicanism and secularism that are in the constitution, to form a lighted-up 
target for the Turkish art.262  
 
 
The building, as an architectural object, was not analyzed in detail according 

to its aesthetical, functional and material qualities; instead it was evaluated on how 

much it could be national, reflect the character of common ideals of architects and 

the Republic and be the proper example of the Turkish architectural culture. In this 

respect, the case was turning from an architectural analysis to a subjective and severe 

discussion of architectural issues.  
 

The periodical’s ‘reading’ and ‘examination’ of architectural styles and 

buildings of near past and today, has very interesting features. For example, some of 

the important and effective architectural styles of the Republican period and the last 

phases of the Ottoman period were claimed to be the creations or innovations of a 

few architects or opportunists who had economic advantages from the application of 

these styles. They were conceived as the merchants who saw architecture as 

commerce and hence stated as “The Ones Who Made Commercial Architecture”. 

These people could both be architects that invented an individual style and presented 

                                                
261 Anon.1942aa.  “Mimarlığımızda Türkçülük ve Millicilik”, Yapı, no:23, p.3.  
262 Anon. 1942x.  “Türk Mimarları Ne İstiyorlar?”, Yapı, no:21, p.3. 
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it to the public as if it was the style of the nation, or people from other professions 

who had advantages from the bringing of these foreign or Turkish styles to the 

country. Both the introduction and the spread of the modern-international 

architecture, the usage of the so-called cubic style in Ankara, and the continuing 

studies of national architecture and traditional Turkish house, were perceived from 

this perspective.263 So, the styles and buildings that were named as modern or 

national in their periods and created the general constructed face of the country, were 

also criticized for being the products of  a few architects or people who saw the case 

for their own advantages rather than supporting the formation of a national and 

populist architecture.       
 

The periodical Yapı and its editors had optimistic and courageous struggles in 

the field of architecture. But, both for this case and for their general struggles, 

although they had very positive and collectivist sides and looked after the 

development of all the architects and the society, their struggles could not be that 

much effective in the practical and theoretical medium of architecture; and they tried 

to transfer their sincere and social politics of architecture by using several ideals and 

definitions as an extension of one actual thought, sometimes  by making them a kind 

of slogan so as to make it more effective and emotional in minds of the people. 

 

“Houses for the People”:  

 

  While it was searching for the unique national architecture of the Republic, 

Yapı was also aware of the conditions of the society in the war period and the 

immediate necessity of cheap and functional architectural settlements in the country. 

The solution of this paradigm was not existing in their architectural proposals at least 

when the reality of the country was examined, and due to their collectivist approach, 

it was seen as a problem that had to be solved. Because of their sympathy with the 

functional-rational aspects of Western architecture and new technologies in 

architecture, the editors of Yapı tried to benefit from the economic and practical 

aspects of modernist architecture. The way to surpass this paradox was seen as the 

                                                
263 Anon. 1942o. “Mimarlık Ticareti Yapanlar”, Yapı, no: 14,  p.3.  
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search for a meaningful unification of national characteristics and modernist 

applications in architecture.  
 

  The “modern-national architecture” was evaluated as the “Republican-

Turkish Architecture” in the periodical, and when the ideals of the Republic and the 

state were considered, this equation was not creating a contradiction in itself but a 

harmony between these two perspectives was able to be established. At the same 

time, it also revealed one of the dilemmas that the architects of the period witnessed 

in their struggles for the achievement of a new national architecture as they were 

always obliged to bear in mind the existing difficulties while presenting their 

architectural theories.    
 

 The concrete reflection of this search can be observed in the series of articles 

titled “Houses for the People”, which also included the only published projects of the 

periodical throughout its publication period, and the only concrete examples of their 

architectural approaches. The series were published in the majority of the issues of 

Yapı between the 1th and the 27th. The aim of this part was stated in the 1th issue as 

follows: 

 

The periodical Yapı prepared a series of projects and articles named ‘House 
for the People’. In every issue of Yapı, you will find house plans and writings 
in this series. In these columns, as small and cheap house plans as possible 
will be given for the people and their harmony for today’s necessities and 
economical conditions and collecting the ideal, most beautiful and 
economical necessities for a family will be provided. Today’s life conditions 
brought up three important elements: obeying the techniques of residence and 
rules of health in the houses, a complete devotion to the new social and 
aesthetical rules, and the struggle to provide this program in the most logical 
and economical way. Shortly, we can say that it is necessary to cheapen this 
work while improving it. The solution of the small residence in the best way 
is an obligation. Yapı will try to be helpful for you in this way and give 
examples.264  

 
 
 15 projects were presented in this series of articles with their perspectives, 

plans and images. 4 of them were the designs of foreign architects but the articles 

and the introduction of them were written by Turkish architects. (Appendix C) 

Although it has less opposition to foreign styles and architects than Yapı, we 

                                                
264 Anon. 1941e.  “Halk İçin Evler”, Yapı, no:1, p.8. 
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generally do not see the introduction of foreign projects in Arkitekt. But in this series 

of Yapı, small and cheap houses designed by both foreign architects and Turkish 

architects that included the rational and functional sides of Modern Architecture, 

were presented as a service for the readers.265  
 

 In the first two issues of the periodical, the projects of the competition in 

Vienna, named “Growing House”, were published. The published designs were the 

models and constructions of the winning projects. With the organization of its plan 

schemes, flat roofs, wide windows and prismatic structures, the projects were the 

typical examples of modernism. (Fig: 73-79) They were arranged to be small, 

functional, and economical, and the construction of the building was separated into 

phases so as to give time to the people for collecting money to complete the rest of 

the construction. All the details of construction and plans were examined together 

with the expenses that would be done for these processes. Namely, it provided a 

chance for the limited-income people to own a house.  
 

 In his evaluation of these projects, Behçet Ünsal showed the reason for 

publishing these projects as their harmony with the Turkish architectural taste and 

the economical facility they provided to the people to own their houses.266 It can be 

inferred from this situation that Yapı accepted the necessary and rational parts of 

modernist applications and used them as models. First of all, it was intended for the 

people who had economical problems in war conditions to own a house in the most 

economical way; at the same time, these buildings were arranged to answer the 

functional and average living requirements together with the most developed 

technological and aesthetical applications of the period.  
 

 The projects that were designed by Turkish architects were only in the form 

of drawings, but not applied. Among these 11 projects, 7 of them were designed by 

the editors of Yapı to show their architectural ideals and to introduce themselves. The 

published projects were one or two-storied single family houses. (Fig: 80-84) In one 

                                                
265 Alsaç, Üstün. 1976. Türkiye’deki Mimarlık  Düşüncesinin  Cumhuriyet  Dönemindeki  Evrimi, 
Yayınlanmamış Doktora Tezi,  K.T.Ü. İnşaat ve Mimarlık Fakültesi, p.91. 
266 See for more detailed information Anon 1941h. “Halk İçin Evler”, Yapı, no:2, p.9. 
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issue, the row house project of Ünsal was published that helps us to analyze the 

points of view of the editors of Yapı about collective residences. (Fig. 85)267  
 

  The main concern of these projects was providing economical houses for the 

people together with reaching the character of the modern-Turkish architecture. The 

architectural style of these buildings can be explained as presenting the search of 

combining traditional Turkish architectural character with functional and rational 

faces of modernist architecture.268 Indeed, the use of modern techniques in 

construction was tried to be unified with the use of local and traditional materials. 

When analyzed, the materials used such as stone, brick, etc., and the outlook of 

buildings with broken roofs, and Turkish tiles, give the feeling of a Turkish 

character, but the scheme of the plans and construction techniques are modernist.  

Due to their economical prices and the search for the national, the use of local 

materials was proposed. The writers were explaining the plans and details of the 

projects they presented and also stating the total cost of their construction. The 

searched style was modern-Turkish and these projects were introduced as the 

experiments for attaining this goal. In the presentation of his project, Ünsal says that:   

 

This project is an experiment that searches for the modern Turkish character.  
What are the things that are modern here? The appropriateness to the life and 
evaluation of the era, new comfort, new techniques and material, the new 
spirit, the new shape. What are the things that are Turkish here? The house is 
self-governing, away from luxury and ornament, in the middle of nature and 
trees, the elements of our old architecture were not exactly used, but the 
memories, connections and signs of our architecture tradition exist here.269 

 
 
  This attitude also reflects the basic politics of Yapı while presenting these 

projects.270 So, the most important point that needs to be seen here is the character of 

                                                
267 In his article titled “A Diagram of Cheap Row Houses”, Ünsal defines the suitability of the models 
and plans of his designs to Turkish traditions. As the economical side of this type of row houses was 
proper and provided good results from the point of architecture and city planning due to their 
contiguous and sequenced structures, the system of collected residence was supported by him. He also 
says that “The building system is totally suitable to modern techniques. The construction components 
are arranged with standardization and in the form of series.” Anon. 1942u.  “Halk İçin Evler: Ucuz 
Sıra Evler Krokisi”, Yapı, no:19, p.7. 
268 Ünsal, Behçet. 1942.  “Bahçe İçinde Küçük Bir Ev Projesi”, Yapı, no: 6, p.10-11.  
269 Ünsal, Behçet. 1942.  “Bahçe İçinde Küçük Bir Ev Projesi”, Yapı, no: 6, p.10.  
270 In the end of the presentation of the project by Ünsal, the editors of Yapı told the aims of “Houses 
for the People” part: “Our periodical is working on small houses for people.  We are welcoming the 
works of our colleagues who try to create an international architecture together with an architecture 
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the national architecture that Yapı tried to propose, which considered the prosperity 

of both individuals and the society by combining the positive sides of modern 

architecture of the West with the successful elements of national and traditional 

architectural culture. But their ideals could not be able to find a suitable medium to 

be applied due to the lack of a theoretical background and the insufficiency of 

conditions. By publishing their works, the periodical was also introducing its editors 

and all Turkish architects for helping them find suitable job opportunities. 
 

 Actually, the fact that Turkish architects mostly designed single-family 

houses and apartment blocks in this period was a necessity caused by the dominancy 

and commissioning of foreign architects in the construction of state and official 

buildings. Another reason was the immediate growing of cities and the obligation to 

solve the residence problem of cities.271 The people had economic difficulties both 

because of the war and the general conditions of the country and their residence 

problem had to be solved as economical as possible. In any case, the only field left to 

Turkish architects who worked in private sector was the construction of residences:  

 

Single-family housing and, to a much lesser extent, apartment blocks 
remained the favored form of the private sector. … Young Turkish architects 
excluded from large government projects which had been entrusted to foreign 
practitioners found a fruitful arena for professional activity in the residential 
construction of this period.272 

 
 
  Truly, besides the “Houses for the People” series of articles in Yapı, in 

Arkitekt, we see the introduction of apartment blocks, single houses, row and 

                                                                                                                                     
loyal to our traditions. We believe in turning towards tradition, but not in the form of turning to old 
shapes, life and eastern ideals, not using the motives of fountains, sovereigns, wells, and not living the 
sad outcome of constitutional national architecture. The project of our friend, Behçet Ünsal, although 
it is not big and assertive, reflects the modern and progressive architectural comprehension without 
using an outdated style and succeeded to tie the spirit and atmosphere of the Turkish style with our 
building culture.” Anon. 1942d. Yapı, no: 6, p.11.  
271 The problem of residence was an important concern of the period. In Ankara, due to the fast 
increase in population and the economic difficulties, there was the problem of finding residences for 
the new citizens. For understanding the situation in general and seeing the proposals by Mortaş 
together with the example of Ankara, see, Mortaş, Abidin. 1943. “Ankara’da Mesken Meselesi”, 
Arkitekt, no: 143-144, p.239-240.     
272 Batur, Afife. 2005. “To Be Modern: Search For a Republican Turkish Architecture” In Renata 
Holod, Suha Özkan and Ahmet Evin (eds.). Modern Turkish Architecture, Chamber of Architects of 
Turkey,  Ankara ,p.78. 
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cooperative houses with their plans and images, designed by Turkish architects.273 In 

these buildings, we see nationalist reflections in the designs with the use of wide 

eaves, broken roofs, Turkish tiles, traditional materials, etc., but the plan and other 

characteristics were modernist. (Fig: 86-87)  These new searches in Yapı and Arkitekt 

can be considered as resulted from the necessity of residence production that started 

in this period within the constrains of nationalism and economical conditions of the 

war. The realization of this process in a period when nationalist approaches 

dominated every field of life, was making this unification of separate architectural 

approaches possible in the buildings.             
       

  Despite different terms such as “Modern National Architecture” and 

“Republican Turkish Architecture”, were used in Yapı to name their artistic and 

architectural approaches, the editors focused on the thesis of a “National Architecture 

and National Art” consistently in all the issues that can be defined with the titles 

above. It was the common concern of the architectural agenda, and different searches 

to create the architecture of the nation, and the aim of being rescued from the 

invasion of foreign architecture, was ever-present. Although there seems to be a 

common approach especially in the professional public, Yapı was criticizing the 

process of the activities of Turkish architecture and the followed ways as being 

disorganized and going in different ways. Connecting these activities to an 

organization and manage them for the sake of a specific aim, was seen as a mission 

that must be realized by the state. 274 
 

  In this respect, the so-called “Second National Architecture”, with its 

different approaches, constituted the dominant understanding of the period. It was 

also the product of the separate searches in this field and Yapı also stood against this 

style due to its disorganized and fragmented character. However, Yapı itself also 

could not explain the rational basis and the use of architectural elements such as 

                                                
273 In Arkitekt, the introduction of row houses with economical and functional properties, were 
published. The article of Abidin Mortaş titled “Ankara Tasarruf Evleri Kooperatifi” included the 
introduction of similar row houses designed by himself and it was representing one of the significant 
examples of the collected residences and row houses of that period in the country. See Mortaş, Abidin. 
1943. “Ankara Tasarruf Evleri Kooperatifi”, Arkitekt, no:135-136,  p.76-79,          
274Anon. 1943o. “XX. Yıl ve Cumhuriyet Mimarlığı”,  no: 48-49, p.3.  
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form, style and materials that constituted the national architecture that it theoretically 

and practically suggested.  
 

 By accepting the use of modern techniques and materials, Yapı rejected the 

imitation of the modernist Western architecture, and by combining the good sides of 

national history of architecture with contemporary innovations, it predicted the 

creation of a unique national architecture that belonged to Turkey. With the 

comprehension, unification and formation in a process that would occur after the 

solution of the general problems of architecture, and the creation of the necessary 

medium, the editors of the periodical believed that a valid national architecture with 

strong theoretical and practical foundations could be created. Namely, they thought 

that, with a good functional system of architecture and working conditions, and a 

proper generation of architects, the national and modern style could be produced in a 

process of time. It was explained as follows:  

  

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF MODERN NATIONAL 
ARCHITECTURE?: When we say national architecture, it is neither the 
repetition of the 17th century architecture, the architecture of Nizam-ı Cedit, 
the architecture of the constitution years, nor the cubic architecture of 
foreigners. It is not a prescription for order and a subjective evaluation that 
the artist loved and formulated. It is an expression that all of Turkish 
architects worked for and the character they reached like a common aim that 
is belonging to the nation and the society. From the common art intuitions of 
our architects that resemble to us and each other unintentionally, the national 
architecture can be noticed. Let them do their arts without giving advices 
which will change their hearings. The ideas and solutions coming to our 
minds will also come to theirs and hear the things that we heard. Because all 
of us are one, let us make them do art and do it very much. The national art 
does not give birth with debate, writing advice and on the paper; it gives birth 
personally on construction. Therefore, instead of telling “Turn towards the 
Turk” like calling out to the foreigner, it is more proper to say “Turn towards 
the Turkish artist”.275

 

 

 

  As can easily be understood from the part above, the modern national 

architecture they proposed was focused on the methods and ways to achieve it rather 

than expressing stylistic and constructional aspects of architecture. In other words, 

the ways to reach this architecture and to create the medium for the creation of it 

                                                
275 Anon. 1942n.  “Mimarlık ve Millicilik Davamız”, Yapı, no: 13, p.3. 
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were given more importance than what it was in formal and aesthetical criteria and as 

a manifesto that gave its conditions and properties.   
 

  The periodical argued that the modernist and cubist style of the West came to 

an end and the imitation and copying of buildings in these styles gave harm to the 

aim of creating a modern and national architecture and resulted in an environment 

which did not suit to the necessities and culture of the country. Even the countries 

that had used modern architecture were also said to abandon this style, turn to their 

own styles and take steps to find the own capacity of their grounds. So, it was stated 

as necessary to develop a national character by being protected from international 

effects.276 
 

  The 1943 exhibition of the New German Architecture organized in Ankara 

and İstanbul by Germany and the conferences given at the same time, had important 

impacts on the architectural public in Turkey. There was a change in the style of 

buildings with the effect of the national socialists and this exhibition was introducing 

the new architecture of Germany. (Fig: 88) The organization and protection of the 

German state for this new architecture and its characteristics that included the use of 

“traditional”, “classical” and “local materials” in architecture, were praised by the 

Turkish architects. 277 Even the most important buildings of the state had started to be 

built in the neo-classical style which also proves the sympathy of the Turkish state 

with this new understanding in Germany.  
 

  In his evaluation of the German exhibition and the speech of Bonatz made in 

the Academy, Behçet Ünsal determined the necessity of turning towards tradition 

and using the peculiarities and requirements of local ground, culture, climate, and 

materials so as to reach the national architecture.278 However, in his article in 

Arkitekt, Abidin Mortaş was critical about this new architecture that was introduced 

in the exhibition. Although he admired the quality of the exhibition, he found this 

classical architecture not matured and could not find a style proper to the classical 

                                                
276 Anon. 1943o. “XX. Yıl ve Cumhuriyet Mimarlığı”, no: 48-49, p.3.  
277 See the speech given by Paul Bonatz in the opening of the Exhibiton of New German Architecture 
in Ankara for further information about the New German Architecture and its ideology, Bonatz, Paul. 
1943. “Yeni Alman Mimarisi”, Arkitekt, no:135-136, p.71-76.  
278 Ünsal, Behçet. 1943. “Yeni Bir Mimariye Doğru”,  Yapı, no: 48-49, p.14-15.    
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arts. In this respect, it could not be more valuable than the true nature of the stylistic 

experiments of modern architecture.279         
 

  To sum up, all the arguments and struggles of Yapı analyzed in this study 

could not be effective and transformative enough for providing radical changes in the 

early Republican architecture in the country because the socio-political, economic 

and cultural conditions were very definitive and against these optimistic approaches. 

The complexities and difficulties of the period against professionalization, 

organization and development of architecture, with which the editors of Yapı 

struggled to overcome, were clearly explained in one of the articles of Abidin Mortaş 

in Arkitekt, which was also published in one of the issues of Yapı. It will also be 

helpful for us to see in which conditions they struggled for the betterment of the 

discipline and the condition of architects: 

 

It is useless to want the emergence of a new and national architecture 
immediately in the country. The realization of this work can not only exist 
with the artistic capability of Turkish architects. As far as the period does not 
settle down, the art can not become stabilized. The building owners will give 
importance to the architect; the greed of maximum gain will be able to 
separate the shares of art and commerce; a local construction industry will be 
realized; tasteful and intelligent construction workers will be educated; a 
common good intention will accept the necessity and right of the Turkish 
architect; and only after then will the Turkish Architect create the new 
national architecture.280 

 
 

  Despite such complaints, the struggles of Yapı and the general medium of 

architects caused the formation of a consciousness in the public and the authorities, 

and the periodical thus helped prepare a ground for the later developments in the 

discipline.      
 

  The questionnaire –that ascertained the existence, attribution and the method 

of national architecture- made by the periodical Mimarlık in 1944 between the 

architects and intellectuals, and the answers given by these people proclaim the 

common perspectives of the community of architects with the ideals and methods of 

                                                
279 Mortaş, Abidin. 1943. “Yeni Alman Mimari Sergisi”, Arkitekt, no:135-136, p.67-70.  
280 See for more detailed information,  Mortaş, Abidin. 1942.  “Modern Türk Mimarisi”, Arkitekt,  
p.115-116. 
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the ‘national architecture’ defended by Yapı.281 The analysis of the introductory 

article of the first issue of Mimarlık also includes similar solutions, contents and 

perspectives for the theoretical and practical cases of discipline.282 

                                                
281 Anon. 1944b. “Milli Mimari Anketimiz”, Mimarlık, no: 1-5. 
282 Anon. 1944a. “Mimarlık Çıkarken”, Mimarlık, no:1, p.1. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

                    CONCLUSION 

 
 

The outbreak and the progression of the Second World War obliged those in 

power and the pioneers of the current ‘system’ to re-examine the ‘values’ and ‘order’ 

of the socio-political conditions effective in the world. The basis of the ‘dialect’ of 

contemporary processes of enlightenment and industrialization, namely, the concept 

of ‘modern’ and ‘modernity’, was put under severe discussions.283 It was the result of 

a dilemma of western countries occurred between the ‘pluralist’, ‘positivist’ and 

‘universalist’ ideals of the ‘modern’ thought, and the ‘imperialist’ and ‘opportunist’ 

approaches in the sharing of the sources of world as well as the extreme nationalist 

politics dominating the international system as realized by the complexities of 

capitalism.      
 

  On the other hand, Turkey had not experienced the historical stages and 

requirements of ‘modernism’; but within the ‘official ideology’ of creating a ‘new 

nation’ with a contemporary face, ‘modernization’ in all fields of life was tried to be 

adapted by using different means.284 Architecture was then frequently used as a tool 

to establish such a comprehension with the import of the international style and the 

commissioning of foreign architects. In the early Republican period, different 

struggles were also given to convert this ideal into reality, but the existing situation 

was only ”consisting of the coerce representation of yet non-existing  ‘modernity’ as 

it was not the natural result of the transformation of Turkey to a modern society with 

his own inner dynamics.”285       

                                                
283 For further information on the topic of ‘modernity,’ see Bauman, Zygmut. 1990.  The Ambivalence 
of Modernity,  Londra: Polity Press. 
284 For further information about the relation of ‘nationalism’ and ‘modernism,  see  Smith, Anthony. 
1998. Nationalism and Modernism, A critical Survey of Recent Theories of Nations and Nationalism, 
New York and London: Routledge.  
285 Bozdoğan, Sibel. 2001. “Conclusion”,  Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural 
Culture in the Early Republic, University of Washington Press Seattle and London, p.318.  
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Until the Second World War, despite the socio-economic difficulties in the 

country and dependencies on the Western countries both in foreign trade and other 

types of international relations, the state was still effective on the development of 

‘modernization’ and more strongly of ‘nationalization’. The provisions of the war 

entailed a nationalist orientation and solidarity in the social and cultural life of the 

society together with the continuing ‘nation-state’ politics of the Republican state 

and the increasing cultural and economic pressures and interactions of the powerful 

nationalist countries such as Germany and Italy.286 This atmosphere was out of the 

necessity carried on together with the maximum initiative of the state on economic 

and social life in the country due to the increasing effects of economic parameters. 
 

Nonetheless, in the context of Turkey, the Second World War period was the 

messenger of fundamental and adverse transformations considering the mentioned 

situation of the country; and it initiated the medium of passing to different 

contemplations and complexities in the redefinition of the equilibrium of forces and 

the control of the capital. The exacerbation of the ‘nationalist’ and ‘statist’ politics in 

this period was the hush before the storm of future changes in the dynamics of the 

country. 
 

 In the early Republican period, including the hard times of the Second World 

War, the practice of architecture as a profession and its implementation in legitimate 

fields were not adjusted in order. Within its socio-economic structure and the level of 

development, Turkey had not yet reached the required social, economic and 

information level for the proper ordering of the basis of construction works and its 

systemization. The buildings of the period and their styles have been examined as 

emanated either from the outputs of the ideology of the state with reference to the 

official or governmental buildings or from the capitals and the elitist production of 

upper classes that covered a very limited segment of construction in the country.287 

                                                
286  For further information on the topic of the ‘Second World War’, and its effects on Turkey, see, 
Weisband, Edward. 2002.  2. Dünya Savaşı ve Türkiye,  Örgün Yayınevi. 
287 When the buildings, that were codified as the examples of Second National Architecture are 
analysed; it’s quite obvious that each of them are the choices of elitist and affluent perspectives or the 
sanctions of state and institutions.  Batur, Afife. 1998. “1925-50 Döneminde Türkiye Mimarlığı”, 75 
Yılda Değişen Kent ve Mimarlık, Tarih Vakfı Yayınları, İstanbul, p. 231-233. 
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The widespread use of the neo-classical architecture for the official and 

governmental buildings was the result of such ideological orientations of the state 

that was the most important capital-owner for the construction of the country in this 

period. 
 

In a period that was labeled as the ‘Second National Architecture’ with the 

assistance of elitist and state-led ‘ideology’ in the formation of architecture that 

searched for reaching the ‘national’ architecture, the verity of architecture and the 

constructed face of the country was in fact far away from such understandings and 

approaches. Similarly, the majority of architects were also dealing with the related 

actuality of the discipline and the country rather than the agenda of the ‘small 

community’ of constructers commissioned by the official authority and capital 

owners. 
 

  The publication of the architectural periodical Yapı in this period, which is 

the focus of analysis in this study, could also be taken as similarly formulated on the 

‘authenticity’ of architects and architecture in the country. The editors of Yapı were 

practitioner architects in the building market together with their tasks in the 

Association of Turkish Architects and in the periodical. They were aware of the 

circumstances of the discipline in the country and personally wrote about the 

complications of the system. Consequently, Yapı aimed to represent the actual 

agenda and reality of Turkish architecture by struggling with the authorization and 

commissioning problems valid for the majority of architects. They were mostly 

unemployed and experiencing the actual problems of architecture rather than being in 

the elitist and grand-scaled agenda sustained by a limited number of Turkish 

architects together with the foreigners. Therefore, concrete suggestions of 

architectural theories and stylistic manifestations usually stood in the second plan 

and the periodical took on the responsibility to organize the field of construction and 

the working of the people within this field.  
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On the other hand, the reason of the ambiguity of their architectural 

suggestions was also because of the compulsions of the ruling socio-economic 

milieu. This era was one of stagnated production, and concurrently that of restraint 

and monopoly in the politics and direction of the state.288 They were a group of 

architects and artists faced with and struggled against the severe problems of the 

early Republican architecture and designated reflexes and counter-arguments against 

the impositions of economic and socio-political limitations and difficulties.  
 

The awareness and sensitivity of the editors of Yapı towards the existing 

condition of architects and the discipline led them to focus on the methods and ways 

of providing the basic requirements of the discipline rather than endeavoring on 

stylistic discussions of the hypothetic impulses of ‘modern’ and ‘national’ searches 

in architecture.289 The nationalist canon was dominating the compositions and 

contents of each text of the periodical, used as an agent to impress and guide the 

governing and the governed. However, the editors primarily anticipated an 

‘idealized’ modern-national architecture that would both reflect the characteristics of 

national heritage and incorporate the functional and technological aspects of the 

‘modern,’ which was intended to facilitate and standardize easy and economical 

‘production’ of architecture.  
 

The modernist tendencies observed in the periodical, as exemplified by the 

publication of “Houses for the People”, were caused both from the respect to the 

technical and rational characteristics of modern architecture, and to the necessity of 

an economical and functional architecture in the country. The periodical tried to be 

close to the society because of its collectivist perspective. In that, it dealt with the 

small-scaled and residential architecture rather than the big-scaled projects governed 

by a few architects; but it also actively criticized the injustices and complexities of 

the general system of architecture in Turkey including its educational aspects. For 

example, the reason behind the reaction towards foreign architects and academicians 

was basically for their prevention of the commissioning Turkish architects rather 

                                                
288 For further information about the architecture during the Second World War  period in Turkey, see 
Ural, Somer. 1974. “Türkiye’nin Sosyal Ekonomisi ve Mimarlık 1923-60”,  Mimarlık, no:1-2, p.5-51. 
289 For further information about the relation of style and power, see Nalbantoğlu, Gülsüm Baydar. 
1990. “Architects, Style  and  Power: The Turkish  Case  in  the 1930s”, 20th Century Art and 
Culture, Vol.1(2), p.39-53. 
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than sourced from a kind of a nationalist perspective. The periodical intended to 

confirm their ideals by combining its arguments with republican ideals, and mainly 

with nationalism dominant during the war period, so that it could lead the public 

opinion on behalf of Turkish architects and architecture. Namely, it aimed to be the 

voice of the stranded architects in the society.        
 

The ‘national’ was tried to be codified in unification with the mechanisms of 

the politics, and the society so as to make it approvable by both the ideology of the 

state and answer the demands of social context. The model used for justifying and 

making the theory of ‘modern-national’ explicable was the application of the 

republican principles in the evaluation of architectural cases, and each of these 

principles was accepted as necessary to be followed for the development of the 

discipline. In this context, the chosen title was the ‘Republican-Turkish 

Architecture,’ provided that the state would organize the field of architecture. As the 

modernist architecture involves the economical and standardized aspects of 

architecture, it underlined the understanding of a ‘Republican Turkish architecture’ 

that would apply the republican principles together with the modern values in order 

to create unique national architecture.  
 

Such depictions for the theorization of the architecture of the country were 

appraised as the outcome of the medium that would change after the better 

arrangement of the conditions and the authority of architects, and when the discipline 

would be acknowledged in the country as a professional field. The envisaged 

‘modern-national’ architecture was believed not to be created by the adaptation of a 

specific style formulated by individuals, but foreseen as a culmination that could be 

formed with the commissioning of Turkish architects according to a designated 

system established by the state, also providing the protection and legal organization 

of the field. The consequently formed style was going to be the ‘style of the age’.290 

The point of origin here was that the Turkish architecture can only be produced with 

the works of Turkish architects, and it could be legitimized by the society and the 

state by the application of the republican ideals and by emphasizing on the need to 

regard nationalist guidance in commissioning.   

                                                
290 Anon. 1942aa.  “Mimarlığımızda Türkçülük ve Millicilik”, Yapı, no:23, p.3. 
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The fact that most Turkish architects were experiencing difficulties because 

their authority in the field was not recognized and hence they were not employed, 

was an important concern of the periodical especially as construction activity almost 

halted during the war period. The periodical was criticizing the state for not 

protecting the rights of architects, defining their authorities and working fields, and 

improving their conditions by regulations and laws. Thus, the protection of the state 

and authorities by the organization of construction works, was seen as the basic 

solution for architectural problems and it constituted the most widely discussed topic 

of the periodical. The proposed ‘modern-national architecture’ as ‘Republican-

Turkish Architecture’ was connected to the condition of the organization, the 

protection of the state and the application of republican principles in this process. 

The periodical was critical, but it also expressed its devotion to and respect for the 

republican state as the editors were conscious that the only institution that had the 

authority to regulate the field on behalf of architects and the society, was the state 

itself.  
 

 The ‘statist’ approach to the architectural and social cases of the period and 

the ‘statism’ as an ideology for the progression of the society was accepted and 

defended by Yapı as the state and its leaders still represented the ‘independence’, 

‘nationalization’ and ‘modernization’ of the country and statism constituted an 

indispensable part of the republican principles. Together with its frequently criticised 

parts such as the governorships, municipalities, ministries and offices related to the 

discipline, the state was conceived as the most effective social agent in the 

contemporary structure of society. It was approached as a single whole with its 

institutions while it was evaluated and considered as a place where the actual 

problems of the discipline of architecture and the country itself could be solved. 

Consequently, the state was presented as an eminent authority and respected 

although there were also critics directed against it; and the editors of the periodical 

accepted themselves as the ‘consultants’ and ‘advisors’ of the state with the avant-

gardist role they attributed to themselves.        
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Substantially, the constant subject headings of the periodical such as the 

opposition to Sedat Hakkı Eldem, the emphasis on the method of competition, the 

municipal and urbanization works of İstanbul, etc. were usually derived from the aim 

of giving a message to the state and calling it to the duty for the commissioning of 

architects and specialists; and the organization of the state for the improvement and 

recovery of the cases about construction. The analysis of all the issues reveals that 

positive reactions, encouragements and supports coming from the readers, the 

architects and related institutions of the state were observed in the periodical for its 

struggles and arguments. However, if the degree and quality of the effectiveness of 

the struggles of Yapı on the related agents of the state, the society and the position of 

architecture in the country could be examined, it will probably be seen that the 

editors could not reach the point that they intended.291    
 

The emotional and oppositional perspective was partially because of the 

reactions to injustices and the monopoly in the system of construction that excluded 

and underestimated the majority of architects and the concerned specialists. But the 

actual incentive of such enthusiasm was the power they found in themselves with the 

avant-gardist ‘role’ or ‘mission’ they assumed in the intellectual and socio-cultural 

media for pioneering the reforms required in the fields of art and architecture. The 

other branches of art and their subjects were also widely included in the periodical, 

and it adopted a ‘unitary’ point of view towards all the subjects and evaluated them 

as parts of a single whole which had common problems and agendas.      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
291 From the statements of Ünsal and Barutçu, it is understood that they were not totally satisfied from 
the publication of Yapı as they could not take positive results. Ünsal said “Who knows, if we put in 
the work and the desire we did for the periodical Yapı in another professional work, both the country 
and we could perhaps be more profitable!” In any case, Barutçu mentioned that, after many years had 
passed after the publication of Yapı, its characteristics were now looked for by some architects, even 
by those who were opponent to Yapı when it was published. These were expressed to be the ones that 
saw the necessity of struggle in this field after the negative results were taken due to the lack of 
struggle in the professional cases. In this respect, Barutçu expressed that they succeeded their missions 
by publishing Yapı and added that they felt themselves consciencely in peace and quiet. For more  
information, see Barutçu, İsmet. 1950. “Yapı Dergisi’nden Mimari Tarihi’ne”, Mimarlık, Türk 
Yüksek Mimarlar Birliği Bülteni, no:3, p.24-25.   
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Actually, the periodical can be interpreted as a document about the extensive 

agenda of the art and architecture during the Second World War in Turkey as it gave 

place to the most recent researches and articles about the related issues. Indeed, 

almost all the concerns of the artistic and architectural agenda of the period and the 

early Republican era, including the recomposition and rewriting of the Turkish 

architectural history, conservation and protection of heritage, the education system in 

architecture schools, the issue of foreign architects and monopoly in commissioning, 

etc. were analyzed in the periodical by following the agenda. 
 

 A more detailed search on Yapı was also undertaken with the analysis of its 

staff and independent authors, the types of writings it included, the characteristics of 

the subjects covered, etc., and this could reveal the specific position of the periodical 

when compared with other contemporary periodicals. By this way, different 

perspectives stated by the authorities of related disciplines, their positions to the 

conditions of the period and the realities that determined the  position of architecture, 

were evaluated more clearly. Then it could be possible to determine “the 

interrelations of periodicals with the social and cultural characteristics of their 

periods of publication” and then “to create the conceptual framework to study the 

Turkish architectural media with respect to Turkish architecture in general.’292 
 

The significance of Yapı seems to be its presentation of the points of views 

different from the commonly accepted and instructed reality of architecture in 

Turkey. In this respect, as a document of history, a wide-ranging and detailed artistic 

and architectural progression of the period can be followed from the periodical as 

they paid attention to various parts and disciplines of art and architecture, and tried to 

be in connection with and transfer the existing information and realities to the society 

and authorities in order to activate them.  

 

 

 
 

                                                
292 Özdel, İlker. 1999.  Architectural Periodicals as a Reflective Medium of the Agenda: A Study on 
Turkish Architectural Media During the Republican Period, Unpublished Master Thesis,  İzmir 
Institute of Technology, p.2.
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The analysis of Yapı with its arguments and cases, as undertaken in this 

study, could help present new perspectives and information on contemporary 

‘history’ in general, and especially on culture, art and architecture. For my part, the 

periodical reflected the more real and dominant reality of the architecture of both its 

period and the early Republican period  in general, which was composed of different 

titles, by connecting them into a more overall and indisciplinary context with 

reference to the iconographic bases such as the ‘state’ and the ‘republican principles’. 

In relation to such an overall perspective, this thesis attempted to analyze the basic 

concerns of Yapı under the subtitles of different branches of architecture; i.e. the 

education, commissioning, urbanization, architectural history and architectural styles. 

This study could hopefully direct other researchers to focus on each of these subjects 

about the practice and ideology of architecture in detail, and help better present the 

architectural framework of architecture during the Second World War. It is 

composed of the analysis of various topics that the periodical concentrated on, and 

each of these can be research subject studying itself. The periodical is also a general 

archival source for those who focus on the art and architecture in Turkey during the 

Second World War and the early Republican period.    
 

 The analysis of the architecture of the Second World war period by using the 

main arguments of Yapı on contemporary architectural practice and ideology reveals 

that the historical and socio-political evolution of Turkey presented the 

characteristics of countries outside the West; its modernization was directed with the 

establishment and organization of a specific authority, i.e. the state, and the effect of 

the ‘ideology’ on the evolution of architecture was not only consisted of and 

managed with the application of political commands, but determined with the 

powerful dynamics of the international system based on capitalism and the 

unification of the dynamics effective on the overall structure of the country. 

Relatedly, the ideology of the nation-state that regarded architecture as a symbol of 

the representation of its political arguments could only be reflected in big cities, city 

centers and boulevards, but could not be spread to the whole country because of the 

economic and social deficiencies.  
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  The architectural arguments of Yapı, when considered together with the 

conditions of the country, also exemplify the paradigmatic relation of architecture 

with the limited agenda and politics of the state. The modernization attempts that 

were processed together with nationalization in the early Republican period gained a 

different character in the arguments of Yapı, caused by the combination of the 

economic face of the modern with the increasing nationalist atmosphere of the war 

period. This combination of the modern with the national had been the preferred 

ideology of the state since the foundation of the Republic, but in the Second World 

War period, such a duality also became the necessity because of the socio-economic 

conditions of the war. The modern then meant economical, the national the 

solidarity, both necessary in the war context. This conception found its reflection in 

the modern national architectural theory of Yapı.  
 

  In the architectural medium, the stylistic discussions and the contextual 

evolution of the ‘modern’ and the ‘national’ were only composed of architectural 

products that actually built only a small portion of the country including city centers, 

government buildings, luxurious houses, boulevards, etc. But the dominating reality 

of the field of construction presented totally different characteristics than the agenda 

of architectural discussions. In this context, Yapı gave emphasis to this topic and 

focused on the issues of housing the people and the construction of villages together 

with the architectural agenda of cities and the ongoing discussions and mediums of 

popular architects and academicians.  
 

  The editors of Yapı were against the approaches and applications of the 

period that perceived architecture as an elitist and aristocratic profession which 

required high amounts of capital and intellectual depth for its proper realization. 

According to Yapı, architecture had to be in the service of the society in general 

rather than the limited circle of wealthy people of upper classes. This populist 

attitude was also valid for the way they approached to the social and cultural cases, 

for the arguments they presented about the theoretical and practical aspects of the 

discipline, and lastly, for the occurrence of the ‘modern’ and the ‘national’ 

architecture that they proposed. Consequently, populism was the most essential 

concern of the periodical and it constituted the basis of the editors’ politics about and  
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approach towards the architectural and socio-cultural topics of Turkey in the Second 

World War period.   
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Figure 1. Cover Page of the First Issue of  
Mimar (1931) (The First Architectural Periodical 

 in Republican  History) 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 2. Cover Page of Arkitekt (1935) 
(The name of Mimar has been changed as  

Arkitekt in 1935) 
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Source: Tümer, Gürhan. 1998. Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yabancı 
mimar Sorunu, 1920’lerden 1950’lere, İzmir: İzmir Mimarlar  

Odası, İzmir Şubesi Yayınları, p. 20. 
Figure 3. Abidin Mortaş: The Founder and Chief director 

of Arkitekt (1931-1942) 
 

     
 

Source: Tümer, Gürhan. 1998. Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yabancı 
mimar Sorunu, 1920’lerden 1950’lere, İzmir: İzmir Mimarlar  

Odası, İzmir Şubesi Yayınları, p.19. 
Figure 4. Zeki Sayar: The Founder and Chief director 

 of Arkitekt (1931-1980)  
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Figure 5.  Cover Page of the Second Issue of  
Mimarlık (1944) 

 

 

 
Source: Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri,  

Cumhuriyet Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve Kurumlaşması Sürecinde  
Türk  Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye, 

 Mimarlar Derneği 1927, p.181. 
Figure 6.  Cover Page of Mimarlık (1950) 
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Figure 7. The ‘Contents’ Page of the First Issue 
of Mimarlık. (1944) 

 

 

 

Fig 8.  The Editorial Article –“Mimarlık Çıkarken”- 

 of the First Issue of Mimarlık (1944) 
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    Source: Ünalın, Çetin. 2002. Mimarların Bağımsız Örgütlenmeleri, Cumhuriyet   
    Mimarlığının Kuruluşu ve Kurumlaşması Sürecinde Türk Mimarlar Cemiyeti’nden   
    Mimarlar Derneği 1927’ye, Mimarlar Derneği 1927, p.192. 
    Figure 9.  Cover page of the Second Issue of Eser (1947) 
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Figure 10. Cover page of the First Issue of Yapı (1941). (In First Four Issues, the 
‘Contents’ Part was published in the Cover page of Yapı). 
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Figure 11. Cover page of the Fifth Issue of Yapı (1942) 
(Beginning from 5th Issue, Special Cover Pages are  

Observed)  
 
 

 
 

Figure 12.  The ‘Contents’ Page of the Fifth Issue of  

Yapı (1942)  
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Figure 13. Cover page of the Sixth Issue of Yapı (1942) 
 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Cover page of the 22th Issue of Yapı (1942
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                     Source: Anon. 1943. Yapı, No:29, p.15-17. 
                     Figure 15. The 1942 Directory Comitee Report of the İstanbul  
                     Office of Association of Turkish Architects published in Yapı.  
 

                   
                                                                                              
 Figure 16. An Announcement of Association    Figure 17. An Announcement of the 

          for Architects published in Yapı.                   Yearly congress of Association. 
         (Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:11, p.19.)                   (Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:4, p.16.)                                   
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Source: Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:25, p.5. 

 Figure 18. The Photo of Founders- From left to right: Turgut Tokad,  

Necmi Ateş, Behçet Ünsal, İsmet Barutçu.  
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   Source: Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredemanto Dekorasyon,      
   No:12, p.127. 
   Figure 19. The Sketch of the Sports Club Project drawn by Behçet Ünsal in the    
   atelier of Vedat Bey. (1930)  

 

 
 

Source: Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredemanto Dekorasyon, 
No:12, p.127. 
Figure 20. A drawing of Shore House designed by Ünsal in the Modern Architecture 
Atelier of Ernst Egli. (1932)  
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          Source: Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991. “Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”,  Arredemanto 
          Dekorasyon, No:12, p.127. 
          Figure 21. A perspective of the same Shore House designed by Ünsal 
          in the Modern Architecture Atelier of Ernst Egli. (1932)  

 

 
          Source: Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991.“Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredemanto  
          Dekorasyon, No:12, p.129. 
          Figure 22. The Winner Project of the Competition for People’s House  
          in Samsun-Behçet Ünsal-1939.  

 

 
          Source: Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991.“Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredemanto   
          Dekorasyon, No:12, p.129. 
          Figure 23. The Gendarme Commandership Building in Ankara-Behçet Ünsal.  
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           Source: Tanyeli, Uğur. 1991.“Mimar: Behçet Ünsal”, Arredemanto   
           Dekorasyon, No:12, p.131. 
           Figure 24. The Parasitology Instıtute Building in Etlik-Ankara. (Behçet 
           Ünsal-1938)  
 

 
           Source: “Niğde Çiftehan Kaplıcaları”, Mimarlık, No:1, p.20-21. 
           Figure 25. The Front Facade of Otel Project in Niğde Çiftehan.  
           (NecmiAteş-1944)  

 

 
           Source: “Niğde Çiftehan Kaplıcaları”, Mimarlık, No:1, p.20-21. 
   Figure 26. The Back Facade of Otel Project in Niğde Çiftehan. 
           (NecmiAteş-1944)  
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  Source: “Niğde Çiftehan Kaplıcaları”, Mimarlık, No:1, p.20-21. 
  Figure 27. The Ground Floor Plan of Otel Project in Niğde Çiftehan. (Necmi Ateş-   
  1944)  
  
 

 
 

 Source: “Niğde Çiftehan Kaplıcaları”, Mimarlık, No:1, p.20-21. 
 Figure 28. The First Floor Plan of Otel Project in Niğde Çiftehan. (Necmi Ateş-    
 1944) 
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          Source: Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:24, p.20. 
          Figure 29. A warning  to the Distributors of Yapı.  

 

 
 

                Source: Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:10, p.3. 
                 Figure 30. An Example of a Main Article in Yapı.  
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      Source: Anon. 1941. Arkitekt, p.150-151. 
      Figure 31. The Winner Project of the Competition of Police College Building 
      published in Arkitekt. 
 

 
      Source: Anon. 1941. Arkitekt, p.150-151. 
      Figure 32. The Facades of the Winner Project of the Competition of Police  
      College Building published in Arkitekt.  
 

 
      Source: Anon. 1941. Arkitekt, p.150-151. 
      Figure 33. The Floor Plan of the Winner Project of the Competition of Police   
      College Building published in Arkitekt.  
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    Source: Anon. 1941. Yapı, No:1, p.17. 
    Figure 34. An Announcement of Consultancy and Service for Artistic and    
    Architectural Works in Yapı.  
 
 

        
 

   Figure 35. ‘You Ask. We Answer.’ in         Figure 36. The ‘Corner of Talents’ in 

   Yapı. (Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:11, p.19.)        Yapı. (Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:19, p.19.) 
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                            Source: Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:4, p.13. 
                            Figure 37. ‘Fashion and Woman’ part in Yapı – Different 
                     fields and subjects were included so as to increase the 
                            variety of readers. 

 

 
 

                           Source: Kankat, Cafer Tayyar. 1943. (Op. Dr.). “Güzel 
                   Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı”  
                           Yapı, No:39, p.12. 
                           Figure 38. A series of articles about ‘plastic surgery’ in Yapı. 
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         Source: Yapı Bahçe Servisi.“Yapı’da Bağ, Bahçe, Kümes İşleri”,Yapı,  
         No:11, p.16.-17. 
         Figure 39. The page of the ‘garden, vineyard and coop works’ in Yapı.                    
 
 

 
 

        Source: Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:6, p.2. 
        Figure 40. A ‘Building Company’ Announcement made in the first page of  
        one of the issues of Yapı.  
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    Source: Anon. 1941. “Polemik-Kronik”, Yapı, no:1, p.15.  
    Figure 41. ‘Polemic-Chronic’ part in Yapı - A medium of discussion for artistic  
    and architectural issues, where we can follow the ideas of the rest of media and   
    intellectual atmosphere of the period, was created. 
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                     Source: Sue, Louis. 1941. “Tezyini sanat Teyamülleri”, Yapı,  
             no:3, p.5-6. 
                     Figure 42. An Article of a Foreign Academician-Prof. Louis  
                     Sue- in Yapı.(She was the Head of the ‘Decoration’ department 
                     in the Academy of Fine Arts. )   

 

 
                            Source: Özdeş, Oğuz. 1943. “Beş Büyük sanatkar”,  
                            Yapı, no: 30, p.17. 
                            Figure 43. The introduction of foreign novelists by a  
                            Turkish author in an article of Yapı.  
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                       Source: Gündoğdu, M. Cahit. 1942. “Trass Çimentosu”,  
                       Yapı, no:27, p.14. 
                       Figure 44. An Introduction of a Construction Material in Yapı.  

 

 
 

                       Source: Uzdilek, M. Salih. 1942. “Bir Odada Ses Dalgaları,   
                       Yapı, no:9, p.4-5. 

          Figure 45. An Article in Yapı about Acoustics in Architecture.  
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      Source: Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:5, p.20. 
      Figure 46. Different Introductions and Advertisements published in 
              Yapı.  

 

 
 

            Source: Anon. 1942. Yapı, No:19, p.20. 
    Figure 47. A Call from the İstanbul Office of the Association of Turkish  

            Architects published in Yapı.  
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              Source: Sözen, Metin. 1984. Cumhuriyet Dönemi Türk Mimarlığı 
              (1923-1983), Türkiye İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, p.257. 
              Figure 48. Taşlık Kır Kahvesi (1948-50) - designed by Sedat Hakkı  
              Eldem. (Nostalgic-Renovative). 
 

 
              Source: Sözen, Metin and Tapan, Mete. 1973. 50 Yılın Türk Mimarisi, 
              İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, p.256. 
              Figure 49. İstanbul Üniversitesi Fen Edebiyat Fakültesi (1943)  
              designed by Sedat Hakkı Eldem. (Monumental-Academic). 
 

                               
                              Source: Sözen, Metin. 1984. Cumhuriyet  
                      Dönemi Türk Mimarlığı (1923-1983),Türkiye 
                              İş Bankası Kültür Yayınları, p. 254. 
                              Figure 50. Bursa Vali  Konağı (1945-1946)  
                              designed Emin Onat (Populist-Traditional). 
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Source: Anon. 1941. Yapı, No:1, p.1.  
Figure 51. “Yapı Niçin Çıkıyor?-Program:”.   
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    Source: Tanyeli, Uğur. 1990. “Profil: Sedad Hakkı Eldem (1908-1988)”,    
    Arredamento Dekorasyon, September, p.78. 
    Figure 52. Sedat Hakkı Eldem-The Chief of the Academy of Fine Arts. 
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 Source: Photos: S.H.E. Archives, Aga Han Mimarlık Ödülü, Cenevre. Quoted in   
 Tanyeli, Uğur. 1990. “Profil: Sedad Hakkı Eldem (1908-1988)”, Arredamento   
 Dekorasyon, September, p.81. 
 Figure 53. An example of the Architectural Drawings S. H. Eldem made in Paris, 
 İstanbul and Berlin in years 1928-30. 
 

 
 Source: Photos: S.H.E. Archives, Aga Han Mimarlık Ödülü, Cenevre. Quoted in   
 Tanyeli, Uğur. 1990. “Profil: Sedad Hakkı Eldem (1908-1988)”, Arredamento   
 Dekorasyon, September, p.81. 
 Figure 54. An example of the Architectural Drawings S. H. Eldem made in Paris, 
 İstanbul and Berlin in years 1928-30. 
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     Source: Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt, 
     no:133-134, p.5-6.   
     Figure 55. The Front Facade of the Winner Project of Emin Onat and Orhan  
     Arda in the Anıtkabir Competition.  
 

     
     
                      Source: Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası 
                      Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt,no:133-134, p.5-6. 
                      Figure 56. An Interior View of the Winner Project of  
                      Emin Onat and Orhan Arda in the Anıtkabir Competition. 
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               Source: Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası Münasebetiyle”, 
               Arkitekt, no:133-134, p.5-6. 
               Figure 57.  The Plan Drawing of the Winner Project of Emin Onat 
               and Orhan Arda in the Anıtkabir Competition. (Neo-classical Plan Scheme)  

 

 
 

        Source: Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt, 
        no:133-134, p.4. 
        Figure 58. The Sketches of the Graded Projects in the Competition of Anıtkabir       
        drawn by the jury member, Paul Bonatz. (The architectural characteristics of  
        most of these projects were monumental and neo-classic)  
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        Source: Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt,    
        no:133-134, p.13. 
        Figure 59. The Project of H. Kemali Söylemezoğlu, Kemal Ahmet Aru and    
        Recai Akçay in the Competition of Anıtkabir. (According to Arkitekt, the        
        project was the closest work to the characteristics of Turkish Architecture )  

 

   
 

                         Source: Sayar, Zeki. 1943. “Anıtkabir Müsabakası 
                         Münasebetiyle”, Arkitekt, no:133-134, p.13. 
                         Figure 60. The Plan of the Project of H.Kemali Söylemezoğlu, 
                         Kemal Ahmet Aru and Recai Akçay in the Competition  
                         of Anıtkabir.  
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  Source: Prost, Henri. 1943. “İstanbul İmarının Nazım (Directeur) Planı”, Yapı,    
  no:29, p.1. 
  Figure 61. The Regulative Plan (Plan Directeur) of the Construction of Public of 
  İstanbul drawn by Henri Prost.  
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          Source: Arutay, Tefik. 1943. “İstanbul ve Urbanizm- İstanbul’un Nazım               
          Planı”, Yapı, no:29, p.10-11. 
          Figure 62. The Photo of the Old Eminönü Square from the Sky.  
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 Source: T.Y.M.B. 1943. “İstanbul Belediyesi Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin          
 Islah ve Tadili”, Yapı, no:32, p.9. 
 Figure 63. The Proposal of the İstanbul Office of Association of Architects for  
 the Alteration and Correction of the ‘Instruction of Construction and Roads’ 
 prepared by the İstanbul Municipality.  
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   Source: Zühdü, Altaylı Ali. 1943. “Türk Temaşası: Türklerde Meddah”, Yapı,   
   no:37, p.12. 
   Figure 64. An Article in Yapı: “Türk Temaşası: Türklerde Meddah”.  
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  Source: Artel, Melih. 1943. “Türk Temaşası: Karagöz”, Yapı, no:41, p.7-8. 
  Figure 65. An Article in Yapı: “Türk Temaşası: Karagöz”.  
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  Source: Nurullah. 1943. “Türk Temaşası: Türklerde Kukla”, Yapı, no:39, p.13-14. 
  Figure 66. An Article in Yapı: “Türk Temaşası: Türklerde Kukla”.  
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  Source: Çavdarlı, Rıza. 1942. “İlk Ressamlar, İlk Mimarlar: Türkler”, Yapı, no:14,   
  p.7-8. 
  Figure 67. An Article in Yapı: “İlk Ressamlar, İlk Mimarlar: Türkler”.  
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               Source: Çetintaş, Sedat. 1942. “İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yapı, no:6,  
               p.15 and p.19. 
               Figure 68. An Article in Yapı: “İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”.  

         
              Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1942. “Türk Anıtları Enstitüsü-Rölöve Sergisi”,  
              Yapı, no:15, p.10-11. 
               Figure 69. The Main Facade of the Şehzadebaşı Cami - One of the             
               Statistical Surveys of Sedat Çetintaş exhibited in the Exhibition of the            
               Statistical Survey Office of Institute of Turkish Monuments.  
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                    Source: Anka, Hüseyin. 1942. “Sinan Anıtı Konkuru Birinci  
                    Mükafatı”, Yapı, no:19, p.1. 
            Figure 70. The First Winning Prize of the competition of ‘the  
                    Monument of Sinan’. The sculptor: Hüseyin Anka.  

 

 
 

                                    Source: Efe, Rüştü Necdet. 1943. “Mimar  
                                    Sinan”, Yapı, no:39, p.9. 
                                    Figure 71. A Poem for Mimar Sinan.  
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         Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1949. Mimari Tarihi , Teknik okulu Yayınları, Sayı:53,    
         İstanbul. 
         Figure 72.  Cover Page of History of Architecture written by Behçet Ünsal. 
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  Source: Anon. 1941. “Halk İçin Evler”, Yapı, no:1, p.8. 
  Figure 73.  The Introduction of ‘Houses for People’ Part in the First Issue.   
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 Source: Niltuna, Şekure. 1941.“ Herkese Işık, Hava: Büyüyen Ev”, Yapı, no:1, p.9. 
  Figure 74. The Models and Plans of ‘Büyüyen Ev’. (Architect: J. Hoffmann) 
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   Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1941. “Halk İçin Evler: Herkese Işık, Hava: Büyüyen Ev”,    
   Yapı, no:2, p.8. 
   Figure 75. The Models of Three Construction Phases of ‘Büyüyen Ev’. (Architect:    
   Leopold Ponzen)  

 

  
 

   Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1941. “Halk İçin Evler: Herkese Işık, Hava: Büyüyen Ev”,    
   Yapı, no:2, p.9. 
   Figure 76. The Models of Three Construction Phases of ‘Büyüyen Ev’. (Architect:    
   Leopold Ponzen)  
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                                 Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1941. “Halk İçin Evler: 
                                 Herkese Işık, Hava: Büyüyen Ev”, Yapı, no:2, p.8. 
                                 Figure 77. The First Phase of the construction 
                                 of ‘Büyüyen Ev’.  

 

 
        Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1941. “Halk İçin Evler: Herkese Işık, Hava: 
        Büyüyen Ev”, Yapı, no:2, p.9. 
        Figure 78. The Second Phase of the construction of ‘Büyüyen Ev’.  
 

 
        Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1941. “Halk İçin Evler: Herkese Işık, Hava:  
        Büyüyen Ev”, Yapı, no:2, p.9. 
        Figure 79. The Third Phase of the construction of ‘Büyüyen Ev’.  
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               Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1942. “Bahçe İçinde Küçük Bir Ev Projesi”,  
               Yapı, no:6, p.10. 
               Figure 80. An Example of ‘Houses for People’ designed by Behçet Ünsal. 
 

 
 

                                    Source: Anon. 1942. “Bahçe İçinde Küçük  
                                    Bir Ev Projesi”, Yapı, no:6, p.11. 
                                    Figure 81. An Objective of Houses for People. 
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     Source: Ateş, Necmi. 1942. “Halk İçin Evler: Tek Katlı Ev Projesi”, Yapı,  
     no:10, p.8. 
     Figure 82. An Example of ‘Houses for People’ designed by Necmi Ateş.  
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      Source: Ateş, Necmi. 1942. “Halk İçin Evler: Bir Kaymakam Evi Projesi”, Yapı,         
      no:17, p.10. 
      Figure 83. The Front View of the Example of ‘Houses for People’ designed by    
      Necmi Ateş.  
 

   
 

      Source: Ateş, Necmi. 1942. “Halk İçin Evler: Bir Kaymakam Evi Projesi”, Yapı,   
      no:17, p.11. 
      Figure 84. The Side View of the Example of ‘Houses for People’ designed by  
      Necmi Ateş.  
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 Source: Ünsal, Behçet. 1942. “Halk İçin Evler: Ucuz Sıra Evler Krokisi”, Yapı,   
 no:19, p.7. 
 Figure 85. A ‘Cheap Row Houses’ Project by Behçet Ünsal.  
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   Source: Mortaş, Abidin. 1943. “Ankara Tasarruf Evleri Kooperatifi”, Arkitekt,  
   No:3-4, p.77. 
   Figure 86. A Housing Project of a Cooperative in Ankara Designed and Applied       
   by Abidin Mortaş-Type: 2.  

 

 
 

   Source: Mortaş, Abidin. 1943. “Ankara Tasarruf Evleri Kooperatifi”, Arkitekt, 
   No:3-4, p.79.  
   Figure 87. A Housing Project of a Cooperative in Ankara Designed and Applied    
   by Abidin Mortaş-Type: 3.  
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 Source: Mortaş, Abidin. 1943. “Yeni Alman Mimari Sergisi”, Arkitekt, no:3-4, p.67.  
 Figure 88. A Governmental Building in Berlin exhibited in the Exhibition of New  
 German Architecture-Architect: Albert Speer.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

 
The General Chronology of Architectural Periodicals in Turkey (prepared by: İlker 

Özdel, Didem Çaylan): 
 

 
 

   Source: Özdel, İlker and Çaylan, Didem. 2000. “Cumhuriyet Türkiye’sinde    
   Mimarlık Süreli Yayınları”, Arredamento Mimarlık, Tasarım Kültürü Dergisi,   
   No:12, p.103-111.) 
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APPENDIX B 

 

‘Table of Contents’ of All the Issues of Yapı: 
 

1.Sayı: 
-“Yapı Niçin Çıkıyor”,  (Editör Yazısı),  Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Abidelerimizi Koruyalım”,  Yazar: Tahsin Öz (Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Müdürü) 
-“Anarken (Şiir)”, Yazar: Firuzan Demirkan 
-“Boş Serler”, Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Ressam Gözüyle Ayasofya”,  Yazar: Sami Boyar (Ayasofya Müzesi Müdürü) 
-“Yapı çıkarken”, Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Bizde Ressam ve Resmin Sosyal Kıymeti”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Ressam) 
-“Halk İçin Evler”, Yazar: YAPI  
-“Büyüyen Evler” ,  Yazar: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Sanatlar Diyarı (Nesir)”,  Yazar:Rükzan Yücebay 
-“Şiir”,  Yazar: Semih Üstün 
-“Bizde Şehircilik Anlaşılmış mıdır?”,  Yazar: Hüsnü Bakı (Yüksek Mühendis) 
-“ Güzel, Tertipli ve Sıhhi Bir Ev içinin Hususiyetleri - Le Corbusier Diyor ki”,  Yazar: Behçet Ünsal 
(Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Müzisyenlikten Memurluğa (Hikaye)”,  Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Polemik, Kronik”,  Yazar: -B.- 
  
2.Sayı: 
-“İmarcılığımıza Türk Mimarını ve Zevkini Karıştıralım. Türk Şehirciliğini Türk Mimarı 
Doğuracaktır” (Editör Yazısı),  Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Adımız Üzerinde”, Yazar: T.T. 
-“Ömer Hayyam’dan Rubai”,  Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Sanat Bahisleri ve Altıncı His”,   Yazar: A. Sami Boyar (Ressam) 
-“Garpta ve Bizde Karikatür Sanatı”,  Yazar:M. Turgut Tokad (Ressam) 
-“Uzaktan (Şiir)”, Yazar: Firuzan Demirkan 
-“Bizim Mimarlar ve Bizim Mühendisler”, Yazar: Hüsnü Bakı (Yüksek Mühendis) 
-“Mimari Akustik”, Yazar: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Halk İçin Evler: Büyüyen Evler”, Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Moda ve Kadın”, Yazar: Türkan Çetintaş 
-“Arazinin Arsalara Taksimi-Le corbusier’in bir teklifi”, Çeviren: Feridun Akozan (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“İmdat (Şiir)”, Yazar: Nilüfer Gündoğdu 
-“Bineğim (Nesir)”, Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu  
-“İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Polemik, Kronik”, Yazar:-H:B.- ve -B.- 
 
3.Sayı: 
-“İmar ve Eski Eserler Meselesi” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI dergisi 
-“Abidelerimizi Nasıl Korumalı?”, Yazar: Tahsin Öz (Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Müdürü) 
-“Bir Şehri Görmek Sanatı”, Yazar: Sadri Ertem 
-“İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Ömer Hayyam’dan Rubai”, Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Tezyini Sanatın Temayülleri”, Yazar: Prof. Louis Sue 
-“Geliver (Şiir)”, Yazar: Firuzan Demirkan 
-“Taksim Pavyonu (Bar)”, Yazar: Prof. Louis Sue 
-“İstanbul’da Ucuz İkametgah Meselesi”, Yazar: Feridun Akozan (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Halk İçin Evler: Küçük Bir Sayfiye Evi Projesi”, Yazar: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Mekteplerde Resim tedris ve Terbiyesi”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Anmak ve Ağlamak (Şiir)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Fadime(Şiir)”, Yazar: Semih Üstün 
-“Bugünün Evi Nasıl Olmalı?”, Yazar: K. Ahmet Aru (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Güzelliğe Dair”, Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Sevgiden Masal (Şiir)”, Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“Cemil Reis (Hikaye)”, Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim.”, Yazar:* 
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4.Sayı: 
-“Sanat ve Sanatkarı Teşvik” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI dergisi 
-“Şehircilikte Serbest Sahalar ve İstanbul”, Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Hayyam’dan İki Rubai”, Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Açık Hava Tiyatroları”, Yazar: Nurullah Kazım Tilgen 
-“Halayıklarım (Şiir)”, Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi 
-“Şehir ve Ağaç”, Yazar: Tevfik Arutay 
-“O Belde (Şiir)”, Yazar: Şükrü Enis Regü 
-“Eğin Türküsü” (Folklor), Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Sanat Eseri Önünde”, Yazar: Emin Necip Uzman (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Mekteplerde Resim Tedris ve Terbiyesi”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Arazinin Arsalara Taksimi”, Yazar: Feridun Akozan (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Milo Venüsünün Esrarı”, Yazar: T.T. 
-“Yedi Başlı Yılbaşı (Şiir)”, Yazar: Semih Üstün 
-“Anaya Dönüş (Nesir)”, Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Kadın-Moda (İzahat)”, Yazar:?   
-“Balkanlarda Türk Evleri”, Yazar: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Polemik, Kronik”, Yazar: -B.- 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim.”, Yazar:* 
 
5.Sayı: 

-“İmar ve İnşa Etmekteki Maksad ve Gayeler” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI dergisi 
-“Binaların Akustik Meseleleri”, Yazar: Y.M.M. Prof. Salih Murat Uzdilek 
-“Türk Yazısı hakkında düşünceler”, Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu (iş-resim öğretmeni) 
-“Karikatürün Ruhi ve İçtimai Önemi”, Yazar:M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Bir Türk Evi Projesi”, Yazar ve Proje: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Bugünkü Evin İçi”, Yazar: K.Ahmet Aru (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“İran Edebiyatından Tercümeler”, Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi  
-“Lam Elif (Şiir)”, Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi 
-“Fidan Yerine Ağaç”, Yazar: Tefik Arutay 
-“Hatıralar(Şiir)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Bugünün Şehirciliği”, Yazar: Hüsnü Bakı (Yüksek Mühendis) 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”, Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Bir Ana Bir Kız (Hikaye)”, Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Polemik, Kronik”,  Yazar: -B.- 
 
6.Sayı: 

-“ Mücadele” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Anam (Şiir)”, Yazar: Nasip Özçapan 
-“Binaların Akustik Meseleleri”, Yazar: Y.M.M. Prof. Salih Murat Uzdilek 
-“Bilgisizlik İçinde Tiyatro”, Yazar: Nurullah Kazım Tilgen 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”, Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Aslını Sorarsan (Şiir)”, Yazar: Bedri Rahmi Eyüboğlu 
-“Güzel Sanat Suçları Mahkemesi”, Yazar: Refik Halid Karay 
-“Türk Yazısı hakkında düşünceler”, Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu (iş-resim öğretmeni) 
-“Son Harp Tekniği Karşısında Şehircilik”, Yazar: Necmi Ateş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Güzellik Duygusu ve His Terbiyesi”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Bahçe İçinde Küçük Bir Ev Projesi”, Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Sivas’tan Gelen Ses”, Yazar: O. Tekin 
-“İran Edebiyatından Tercümeler”, Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi 
-“Bir Münakaşa ve İki Konferans”, Yazar: Tahsin Öz (Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Müdürü) 
-“Camlar (Şiir)”, Yazar: Samim Atav 
-“Yurt Bayramı (Şiir)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Bir Ana Bir Kız (Hikaye)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Polemik, Kronik”, Yazar: -B.- 
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7.Sayı: 
-“Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“İstanbul’da Nüfus Kesafeti ve Seyrüsefer”, Yazar: Prof. M. Wagner 
-“Ortaoyunu ve Onun Fedaileri”, Yazar: Nurullah Kazım Tilgen 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”, Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Halk İçin Evler: Büyüyen Evin İçi”, Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Türk Yazısı hakkında düşünceler”, Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu (iş-resim öğretmeni) 
-“Köy Yapılarımız”, Yazar: Hatif Öge 
-“Efe (Şiir)”, Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“Klassizme Varan Sanat”, Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi 
-“Sevmek (Şiir)”, Yazar: Semih Üstün 
-“Düşünmek (Şiir)”, Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Devlet Resim ve Heykel Sergisi”,  Yazar:***  
-“Orman (Nesir)”,  Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“İnkılap Mimarisi İsteriz”, Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Güzeller Güzeli (Şiir)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Natürmort Resim Yapmak”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Şehirlerde Mimari ve Konfor”, Yazar: Hüsnü Bakı (Yüksek Mühendis) 
-“Polemik Kronik (Hıçkırık)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim-Teknik Yapı Soruları”, Yazar:* 
 
8.Sayı: 

-“Anıt-Kabir” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“İstanbul’da Nüfus Kesafeti ve Seyrüsefer”, Yazar: Prof. M. Wagner 
-“Yapı Dili Üzerinde düşünceler”, Yazar: Muzaffer Erengezgin 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”, Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Vecizeler”, Yazar: G. Le Bon 
-“Türk Yazısı hakkında düşünceler”, Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu (iş-resim öğretmeni) 
-“Daha Kaç Yıl (Şiir)”, Yazar: Sebati Erengil 
-“Geçen Asırda Fransız Karikatürü”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Kör (Şiir)”, Yazar: Şükrü Enis Regü  
-“Sanat Tefrikası”,  Yazar: Orhan Alsaç 
-“Tanenberg Abidesi”, Yazar: T.T. 
-“Nigarı Çin (Şiir)”,  Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi 
-“İçki (Nesir)”, Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Beynelmilel Şehircilik ve İkametgah Kongresi”, Yazar: W. Schütte 
-“İmar ve Yapıcılık Hareketleri”,  Yazar: Hüsnü Bakı (Yüksek Mühendis) 
-“Öç (Hikaye)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Polemik, Kronik”, Yazar: -B.- 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim”, Yazar: * 
 
9.Sayı: 
-“Halkevi Binaları” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Binaların Akustik Meseleleri”, Yazar: Y.M.M. Prof. Salih Murat Uzdilek 
-“Türk Kuklasına Bir İftira”, Yazar: Nurullah Kazım Tilgen 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”, Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Normandi Yocu Gemisi”, Yazar: Prof. L. Sue 
-“Tezyini Resim”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Yaşayış ve Mimari”, Yazar: Feridun Akozan 
-“Çingenelerim (Şiir)”, Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi 
-“Sanat Tefrikası”,  Yazar: Orhan Alsaç 
-“Geçen Günler (Şiir)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Özleyiş (Şiir)”, Yazar: Nilüfer Gündoğdu 
-“Büyük Adamların Mezar Anıtları”,  Yazar: * 
-“Radyo Kitap Saati ve Yapı”,  Yazar: Adnan Ötüken 
-“3 Mart Sanatkarlar Gecesinden Notlar”, Yazar: İ.H. 
-“Edebiyatımızda Eskilik ve Yenilik Çarpışmaları”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Bugünün Şehirciliği”, Yazar: Hüsnü Bakı (Yüksek Mühendis) 
-“Beşibirlik (Hikaye)”,  Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
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-“Polemik, Kronik”, Yazar: -B.- 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim”, Yazar: * 
 
10.Sayı:  
-“Türk Mimarlarının Beynelmilel ve Eşsiz Zaferi” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Gençlik ve Üstadlık”,  (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Yapı Tekniği İçin Bir Lugat Lazım”,  Yazar: Muzaffer Erengezgin 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”,  Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Kar (Nesir)”,  Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Öğrenmek Ne İçin”,  Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Halk İçin Evler: Tek Katlı Ev Projesi”,  Yazar: Necmi Ateş 
-“Sanat Tefrikası”, Yazar: Orhan Alsaç 
-“Dekoratif Resim Tekniği”,  Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Akademi Hakkında Bir Mektup”, Yazar: İ. B. 
-“Köy Yapılarımız”,  Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Modern Türk Mimarisi”, Yazar: Abidin Mortaş 
-“İmar, Zevk, Para”, Yazar: Suphi Nuri İleri 
-“Sılayı Anış (Şiir)”, Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“Yanacak (Şiir)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Polemik, Kronik”, Yazar: -B.- 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim”, Yazar: * 
 

11.Sayı:  

-“Mimar Koca Sinan ve Dört yüz Sene Sonrası” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Burası Neresi?” (Görüşler ve Düşünceler), Yazar: Z. Fahri Fındıkoğlu 
-“Buğu” (Tenkit ve Tahlil), Yazar: Mebrure Karatuna 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”,  Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Yapı ve İmar İçin Para Tedariki” (İmar ve İnşa), Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Yollarda Kalan Gözler (Şiir)”, Yazar: O: Sebati Erengil 
-“Sinan (Şiir)”,  Yazar: Mustafa Kamuran Çıray 
-“Köy Yapılarımız”, Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri”,  
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Anıtkabir Projesi Müsabakası Hakkında Mimar ve Muharrirler Neler Söylediler”, Yazarlar: Behçet 
Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar), Hüseyin Cahit Yalçın, Yunus Nadi ve Nizamettin Nazif 
-“Büyük sanatkarlar: Ressam Meissonier”, Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“İnsan ve Hayat (Şiir)”,  Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Babamın Ölümü (Nesir)”, Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Ayşeme (Şiir)”, Yazar: Ferit Ragıp 
-“Bacalar: Çeşitleri ve Yapılışları” (Yapı Tekniği ve Bilgisi), Yazar:Adnan Kuruyazıcı (Yüksek 
Mimar) 
-“Yapıda Bağ, Bahçe, Kümes İşleri”,  Yazar: YAPI Bahçe Servisi 
-“Türküler (Şiir)”,  Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Peng” (Alman Hikayesi), Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç 
-“Sorunuz, Söyleyelim”,  Yazar: * 
 
12.Sayı:  

-“Yapı İlk Altı Ayı Bitirirken” (Editör Yazısı), Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Ortaçağ Sanatı Roman Gotik” (Sanat Tarihi Özleri),  Yazar: T.T. 
-“Roman Sanatı” (Edebi Tetkikler),  Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”,  Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“İstanbul İmarı İçin Para Tedariki” (İmar ve İnşa), Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Öleceğim (Şiir)”,  Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
  -“Büyük sanatkarlar: Ressam Meissonier’in Hayatı”,  Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Aynalardaki Gündüz (Şiir)”, Yazar: Şükrü Enis Regü 
-“Köy Yapılarımız”, Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri”,  
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Ayrılık ve Hasret (Şiir)”, Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
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-“Bir Sayfiye Evi Projesi”, Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Vecizeler”, Yazar: Voltaire 
-“İstasyonda (Şiir)”, Yazar: Kerim Yund 
-“Şamandıra Baba (Şiir)”, Yazar: Asaf Halet Çelebi 
-“İki Yani Eser” (Tenkit ve Tahlil),  Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Bacalar” (Yapı Tekniği ve Bilgisi), Yazar:Adnan Kuruyazıcı (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Yangın” (Hayattan Hikayeler), Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Polemik, Kronik”, Yazar: -B.- 
 
13.Sayı:  

-“Mimarlık ve Millicilik Davamız” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Köy Yolları” Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Sembolizm ve Ahmet Haşim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”  Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Dekorasyon ve Seramik Sergisi” Yazar: İ.B. 
-“Sanatkarlık, Mimarlık, Türklük” Yazar: Rıza Çavdarlı 
-“O Adam (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Bir Öğretmen Evi Projesi” Yazar: A.K. 
-“Saz Şairine (Şiir)” Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“Çiftçi Kızına (Şiir)” Yazar: Kerim Yund 
-“Sulha Selam ve Duyan Şair (Tenkid)” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Mayıs Ayındaki Bahçe İşleri” Yazar: Muharrem Erener 
-“Bacalar” (Yapı Tekniği ve Bilgisi) Yazar:Adnan Kuruyazıcı (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Yapıda Bağ, Bahçe, Kümes İşleri” Yazar: ÖĞ 
  -“Büyük sanatkarlar: Ressam Meissonier’in Hayatı” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“İstanbul İmarı İçin Para Tedariki” (İmar ve İnşa) Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Çamaşırcı Anşanım’ın Hikayesi” Yazar: H. Tamkan 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: M. Z. Boren, H. İmerge, F. Ersavaş 
 
14.Sayı:  
-“Mimarlık Ticareti Yapanlar” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Bizans Sanatı” Yazar: T.T. 
-“Sulh (Şiir)” Yazar: F. K. Kalkancı 
-“Karagöz ve Gölge Oyunları” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan)”  Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Bir Nahiye Müdürü Evi Projesi” Yazar: Necmi Ateş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“İlk Ressamlar, İlk Mimarlar: TÜRKLER” Yazar: Rıza Çavdarlı 
-“Öleceğim (Şiir)”  Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Özleyiş (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Mimar M. Vedat’ın Hayatı” Yazar: Yusuf Razi Tek 
-“Sembolizm ve Ahmet Haşim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Aşk ve Ayrılık (Şiir)” Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“Köy Yollarımızı Nasıl Yapabiliriz” Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Sinema ile Çocuk ve Halk Terbiyesi” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Bacalar” (Yapı Tekniği ve Bilgisi) Yazar:Adnan Kuruyazıcı (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Haziran Ayındaki Bahçe İşleri” Yazar: Muharrem Erener 
-“Günler (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun  
-“Köpek (Hikaye)” Yazar: Mahmut Atilla Aykut 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim” Yazar: * 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: EMER, K. B. Akıncı, F. Menderesli 
 

15.Sayı:  
-“Sanat Hayatında Ahlak” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Müze Terbiyesi” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
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-“İstanbul’un İmarı Meselesi” Yazar: M. Vedat Tek 
-“İki Rubai (Hayyam’dan Tercüme)”  Yazar: İhsan Hamami 
-“Bu Yolculukta (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Günler (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Hayat Nedir?” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Köy (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Türk Anıtları Enstitüsü – Rölöve Sergisi” Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Sembolizm ve Ahmet Haşim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“ İlk Türkçe Piyes Hangisidir ve Ne Vakit Basılmıştır?” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Bahar (Şiir)” Yazar: Feyzi Kutlu Kalkancı 
-“ Mimarlığımızda Mehmet Vedat Zamanı” Yazar: Suphi Nuri İleri 
-“Büyük Bir Kayıp – Fazlullah Moral” Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Yapıda Bağ, Bahçe, Kümes İşleri” Yazar: ÖĞ 
-“Köpek (Hikaye)” Yazar: Mahmut Atilla Aykut 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: F. Ertaş, M. Z. Boren, İ. Tunalı 
 
16.Sayı:  
-“İki Mühim Mimarlık Olayı” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Cemiyet ve Mimarlık” Yazar: E. Kömürcüoğlu 
-“İki Yeni Eser ve Üç Yeni Şair”  Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Mimarların Karikatürleri”  Yazar: F. Güven 
-“Yalnızlık (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“İstanbul İmarı İçin Para Tedariki” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Ölüm Korkusu” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Merzifon Özlemi (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Büyük Sanatkarlar” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Eğer Akarsan (Şiir)” Yazar: Kerim Yund 
-“Duyuşlar (Şiir)” Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“İntizar Akşamı (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Sembolizm ve Ahmet Haşim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Bahçe Tekniği” Yazar: Muharrem Erener 
-“Kibar Dolandırıcı (Hikaye)” Yazar: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Gelin (Şiir)” Yazar: M. Kurşunluoğlu 
-“Sorunuz, Cevap Verelim” Yazar: * 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: F. Menderesli, Ş. Önol, K.B. Akıncı 
 
17.Sayı:  
-“Harp Sonrası Türk Mimarlığı” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“İstanbul İmarı İçin Para Tedariki” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Büyük Sanatkarlar-Rembrandt” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Dünya Mimarisinde İnkılap ve Memleletimiz” Yazar: E. Kömürcüoğlu 
-“İçlenme Gönül (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Antigone’nin İstanbul’da Temsili” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Ölüm (Şiir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Yurdumun Çiftçisine” Yazar: Ferid Ragıb 
-“Bir Kaymakam Evi Projesi” Yazar: Necmi Ateş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Bahar Geçerken (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Türk sanatı İçinde Mimari” Yazar: T.T. 
-“Aktör” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Sembolizm ve Ahmet Haşim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Birleşiklerin Resim Sergisi Münasebeti ile” Yazar: S. N. Ural 
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-“Bir Daire, Bir memur (Hikaye)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Yağmur Duası, Kuşlar ve Bulutlar (Şiir)” Yazar: Şükrü Enis Regü 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Temmuz Ayındaki Bahçe İşleri” Yazar: Muharrem Erener 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: M.N. Öngay, İ. Arslanoğlu 
 
18.Sayı:  

-“Altmışıncı Yılında Akademi ve Güzel Sanatlarımız” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Güzel Sanatlar sergisi Açış Söylevi” Yazar: Hasan Ali yücel 
-“Friedrich Hölderlin’in Hayatı ve Şiirleri” Yazar: Yunus Kazım Köni 
-“Yeni İnsan (Şiir)” Yazar: İsmail Hasan 
-“Türkiye’de Opera” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Teşrin Akşamı (Şiir)” Yazar: Yunus Kazım Köni 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Güzel Sanatlar Akademisinde Sergi” Yazar: S. N. Urallı 
-“Hatıralar (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Niçin daima Köy?” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Gözyaşı (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Çocukluğum (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet İğnebekçi 
-“Büyük Sanatkarlar-Rembrandt” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Bayram (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Osman Hamdi Bey” Yazar: R. M. 
-“Yapıda Bağ, Bahçe, Kümes İşleri-Akasya Ağacı” Yazar: ÖĞ 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: K. B. Akıncı, S. Ün, M. Z. Boren 
 
19.Sayı:  

-“Cumhuriyet Türk Mimarlığının Belirmesi İçin” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Açık Mektup” Yazar: Necmi Ateş  (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“İrade ve Gaye” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Friedrich Hölderlin’in Hayatı ve Şiirleri” Yazar: Yunus Kazım Köni 
-“Ucuz Sıra Evler Krokisi” Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Maarif Vekilliği Güzel Sanatlar Dergisi” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“İlk Fotoğrafçılar” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Sembolizm ve Ahmet Haşim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Plaj (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“İmralı’da Bir Gece” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Köy İstihlak Kooperatifleri” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Gündelik Dertler (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Ressam ve Peyzaj” Yazar: Yaşar Çimen 
-“Kanun Namına (Hikaye)” Yazar: M. Attila Aykut 
-“Ah Ey Çocukluğum (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Ağustos Ayındaki Bahçe İşleri” Yazar: Muharrem Erener 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: A. Arif, H. İmmerge, S. Ün 
 
20.Sayı:  
-“ Mimarlığımız ve Devlet Himayesi” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Güzel Sanatlar Birliği Resim sergisi Münasebeti ile” Yazar: B. Turan 
-“Hamle (Şiir)” Yazar: Yunus Kazım Köni 
-“Köy İstihlak Kooperatifleri” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Büyüyen Evler Mahallesi” Yazar: Franz Hillinger 
-“Sembolizm ve Ahmet Haşim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Fotoğraf Sanatı” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Günler IV (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Ressam Cezanne’ın Hayatı” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
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-“Çocuk ve Tabiat” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Gelincik Ayşe (Şiir)” Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“Sonu Gelmeyen Hikaye” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Sonuç (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Büyük Bir Kayıp” Yazar: * 
-“Haberler” Yazar: * 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: T. Demirok, Ö. Özdem, V. Angın 
 
21.Sayı:  

-“Türk Mimarları Ne İstiyorlar?” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Köy İstihlak Kooperatifleri” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Küçük Makine, Kuvvetli Objektif” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Teknik Yapı Soruları” Yazar: YAPI’nın Mimarı 
-“Köroğlu’ndan İki Koşma” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun  
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Büyüyen Evler Mahallesi” Yazar: Franz Hillinger 
-“Ay Işığında (Şiir)” Yazar: Ebed Mahir Yalnız 
-“Öleceğim (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Büyük Bir Ressam-Cezanne” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Sivas Folkloru (Tenkit ve Tahlil)” Yazar: İ. B. 
-“Gençlik ve İhtiyarlık” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Eski Türk Rakıslarından Köçek” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Sonu Gelmeyen Hikaye” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Yapıda Bağ, Bahçe, Kümes İşleri”  Yazar: ÖĞ 
-“Haberler” Yazar: * 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: M. Z. Boran, K. B. Akıncı 
 
22.Sayı:  

-“Yüksek Mimar Yetişmesini Tahdit Etmek Doğru mudur?” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Kant’ın Ahlak Felesefesi Hakkında” Yazar: Yunus Kazım Köni 
-“Ressam Nazmi Ziya’ya Dair” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Şair Olmak Hevesi” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Mimari Projelerin Kopyası ve Klişesi Alınması” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Sarıkız Mermerleri (Tenkit ve Tahlil)” Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Sanat Tefrikası: Leonardo da Vinci’nin talebelerinden Giovanni Beltraffio’nun Hatıra Defteri” 
Çeviren: Orhan Alsaç (Yüksek Müh. Mimar) 
-“Velodromlar (Spor Mimarisi) Yazar: Nizamettin Doğu 
-“Güz (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Yağmur (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet Kurşunluoğlu 
-“Çengi: Eski Türk Rakıslarından” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Günler (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Ayrılık Var (Hikaye)” Yazar: M. Attila Aykut 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Haberler” Yazar: * 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: İ. Aslanoğlu, V. Angın 
 
23.Sayı: 
-“Mimarlığımızda Türkçülük ve Millicilik” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“İstanbul’da Ebniye Meselesi” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Ritm, Vuzuh, Stil ve Tenasüp” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Şiir” Yazar: Yunus Kazım Köni 
 -“Sevimli Atım (Şiir)” Yazar: Tacettin Demirok 
-“Öksüz Aşık ve Sefil Aşık (Halk Edebiyatı)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun  
-“Hastalar Uyusun (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet İğnebekçi 
-“Şehirleri ve Binaları Süslemekte Bahçelerin Rolü” Yazar: L. Arif Kenber 
-“On İki Masal” Yazar: Bekir Arkın 
 -“Hayat (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
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-“Küçük Bir Kır Evi” Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Bayramda Yalnızlık (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Yayla Çocukları (Tenkit ve Tahlil)” Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Mimari Maketlerin Hakikata Yakın Fotoğrafları” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Ayrılış (Şiir)” Yazar:kerim Yund 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Spor Mimarlığına Dair Tamim” Yazar: T.Y.M.B. 
-“Haberler” Yazar: * 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: İ. Aslanoğlu, V. Angın, Ö. Özdem 
 
24.Sayı: 
-“Cumhuriyet Vecizeleri ” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Cumhuriyet ve İnkılabımız”  Yazar: B. Turan 
-“Hayranlık (Şiir)” Yazar: Yunus Kazım Köni 
-“Petrol Ve Ormanlarımız” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Donan Hayat (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Ressam ve Heykeltıraşlara Mektup” Yazar: Mahmut Cuda 
-“Sevgilinin Ölümü (Şiir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Bina İçi Fotoğrafı Çekmek” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“On İki Masal” Yazar: Bekir Arkın 
-“Bulutlar (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet Kurşunluoğlu 
-“Boğazda Fecir (Şiir)” Yazar: Rıza Beşer 
-“İstanbul’da Ebniye Meselesi” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Gece ve Toprak (Şiir)” Yazar: Orhan Orhon 
-“Geri Verir mi? (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet İğnebekçi 
-“Ressam Ruhi (Büyük Sanatkarlar)” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Aşık Gevheri (Halk Edebiyatı)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Tiyatronun Tarihçesi”  Yazar: Mehmet Neglit  
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Klasik Arap Sanatı (Sanat Tarihi)” Yazar: T. T. 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: A.Arif, K. B. Akıncı 
 

25.Sayı: 
-“İkinci Yıla Girerken ” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Köylü Kazancının Korunması” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Tiyatronun Tarihçesi”  Yazar: Mehmet Neglit  
-“Pratik Betonarme (Tenkit ve Tahlil)” Yazar: İ. B. 
-“Atamız İçin (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Yer Açın Atam Geliyor (Şiir)” Yazar: İsmail Barkan 
-“Türkçe’de Teknik Yapı Terimleri” Yazar: M. Erengezgin 
-“On İki Masal” Yazar: Bekir Arkın 
-“Rüya (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Çanakkale’de Bir Abide” Yazar: E. Kömürcüoğlu 
-“Klasik Arap Sanatı (Sanat Tarihi)” Yazar: T. T. 
-“Mimarlarımız ve Şehirlerimizin Karakteri” Yazar: H. K. 
-“Köylü ile Şehirli Arasında” Yazar: Refik Halid Karay 
-“Köylünün Hakkı” Yazar: Ulunay 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
 
26.Sayı: 

-“Büyük Türk İnkılabının Mimari Cephesi Ne Zaman ve Nasıl Teşekkül Edecek?” Yazar: E. 
Kömürcoğlu (Önsöz: YAPI) 
-“Köylü Kazancının Korunması” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Yok (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Makyajın Tarihi ve Tiyatro Makyajına Dair”  Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Yayladan (Şiir)” Yazar: İbrahim Aslanoğlu 
-“İstanbul’da Ebniye Meselesi” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“On İki Masal” Yazar: Bekir Arkın 
-“Evlerimiz, Yuvalarımız Niçin Dağılmakta?” Yazar: L.C.’den Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
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-“Mahallenin Ustası” Yazar: H. K. 
-“Sen (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Türkçe’de Teknik Yapı Terimleri” Yazar: Muzaffer Erengezgin 
-“Kul Mustafa ve Karacaoğlan” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Aklar (Şiir)” Yazar: Seyfi Ün 
-“Ayna (Hikaye)”  Yazar: M. Attila Aykut 
-“Serenat (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet İğnebekçi 
-“Haberler” Yazar:* 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: F. Ersavaş, M. Bakır 
 
27.Sayı: 

-“Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi Yüksek Mimarlık Şubesi Yüksek Mühendis Mektebi İnşaat Şubesi” 
(Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Vapur Yapısı, Cemiyet Yapısı” Yazar: Prof. Fındıkoğlu Z. F. 
-“Mimar, Tarihi eserler ve Fotoğraf” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Eski Dost (Şiir)” Yazar: Ebet Mahir Yalnız 
-“Sanatta Hortlak Nedir ve Kimlerdir?” Yazar: Mahmut Cuda 
-“Zirai Neşrıyatımız ve Ziraatçilerimiz” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“On İki Masal” Yazar: Bekir Arkın 
-“Ahmet Vefik Paşa Tiyatro’su ve Molyer Piyesleri” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Bir sayfiye Evi Projesi” Yazar: Necmi Ateş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Türkçe’de Teknik Yapı Terimleri” Yazar: Muzaffer Erengezgin 
-“Emrah (Halk Edebiyatı)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Trass Çimentosu (Yapı Malzemesi)” Yazar: M. Cahit Gündoğdu 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“İstanbul’da Ebniye Meselesi” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Haberler” Yazar:* 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: K. Bahir Akıncı 
 
28.Sayı: 

-“Yer Sarsıntısı Bölgelerindeki Yapılar Karşısında Türk Mimar ve Mühendislerinin Vazifeleri”   
(Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Yer Sarsıntıları ve Köy Yapılarımız” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Halkevi Amatör Sahnesinde piyes” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Sanat ve Sanatkar” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Güneşin Ölümü (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Modern Binalar ve Mavi sema (Fotoğraf Sanatı) Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Türkçe’de Teknik Yapı Terimleri” Yazar: Muzaffer Erengezgin 
-“O (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“On İki Masal (Son)” Yazar: Bekir Arkın 
-“Yaşıyorum (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“İstanbul ve Urbanizm” Yazar: Tefik Arutay 
-“Ressam Cesanne Hakkında” Yazar: M. Turgut Tokad (Öğretmen ressam) 
-“Trass Çimentosu (Yapı Malzemesi)” Yazar: M. Cahit Gündoğdu 
-“(Yok) Başlıklı Şiir ve Yanlış Tefsirler” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Polemik, Kronik- Tenkit Hevesine Kapılan Bir Arkadaşın Mektubuna Cevap” Yazar: Fahri Arkunlar 
 -“İstanbul’da Ebniye Meselesi” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“Haberler” Yazar:* 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: Ö. Özdem, F. Ertaş, A. Arif 
 
29.Sayı: 

-“Mimarlarımızın Güzel Sanatlar Akademisinden Bekledikleri” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Köy İşlerimizin organizasyonları” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Halkevleri Temsil Şubeleri” Yazar: Melih Artel 
-“Niçin (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Trass Çimentosu (Yapı Malzemesi)” Yazar: M. Cahit Gündoğdu 
-“Bizde Fotoğraf Müsabakaları, Jüriler, Sergiler” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Gözyaşları (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Aşık Noksani ve Tokatlı Nuri (Halk Edebiyatı)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
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-“İstanbul’un Nazım Planı (Şehircilik)” Yazar: Tefik Arutay 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt  
-“İstanbul’da Ebniye Meselesi (Son)” Yazar: Prf. Dr.-Mühendis Martin Wagner 
-“13 Eşek, 6 Adam=2.5 Papel (şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“T.Y.M.B. İstanbul Şubesi 942 İdare Heyeti Raporu” Yazar: *** 
-“Deli (Hikaye)” Yazar: M. Attila Aykut 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
 

30.Sayı: 
-“ Türk Mimarlarının Birliği” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Köy İşlerimizin organizasyonları” Yazar: Hatif Öğe 
-“Ziraat Vekaletinin Bir Tavzihi ve Cevabımız” Yazar: YAPI 
-“Gidene (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Plak Cinsleri-Fotoğraf Sanatı” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Harp ve Çocuk (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Ne Var ki (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet İğnebekçi 
-“Halk Edebiyatı Dersleri (Tahlil ve Tenkit)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin islah ve Tadili için teklif” Yazar: T.Y.M.B. 
-“Sanat Eserlerimize Saygı” Yazar: H. K. 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt  
-“Ne İyi (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Şehir Meydanları (Şehircilik)” Yazar: Necmi Ateş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Deli (Hikaye-Son)” Yazar: M. Attila Aykut 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“İntizar (Şiir)” Yazar: Veysel Karakuşak 
-“Beş Büyük Sanatkar” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: M. Bakır, V. Angın 
 
31.Sayı: 

-“ Türk Mimarlarının Mukadderatı ile Oynanamaz” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Osmanlı Mimarisinin Menşeini Araştırırken” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Köprü, Bir Tasvir (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Plak Cinsleri II (Fotoğraf Sanatı)” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“İnsan Yine İnsan” Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Akrabalarım (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet Kemal 
-“İstanbul Belediyesi Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin İslah ve Tadili İçin Teklif” Yazar: T.Y.M.B. 
-“Beyoğlu’nun Nazım Planı (Şehircilik)” Yazar: Tefik Arutay 
-“Arife (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Sabri ve Hıfzı (Halk Edebiyatı)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt 
-“Parmağım İçinde (Hikaye)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Amatörlere Resim Dersleri” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
 

32.Sayı: 

-“Sinan Abidesi Yükselirken” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Türk Mimarlarını Çoğaltmak Lazım” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Sanatkar Niçin ve Kimin İçin Çalışır?” Yazar: Ali Sami Boyar 
-“Sevmek (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Tiyatroda Çalışan Diğer Şahıslar” Yazar: Mehmet Neglit 
-“Amatörlere Resim Dersleri II” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Evlerinin Önü (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet Kemal 
-“Mur Ali ve Gulami (Halk Edebiyatı)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“İstanbul Belediyesi Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin İslah ve Tadili İçin Teklif” Yazar: T.Y.M.B. 
-“Türk Mimarlarının Ellerinde Spor Sahaları” Yazar: Nizamettin Doğu 
-“S.O.S. (Şiir)” Yazar: Semih Üstün 
-“Köy Camilerimiz” Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
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-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt 
-“Plak Cinslerine III (Fotoğraf Sanatı)” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Fiyevri (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Büyük İkramiye (Hikaye)” Yazar: M. Attila Aykut 
-“Polemik, Kronik” Yazar: -B.- 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
 
33.Sayı: 
-“Müsabaka Usulünün Kabulünü İstiyoruz” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Mustafa Şekip Tunç ve Resim” Yazar: Nurullah Berk 
-“İbrahim Paşa Sarayı ve Bir Sulh Muahedesi” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Dünkü Telakkiler ve Bugünkü Tiyatro” Yazar: Melik Artel 
-“İslam Ansiklopedisinde Çıkan Bir Makale” Yazar: Ali Sami Boyar 
-“Çekelim” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Sahnenin Büyük Sanatkarı Neyyire Neyir” Yazar: H. 
-“61’inci Yılı Kutlanırken” Yazar: H. K. 
-“Su Kızı” Yazar: Rauf İsmet Ulukut 
-“İstanbul Belediyesi Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin İslah ve Tadili hakkında Teklif” Yazar: 
T.Y.M.B. 
-“Amatörlere Resim” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt 
-“Beş Büyük Sanatkar: A. Gide” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Karikatür Köşesi: Ali Sami Boyar” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Kış Köşesi” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: Ali Tanık, Feridun Ertaş 
 
34.Sayı: 
-“Yuvayı Dişi Kuş Yapar” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“İbrahim Paşa Sarayı ve Bir Sulh Muahedesi” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Davutpaşa Sarayı Nasıl Keşfolundu?” Yazar: Dr. Osman Şevki Uludağ 
-“Yolları Kar Kapattı” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Yazıcılarımızdan Şinasi Barutçu’nun İki Başarısı” Yazar: H. 
-“Bir Tecavüze Cevap” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Demir İnşaatta Kaynak” Yazar: Orhan Alsaç 
-“Resim Sanatının Kudret ve Fazileti” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Amatörlere Resim” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Bazı Yersel Kelimeler ve Karşılıkları” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt 
-“İstanbul Belediyesi Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin İslah ve Tadili hakkında Teklif” Yazar: 
T.Y.M.B. 
-“Karikatür Köşesi: Muhiddin Sadak” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
 
35.Sayı: 
-“Sanat Ailemizde Bir Düzmece Mustafa mı?” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Yapıcı ve Onarıcı Cumhuriyetimizin Sayın Mimarlarına Açık Mektup” Yazar: Ali Sami Boyar 
-“Sanat Davamızın Ana hatları: Sanatsız Dünyamız” Yazar: Nurullah Berk 
-“Koca Sinan’ın 355’inci Ölüm Yıldönümü” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Hayat (Şiir)” Yazar: Perizat Muhsinoğlu 
-“Demir İnşaatta Kaynak” Yazar: Orhan Alsaç 
-“Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi Müdürüne Açık Mektup” Yazar: Necmi Ateş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“İçki Düşmanları” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Cinnet (Şiir)”  Yazar: Mehmed Kurşunluoğlu 
-“Amatörlere Resim Dersleri” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Güzel Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı” Yazar: Dr. Cafer Tayyar Kankat 
-“İstanbul Belediyesi Yapı ve Yollar Talimatnamesinin İslah ve Tadili hakkında Teklif” Yazar: 
T.Y.M.B. 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
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36.Sayı: 
-“Meslek Şeref ve Haysiyeti” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Sanat Davamızın Ana hatları: Halk ve Sanatkar” Yazar: Nurullah Berk 
-“Çinili Köşk (Arkeoloji Müzesi) İbrahim Paşa Sarayı” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“İki Çiçek” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Bazı Yersel Kelimeler” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Koca Sinan’ın 355’inci Ölüm Yıldönümü” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Mimar Sinan (Şiir)” Yazar: Necdet Rüştü Efe 
-“İnönü Heykeli ve Gezi” Yazar: Eyüp Kömürcüoğlu 
-“Sivas’ta Bahar Özlemi (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Güzel Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı” Yazar: Dr. Cafer Tayyar Kankat 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt 
-“Köy Davamızda Radyo ve Sinemanın Ehemmiyeti” Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Araba (Şiir)” Yazar: Nejat Edis 
-“Amatörlere Resim Dersleri” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Akkız (Hikaye)” Yazar: Veysel Karakuşak 
-“Beş Büyük Sanatkar” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazar: Ahmet Arif, Hatice Şekercioğlu” 
  
37.Sayı: 
-“Sanat ve Mürebbilik” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Sanat Davamızın Ana hatları: İki Taraflı Dava” Yazar: Nurullah Berk 
-“Sinan’ın Eserlerine ve Ülküsüne Saygı Lazımdır” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“19 Mayıs (Şiir)” Yazar: O. Sebati Erengil 
-“Agahi ve Aşık Süleyman” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Yeni Cami (Şiir)” Yazar: Necdet Rüştü Efe 
-“Koca Sinan’ın 355’inci Ölüm Yıldönümü” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Tahteşşuur” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Türk Tarihi Anıtları Şunun Bunun Oyuncağı Olmamalıdır” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Köy Davamızda Radyo ve Sinemanın Ehemmiyeti” Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Türklerde Meddah” Yazar: Ali Zühtü Altaylı 
-“Güzel Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı” Yazar: Dr. Cafer Tayyar Kankat 
-“Karikatür Köşesi: Burhan Toprak” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Şarkılar (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet Kemal 
-“İki Şairin Şiir Kitabı:1943” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Sanayii Nefise Mektebi Alisi ve Güzel Sanatlar Akademisi” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
 
38.Sayı: 

-“Sanatkar” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Milli Sanat” Yazar: Ali Sami Boyar 
-“Sanat Konuşmaları” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Koca Sinan (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Erciyaş’tan Süleymaniye’ye” Yazar: Kamuran Bozkır 
-“Tohumluk Derdimiz” Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“İki Şairin Şiir Kitabı:1943” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Şikayet (Şiir)” Yazar: Abidin Mümtaz Kısakürek 
-“Keson İndirme Sistemi” Yazar: Sabih Alaçam 
-“Türklerde Meddah” Yazar: Ali Zühtü Altaylı 
-“Karikatür Köşesi: Sedat Çetintaş” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Güzel Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı” Yazar: Dr. Cafer Tayyar Kankat 
-“Ağlarız (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet İğnebekçi 
-“Kavuştu (Şiir)” Yazar: İbrahim Aslanoğlu 
-“Beş Büyük Sanatkar” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Bazı Yersel Kelimeler ve Karşılıkları” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Yozgat Spor Alanı Proje Müsabakasına Ait Jüri Raporu 
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39.Sayı: 

 
-“Mimarlık ve Mürebbilik” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Mimari Tarihimizde Maket” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Pir Sultan Abdal” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Erbaa Hareketi Arzı ve İnşaat” Yazar: H.K. 
 -“Sevmek (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Çarıklı İlahlar (Şiir)” Yazar: Kamuran Bozkır 
-“Keson İndirme Sistemi” Yazar: Sabih Alaçam 
-“Güzel Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı” Yazar: Dr. Cafer Tayyar Kankat 
-“Türklerde Kukla” Yazar: Nurullah 
-“Amatörlere Resim Dersleri” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Kendimizi Nasıl Bulalım?” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Akkız (Hikaye)” Yazar: Veysel Karakuşak 
-“Karikatür Köşesi: Şevket Dağ” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
 
40.Sayı: 
-“Zelzele ve Yapı Felaketi” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Türk Yüksek Mimarlar Birliği İstanbul Şubesinin Bir Tavzihi” Yazar:* 
-“Türk İşletmeleri Sergisi ve İşletmelerin Ehemmiyeti” Yazar: Tahsin Öz 
-“Kuşum (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Halk Edebiyatı: Kusuri ve ruhsati” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“İstikbalin Fotoğraf Makinası” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Hasret (Şiir)” Yazar: Kamuran Bozkır 
-“Güzel Sanatlarla Beraber Çalışmaya Başlayan Estetik Cerrahlığı” Yazar: Dr. Cafer Tayyar Kankat 
-“Kıskançlık” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Akademide Mektep Hatıraları” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Yıldızlarla Konuşmak (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Eski Devirlerde Sıhhat Müesseseleri ve Yapı Tarzları” Yazar: Dr. Kemal Saraçoğlu 
-“Beş Büyük Sanatkar” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Yozgat Spor Alanı Proje Müsabakasına Ait Jüri Raporu 
 
41.Sayı: 
-“Yanlış Düşünce Karşısında Hakikat” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Yenilerin Üçüncü Resim ve Heykel Sergisi” Yazar: İlhami Berk 
-“Maarif Vekilliğinin Dergimize Karşı Gösterdiği Himaye ve Teveccüh” Yazar:* 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda (Yanıcı Yağlar)ın Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt 
-“Türk Temaşası: Karagöz” Yazar: Melih Artel 
-“Mumya (Şiir)” Yazar: Nejat Edis 
-“İstikbalin Fotoğraf Makinası” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Adapazar’lı Dostlar (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Büyük Milli Şefin Türk Sanatına Yeni Bir Hediyesi” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Düşünceler: Değişen Bir şey Yok” Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Kanlı Gelin” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Konuşma: Bugünkü Hikayeciliğimiz” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Keder (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Yalnızlık (Şiir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Beş Büyük Sanatkar” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
-“Bize Gelen Kitap ve Dergiler” 
 
42.Sayı: 
-“Bu Ayrılık Neden?” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Ayasofya Hakkında Mühim Bir Eser” Yazar: Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Nesir: Ayna” Yazar: S.B. 
-“Halk Edebiyatı: Hüviyeti Meçhul Şairlerden Safi ve Hamdi” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Özlem (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Birinci Plastik Sanatlar Sergisi” Yazar: Ulunay 
-“Serhoş (Şiir)”  Yazar: Mehmed Kurşunluoğlu 
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-“İstikbalin Fotoğraf Makinası” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Türk Ressamlar ve Heykeltraşlar Cemiyetinin Bir Sergisi” Yazar:* 
-“O Günler (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Kanlı Gelin” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Sedef Kız” Yazar: Veysel Karakuşak 
-“Güzel Sanatlar Akademisinin Yüksek Mimarlık Şubesinde Beş Gencin Uğradığı Haksızlık” Yazar: 
İ. H.  
-“Bize Gelen Mecmua ve Kitaplar” 
 

43-44.Sayı: 

-“Harp Sonrası Yapıcılık ve Şehirciliğimiz” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Bozdoğan Su Kemeri” Yazar: R. Duyur 
-“Bizim Köy (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Küçük Borçlu ve Özlem” Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Güzel Sanatlar Birliği Resim Sergisi” Yazar: Ulunay 
-“İstanbul Özlemi (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Yeni Bir Mimariye Doğru” Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Beş Büyük Sanatkar” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Senin İçin (Şiir)” Yazar: Nimet Günar 
-“Akademide Mektep Hatıraları” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Bir Bahar Akşamı (Şiir)” Yazar: Feyzi Kutlu Kalkancı  
-“Yaşım (Şiir)” Yazar: Perizad Muhsinoğlu 
 -“İlk Kar (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Ankara’da Gülhane Poliklinik Binası” Yazar: Rifat Peyin 
-“Şehir ve Kasabalarda Yanıcı Yağların Muhafazası” Yazar: Cemil Başkurt 
-“Haberler” Yazar:*  
 
45.Sayı: 
-“Münakaşa İle Satın Alınmış ve Satılmış Sanat” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Yeni Bir Mimariye Doğru” Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Mimarlıkta Ev Derdi” Yazar: Hatif Öğe (Ziraat Mühendisi) 
-“Türkiye’de Yapılan Temsil Bayramı” Yazar: Nurullah 
-“Folklor: Osman Turgut Pamirli” Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Akademide Mektep Hatıraları” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Kitap Basın ve Satışının Artması” Yazar: Sabih Alaçam 
-“Dokunmayın (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Selam (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Baharı Tahayyül (Şiir)” Yazar: Hilmi Gülkılık 
-“On Roman” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
 -“Halk Edebiyatı: Habib Karaaslan” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Hikaye: Boğulan Kahkaha” Yazar: Oğuz Özdeş 
-“Şarkı (Şiir)” Yazar: İskender Haki Engin 
-“İstidatlar Köşesi” Yazarlar: Muhlis Nafiz Güney, Halit Benli 
 
46-47.Sayı: 
-“Bir Şikayet Münasebetile” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Halk Edebiyatı: Aşık Sümmani” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Güzel İzmir (Şiir)” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Yolların Tükettiği Adam: Turgut Evren” Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Akademide Mektep Hatıraları” Yazar: M. Yeşim 
-“Türk Yüksek Mimarlar Birliği İstanbul Şubesi Adına İstanbul Radyosunda Bir Konferans ” Yazar: 
Sedat Çetintaş (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Aşık (Şiir)”  Yazar: Mehmed Kurşunluoğlu 
-“Ayna (Şiir)” Yazar: Mehmet Kemal 
-“Yarı Yol (Şiir)” Yazar: Feyzi Kutlu Kalkancı  
-“Göz Yaşları (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Mühim Bir Roman: Uçurum” Yazar: Ruşen Engin 
-“Hikaye: Kömürler Marsık Oldu” Yazar: Mahmut Atilla Aykut  
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48-49.Sayı: 
-“XX. Yıl ve Cumhuriyet Mimarlığı” (Editör Yazısı) Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Birimizin Derdi: Hepimizin Derdi” Yazar: M. Ali Gökberk 
-“Camilerimiz ve Şehircilik” Yazar: Pertev Taner 
-“Bir Baş yazıda İmar Mevzuu ve Türk Yüksek Mimarları” Yazar: YAPI Dergisi 
-“Buranın Manzaraları (Şiir)” Yazar: Enver Göksoy 
-“Türk Yazısı Hakkında Düşünceler” Yazar: Şinasi Barutçu 
-“Radyofonik Piyes” Yazar: Nurullah 
-“Kuşlar ve Dağ Tepesi (Nesir)” Yazar: Y.B. Yapıcıoğlu 
-“Aşka İnanıyorum (Nesir)” Yazar: Nimet Günar 
-“Yeni Bir Mimariye Doğru” Yazar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
-“Yayladan Sesler” Yazar: Vehbi Cem Aşkun 
-“Ev Nedir? (Fikir)” Yazar: Kerim Yurd 
-“Yapıcı Gözü ile Atasözleri (Görüşler)” Yazar: Muzaffer Erengezgin 
-“Kahramanlık Şiirleri” Yazar: Ahmet Yılmaz 
-“Kör (Şiir)” Yazar: Perizat Muhsinoğlu 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Projects Published in the Issues of Yapı: 

 

1.Sayı: “Halk İçin Evler: Büyüyen Ev” (Yarışma Projesi) Proje:J. Hoffmann ve O. Haerdtl, Yazı ve 
yorumlar: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar) 
 2.Sayı: “Halk İçin Evler: Büyüyen Ev” (Yarışma Projesi) Proje: Leopold Ponzen (Viyana) Yazı ve 
Yorumlar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
3.Sayı: “Halk İçin Evler: Küçük Bir Sayfiye Evi Projesi” (Tasarı halinde) Proje: Bilinmiyor, Yazı ve 
Yorumlar: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar) 
4.Sayı: “Balkanlarda Türk Evleri: Bosna’da Bir Türk Evi” (Uygulanmış Proje) Proje Tasarım: 
bilinmiyor Yazı ve Yorumlar: Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek Mimar)  
5. Sayı:“Modern Bir Türk Evi” (Tasarı-inşası düşünülüyor) Proje ve Yazı:Şekure Niltuna (Yüksek 
Mimar) 
6. Sayı:“Bahçe İçinde Küçük Bir Ev” (Deneme: Modern-Türk karakteri araştırılıyor) Proje, yazı ve 
resimler: Behçet Ünsal(Yüksek Mimar) 
7.Sayı: “Halk için Evler: Büyüyen Evin İçi” (Uygulanmış Proje) Proje Tasarım: Berlin’li Mimarlar: 
H.Köhler ve J. Schweitzer, Yazı ve yorumlar: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
8.Sayı: Proje yok. 
9.Sayı: Proje yok.  
10.Sayı:“Halk için Evler:Tek Katlı Ev Projesi” (Tasarı-inşası düşünülüyor) Proje ve Yazı:Necmi Ateş 
11.Sayı:Proje yok. 
12.Sayı: “Bir Sayfiye Evi Projesi” (Tasarı halinde) Proje ve Yazı: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
13.Sayı:“Bir Öğretmen Evi Projesi” (Tasarı: Yapılma aşamasında) Proje ve Yazı: A.K. 
14.Sayı: “Bir Nahiye Müdürü Evi” (Tasarı-inşası düşünülüyor) Proje ve Yazı: Necmi Ateş 
15.Sayı: Proje yok. 
16.Sayı: Proje yok. 
17.Sayı: “Bir Kaymakam Evi Projesi” (Tasarı-inşası düşünülüyor) Proje ve Yazı: Necmi Ateş 
18.Sayı: Proje yok. 
19.Sayı: “Halk İçin Evler: Ucuz Sıra Evler Krokisi” (Tasarı- kroki halinde) Proje ve Yazı: Behçet 
Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar)  
20.Sayı: Proje yok. 
21.Sayı: Proje yok. 
22.Sayı: Proje yok.  
23.Sayı:“Halk İçin Evler: Küçük Bir Kır Evi Projesi” (Uygulanmış:Almanya) Mimari Clemens 
August, Yazı: Behçet Ünsal (Yüksek Mimar) 
24.Sayı: Proje yok.  
25.Sayı: Proje yok. 
26.Sayı: Proje yok. 
27.Sayı: “Halk İçin Evler: Bir Sayfiye Evi Projesi” Yazı ve Proje: Necmi Ateş 
28.Sayı: Proje yok. 
29.Sayı: Proje yok. 
30.Sayı: Proje yok. 
31.Sayı: Proje yok. 
32.Sayı: Proje yok. 
33.Sayı: Proje yok. 
34.Sayı: Proje yok. 
35.Sayı: Proje yok. 
36.Sayı: Proje yok. 
37.Sayı: Proje yok. 
38.Sayı: Proje yok. 
39.Sayı: Proje yok. 
40.Sayı: Proje yok. 
41.Sayı: Proje yok. 
42.Sayı: Proje yok. 
43-44.Sayı: Proje yok. 
45.Sayı: Proje yok. 
46-47.Sayı: Proje yok. 
48-49.Sayı: Proje yok. 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
 

A Table Showing the Increase in the Prices of Construction Materials and Ordinary 
Living Requirements in the Second World War. 

 

 
 

Source: Koçak, Cemil. 1996. “Milli Şef Döneminin İktisadi Politikaları”, Türkiye’de 

Milli Şef Dönemi(1938-45), Cilt 2, İletişim Yayınları, 1. Baskı, İstanbul, p.435. 
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APPENDIX E 
 
 
A Table Showing the Foreign Trade and Total Amounts of the Exportation and 
Importation of Turkey during Second World War. (The exportation decreased but 
importation depending on agricultural products saw perceivable increases due to the 
needs of fighting Countries.)  
 

 
 

  Source: Necdet Serin, Dış Ticaret ve Dış Ticaret Politikası (1923-1973.), s.20/   
  Tablo;4  Bilge Aloba Köksal, A. Rasih İlkin, Türkiye’de İktisadi Politikanın   

  Gelişimi (1923-1973), s.33/Tablo 18. and Köksal, İlgin, age, s.34/Tablo19. Quoted   
   in Koçak, Cemil. 1996. “Milli Şef Döneminin İktisadi Politikaları”, Türkiye’de      

  Milli Şef Dönemi(1938-45),Cilt 2, İletişim Yayınları, 1. Baskı, İstanbul, p.369. 
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APPENDIX F 

 

 

 

The Introduction Brochure distributed by the Academy of Fine Arts in 1940. 
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             Source: ‘Academy of Fine Arts’, Introduction Brochure, İstanbul, 1940.
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APPENDIX G 
 
 

The Analysis of the Project Competitions for Public Government Buildings made in 
between 1923-1950 and their Evaluation Criteria 

 

 
 

   Source: Çilingir, Banu. 2000. Cumhuriyet Dönemi Proje yarışmalarında   

   Değerlendirme Kriterleri ve Gelişimi Çalışma Alanı: Kamu Yönetimi Binaları,   
   Yüksek Lisans Tezi, İstanbul TeknikÜniversitesi-Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü, Haziran,   
   p.62. 


